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~ Unsightly Blemishes 
~ Uneven Pigmentation 




~ Large Pores 
:" ;' :: ::, :; :; : :. , 
For more information or to ~chedule an appointment, contacl -
VERNE WEISBERG, M.D., FA.C.S. 




THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S 
241CO~RCLALSTREET 
Wednesday's 5:30-9:00 P.M. 
Wednesday 2128 Red Hook Brewing Co_ - Seattle, WA Join the Dewey's staff and 
representatives from Red Hook Bre,wing for specials on Winterhook. Giveaways. 
Wednesday 3/6 Harp. -I?ublm, Ireland Join the Dewey's staff and Sully from 
Na~pl Dlstnbuto~ for specials on Harp Lager. Giveaways. 
Wednesday 3/13 Gumess - Dublin, Ireland Join the Dewey's staff and the gang 
. from <?urness for speCIals on Guiness Stout. Giveaways. 
More Dates in March • 3117 St. Patrick's Day Special Promotion' 3/20 Samuel Adams' 3/7 Sea Dog 
. THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S 
Comer of Commercial & Union Streets· Portland, Maine' 772-3310 
KIRSTEN SCARCELLI 
PORTLAND 
468 Fore Sfreei (Old Port) 774-9484 
OGUNQUIT 
J 19 S""'" Rood 6<6·19,111 
HALLOWELL 
us H'il.Lar SUrel 6t2-f)J .~9 
ELLSWORTH 
38 iligh S,,~er 6670H5 
CAMDEN 
JJ 81m Street 236~7721 
WOMEN'S 
FILM & VIDEO 
FESTIVAL 
. program is a Museum An, & 
VIdeo Festival Comminee, and the Women's Srudies Program at the University of Southern Maine. 
The Women's Film & Video Festival Committee is a volunteer group 
romprised of area filmmakers and film lovers. 
Friday, March I: 6· 9 p.m. 
"All My Rdatioo.s" by Joanltl Priesdy 
World Premiere of "The Blinking Madonna & Other Miracles" 
World Premiere of "Let The Caftao.s Flow" by Kate Kaminski and Betsy Carson 
Opening Night Rectption 
Saturday, March 2: 1 -5 p.m. 
"Pearl's ~ina-" by Lynne Smith;, "Leona's Sister Gerri" by Jane Gilooly; Q & A with Jane Gilooly 
Mas~ Smart Woman by Jane Mornso~, "The White Heron" by Jane Morrison 
The life and Work of Jane Morrison: A discussion with Debra Zimmerman 
Executive Director of Women Make Movies ' 
Saturday, March 2, 7 -9 p.m. 
"The Two Worlds of Angdita" by Jane Morrison 
"The F-Word" by Marcia Jarrne! and Erin Gallagher; "Kalamazoo" by Claudia Silver 
Sunday, March 3, 1- 4 p.m. 
"Sister My Sister" by Nancy Meckler 
"Breaking the Silence: The Sisters of DeSaIes High School" 
. by Susan Pointon and Tommie Dell Smith 
sale sale sale 
storewide clearance 
20% to 60% 
kitchen carts . pottery . glass . 
weathervanes . chimes. fountains. 
flags. bird feeders. puzzles. party 
games. frames. clocks 01 mirrors. 
stools. jewelry boxes. roll top desks. 
lamps. wine racks. textiles. pot racks 
. and much more ..... 
The natural place for gifts, accessories & home furnishings for today's 
casual lifestyles is the Symmetree Company at 37 Exchange St. in the 
Old Port_._ .. 871-1484 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
MATT McDONALD 
Companies with smokestacks spewingsulfurdioxide(SO,) 
can purchase "pollution allowances" from the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA). These allowances permit the 
company to emit I ton of SO,. Matt McDonald is a senior at 
USM and president of the Acid Rain Retirement Fund 
(ARRF), a nonprofit corporation that raises money to pur-
chase these pollution credits, then retires them. On Feb. 14, 
ARRF and students from the Village School and Shaw 
Junior High in Gorham collected about 10,000 pounds of 
newspaperto sell to a recycler. They plan to use the proceeds 
to purchase two credits. 
How much does a credit cost? 
When they first did this in 1990, they figured the price 
would be around $700-800. Right now, the price is about 
$120. That's like 6 cents a pound. Potatoes are more expen-







little bit of money. When we buy [credits) and take them out : actually name the lOS dirtiest plants. All of them are upwind 
of circulation, it drives the price of the rest of the [credits) up , from Maine. Those are the ones we are going after. 
a little bit. It makes it more expensive to pollute. 
How did you come up with the Idea? 
Mike Hamilton, a political science professor at USM, 
bought one credit last year as an experiment and mentioned 
it in class. I thought it was a fascinating idea that you can buy 
the right to pollute and then not pollute. A couple of us 
decided we wanted to form a corporation and really go for it. 
We want to make the biggest dent [in air pollution) we can. 
: How many credits have you bought so far? 
N one. We bid in March. We're raising funds right now. 
At this moment we're 100kingat4 tons of SO,. That's before 
we hold our benefit concert. [Mocha Java and Beyond 
Reason will play the Hedgehog Pub at 8 p.m. on Feb. 29.) 
. What's the bidding process like? 
It's not very exciting. We just fill out a check and send it 
: off. It's through the Chicago Board of Trade . I was actually 
Where do the S0. emissions come from? : thinking of going out there if it was some sort of exciting, 
We can only buy from coal-fired electric utilities, [most of ' high-powered event. But it's not. 
which) are in the Ohio River Valley. The closest one to : 
Maine is near Manchester, N.H. In the Clean Air Act ... they : Interview by Christopher Barry; photo by Colin Malakie 
This week in the 
SMOkiNG 'ROOM 
OVE.N TILL lAM 
Thur: Strange Folk w/struag out 
14 York st. Gorhams Corner .. 773 .. BEER 
FREE Parking off Maple st. 
Fri: Ominous Seapods w/ uncle edge 
Sat: L.A. Rokkerz w/one people 
Casco Bay Creole, non smoking dining Every Wednesday: $2 Night with Petting Zoo 
I_perlal Me_berships Now Available 
Drink Speeials &: Free Buffet Friday 5-7 Lunch, Dinner, Late Night 11:30am -11:30pm 
4 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
= I'l;~ t wa~ a violent week. State Senate : 
~ "":' President ,eff Biltiand got .. 
: .:~, pllnched In the head by the : 
* Legislature's transportation committee, which " 
"  voted against his plan to hold another : 
: referendum on widening the Maine Turnpike. .. 
~ Convicted embezzler Carol Palesky got : 
; punched in the head by the secretary of state's " .. 
office, which rejected " 
whatappeartobeillegally .. .. 
altered petitions seeking .. 
" a property tax cap .. 
referendum. Convicted " .. 
drug dealer Harvey " 
Prager, formerly of .. .. 
" Portland, got punched in .. 
: the head by the Massachusetts Suprem'e Court, " .. 
". which ruled he wasn't fit to be a lawyer in the " 
~ 
" Bay State. Dwight Burtis, an ex-Portland cop .. 
" " accused of punching a Sherman Street resident .. 
: in the head, convinced a federal court jury he : 
" didn't use excessive force. But jurors also .. 
¢ M 
" decided Burtis violated Clifford Clukey's rights " 
" by arresting him because Clukey called the .. 
"  officer "porky." 
'" " • Portland state Rep. Herb Adams is aiming to " 
; punch the term limits law in the head. '" 
" " .• Earlier in February, Adams and Lewiston Rep. ~ $ 
". Roger Pouliot tried to file nominating papers " 
; to run for another term. They were rejected ,. .. 
" by the secretary of state because each has " 
~ " served at least eight consecutive years, the .. 
" " maximum allowed under the limits law '  
• ¢ approved byvoters in 1993. The two legislators, : 
West End kids have a place to gather - for IIOW_ PHOTOfTONY HARBERT 
,; along with the League of Women Voters, have .. 
~ " .* filed suit seeking to have that law overturned. ,. 
¢ 
~ • Maybe Portland city councilors are getting .. 
:::: 
,* punch drunk. For obscure reasons. the Council " 
'" " refused to allthorlze holding an " 
The kids are all WET 
• • 
$ election on March 5, the day of the state's .. 
~ new presidential primary. Mayor Jack Dawson, ; 
" apparently unaware the law covering the " 
¢ 
';' presidential nominating process has changed, : 
,. insisted the caucus system was available to " 
; select candidates. State elections officials '" 
*' 
; warned that if Dawson persisted in blocking " .. 
~ the vote, he could be fined or jailed. The " 
: Council was scheduled to reconsider on Feb. ., 
" " 21. " 
,. 
" • Regional Waste Systems is giving Greater '" 
~ ~ 
" Portland a kick in the wallet by hiking " 
: mllnlcipal trash disposal prices .. 
" " almost 25 percent to make upforlosses due to ,. 
~ 
" competition from other incinerators for private : 
.. garbage. The extra cost could mean tax .. 
" " !t- increases. 
" " .. • No punch in the head for Larry Rose, owner .. 
" " of the Surplus Store in Monument Square. : 
" Rose won't be charged with a bias " 
" " .. crime for a Martin Luther King Day incident  
: in which he ordered two black teenagers out " 
" ~ of the store. "I don't feel comfortable calling  
* .. this a bias incident," said Portland Police Sgt. : 
" Vern Malloch. "The motivating factor [would " 
" " have to be] their race. While the teens believe '" 
" : their case, the management of the store has a " 
" " different perspective." Neither party was more  
" • credible than the other, Malloch said, so no .. .. 
.. charges will be filed. caw .. 
Teens have a place to hang. But maybe not for long. 
• CHRISTOPHER BARRY 
When the West End Teen (WET) cen-
ter opened last October, no one showed up 
for the first couple of weeks except WET's 
director, Susan Hathaway. So Hathaway, 
an intern at the Portland West Neighbor-
hood Planning Council and a University 
of New England graduate student, blan-
keted the West End with flyers inviting 
teens to hang out at Reiche School on 
Monday nights to play Foosball and Ping-
Pong, or just to be with kids their own age. 
Thatdidn'twork either. Soshe approached 
teens on the street, telling them about WET . 
Five months later, a dozen or so youths 
show up every week, staying off the street 
and out of trouble. But just as the program's 
popularity is growing, organizers are fac-
ing the prospect of shutting it down . In 
April, Hathaway'S internship will end and 
WET was scheduled to close until fall , 
when Portland West hopes to find another 
intern to run it. The program's life was 
extended slightly, however, thanks to a 
donation from Steve and Rosie Harris, the 
owners of Rosie's and Ruski 's bars. Now 
WET will stay open until mid-June. But 
the teens who show up each week don't 
want WET to shut down, even tempo-
rarily. 
"It's going to be really sucky when it 
closes," said Julie Valez, a 13-year-old 
who attends King Middle School. "This is 
where my friends are .... WET is safe, we 
stay out of trouble. [WET] keeps you in-
volved with activities. We learn about 
teamwork." 
Portland West initially backed WET 
because there are so few activities for West 
End teens, according to Nance Parker, the 
agency's Neighborhood Improvement Di-
rector and Hathaway's boss . But that 
support was purely philosophical. Except 
for the Harrises' donation, WET doesn't 
have any income. Parker said Portland 
West plans to apply for grants to keep 
WET afloat next year, but didn't pursue 
any this year because "We don't have the 
time or the people to write grants," Parker 
said. "We're frustrated. There are so many 
things WET could do this summer ... but 
there isn't any funding. " 
The kids going to WET aren 't exactly 
gang members, but some of the youths 
involved could be called "at risk." Many 
are from single-parent, low-income fami-
lies. They're too young for a job and too 
old for the Boys and Girls Clubs. If the 
teens don't play sports or belong to an 
after-school club, they're usually home-
watching TV, doing school work, waiting 
for their parents to come home. It's too 
cold to be in the parks and playgrounds 
during the winter. 
But on Mondays these teens now have 
a place to go. Valez, along with her sister 
Crystal, 12, haven't missed a day since late 
October. Kids from 6th-12th grade can 
play games or learn how to bake and cook 
in Reiche's small kitchen. When the gym is 
available, Julie and her fellow adolescents 
play volleyball. Sometimes the teens work 
on arts and crafts projects. "One day a 
week isn't enough," Valez said. " I could 
come here every day." 
Jeannee Demers, 14, who goes to King 
Middle with Valez, agreed. "I wish it could 
be open more, " Demers said. "It would be 
nice if we had our own space." 
"It doesn't have to be fancy ," Valez 
added. "We just don't want to be in an 
elementary school." 
Reiche is a busy place. Lots of commu-
nity groups use the school. While the teens 
played hacky-sack, a swim team exercised 
in the same room. Floor hockey and bas-
ketball practices sometimes coincide with 
WET. The sports teams have precedence, 
so sometimes the teens don't get any gym 
time. The kids feel slighted because they're 
a low priority. 
But Parker said WET won't be moving 
out of Reiche anytime soon because there 
isn't any cash. "I can empathize with [the 
teens] forwantingtheirownspace," Parker 
said. "But I feel you don't look a gift horse 
in the mouth." Reiche, she said, has many 
features, such as the gym, that a separate 
teen center wouldn't have . 
The teens would also like to see a full or 
part-time worker to oversee WET, rather 
than an intern who has other duties. "We 
need the guidance," Valez said. 
Parker would like Portland West to 
help, but she doesn't see that happening. 
The teens need guidance, Valez said, 
not for game-playing, but for events WET 
wants to hold for other Portland teens. The 
Friday night before Valentine's Day, for 
instance, the teens sponsored a dance at . 
Reiche. "It was fun," Valez said. "It went 
well, especially since it was our first time." 
Over 100 teens from allover the city 
showed up, each paying a buck to boogie 
for a couple of hours . "The city should take 
notice," Parker said. With the exception of 
some problems with the sound system, the 
dance went well . "Some kids said it was 
boring for the first half hour," a girl said. 
"But then it got better." The dance raised 
about $100 for WET. 
WET is more than just a place to hang 
out. The kids talk to each other about 
problems with school, family and the op-
posite sex. Hathaway, Parker and adult 
volunteers also help. While some teens 
kicked a hacky-sack in front of the stage, 
Hathaway sat with a teenage girl in a far 
comer. The girl looked worried. Hathaway 
stroked her shoulder, speaking to her softly. 
"She cares about us," Valez said. 
"These are great kids," said Hathaway. 
"They make things happen ." 
During the group discussion just before 
WET disbanded for the evening, Hathaway 
reminded the kids about upcoming events . 
She also reminded the teens about WET's 
impending closing. "You have to advocate 
for yourselves," Hathaway told the teens . 
"You have to let people know that you 
want [WET] kept open." 
Almost 45 minutes after the center was 
supposed to close, Hathaway was still try-
ing to talk the youth into going home. 
"These kids need a place like this," she 
said. "Look, they never want to leave." 
weird 
Michael Grillo of Bangor is, like many 
people, concerned about creeping liberal-
ism in the media. Grillo is just better than 
most at spotting its insidious influence. In 
a Feb. 12 letter to the Bangor Daily News, he 
wrote, "The continuing leftward slant of 
your paper has become increasingly obvi-
ous in your keeping the eeo-nazi comic 
strip 'Mark Trail' on the funnies pages 
where children read it instead of in the 
editorials with the equally seditious 
'Doonesbury.' The new character, 'Steve,' 
a self-righteous, pompous braggart, obvi-
ously looks like Newt Gingrich, a cheap 
ploy from the likes of RESTORE [The 
North Woods, an environmental group]. 
What's next, giving [Green Party leader] 
Jonathan Carter a column ... ?" 
Sign of the Times 
When I first learned two elderly Maine 
nuns had been savagely murdered in 
their convent, I was incredulous. Then, 
just like any news junkie, I became insa-
tiable in my desire for more information. 
Unfortunately, I blundered badly and 
read the Pr»1land Press Herald. I could 
have saved myself time and money be-
cause, incredibly, the New Yorn Times 
waS way ahead of the local rag. 
A plodding bovine dullness was long 
ago encoded into the Press Herald DNA, 
and is most apparent on its editorial 
pages. But to get scooped by a lone New 
York Times reporter working out of his 
home in Massachusetts - on one of the 
biggest crime stories in recent Maine 
history - is unforgivable. 
"I guess I was lucky," said a modest 
Fox Butterfield, who covered the story 
for the Times. Comparing the two ac-
counts published Jan. 29th is revealing. 
"This really seems to highlight just 
how dreadful the Press Herald's reporting 
can be," wrote one Portland reader to 
this space. "One [Times] reporter doing a 
story from Boston manages to pack in far 
greater detail and pertinent facts in about 
750 words than three Press Herald report-
ers, including two on the scene, managed 
to get in about 2,500 words . The Times, 
among other things, reports that: I) [Al-
leged assailant Mark Bechard] suffered 
from manic depression; 2) was part of 
lawsuit against AMHI, and may have 
been released as a result of it; and 3) got 
better color and quotes (,It really makes 
you wonder about downsizing govern-
ment.') from the obvious source -
Waterville state Rep. Paul Jacques -
than the [Press HeralclJ reporters did in 
their enterpising reporting." 
Butterfield also scooped the rest of 
the Maine media on the details of an 
unsuccessful attempt by Bechard's par-
ents to contactstatemental health officials 
via telephone for help. 
What really got me was a front page 
headline in the Press Heraldthat read: "A 
rage of brutality leaves questions and no 
answers. " Frankly, I don't want to spend 
60 cents to not learn something. It was 
worth the extra change for Butterfield's 
superior account in the Times. 
One wonders how much less effective 
the Press Herald will be now that it's 
fielding even less staff. 
Clearcuttlng the facts 
Schoolchildren will be spared some of 
the disputed "science" featured in Maine 
Public Television's (MPTY) federally 
funded "Quest" program, which sets out 
to "investigate the world we call Maine." 
A recently aired special qn the state's 
forests enraged the environmental com-
munity with claims the woods are in 
good health and getting better, and that 
c1earcutting is not such a bad idea . In 
addition to detailing the benefits of 
c1earcutting, the skewed show touted the 
use of chemical herbicides, giant robotic 
harvesters and genetic tinkering with 
native species. Melinda Lake, a spokes-
woman for MPTV, said the show 
reflected "hard science" and "facts" and 
seemed confused when I suggested how 
unusual it must be to have the Green 
Party, the Natural Resources Council of 
Maine and Maine Audubon Society -
solid public TV archetypes all- harshly 
critical of the show's reporting. 
"I told them the names of a number of 
scientists who I thought would provide a 
more balanced perspective on the state 
of the Maine forest but they went with 
the paper company people, much to my 
amazement," said Jonathan Carter, a 
Green Party founder. 
The "Quest" programs are available . 
for school screenings, but Lake said the 
decision to edit the cJearcutting segment 
out of the version being offered to educa-
tional institutions was made before the 
controversy over its accuracy began. 
"MPTV is friendly to the paper com-
panies because, like all the TV stations, 
they want their money," said one Media 
Schmedia spy. "Public TV takes money 
from Central Maine Power and Maine 
Yankee for crying out loud. It'sjustwhat 
WCSH [TV] does with the preposterous 
'Color Me Green' campaign [an alleg-
edly pro-environmental public service 
ad campaign financed in part by Interna-
tional Paper]. It's selling out the 
environment for cash, and green has 
nothing to do with the woods and every-
thing to do with the color of money. 
They never explicitly say 'Hey, we'll 
look the other way when it comes to 
coverage,' but that's frequently how it 
turns out." 
In spite of the biased coverage, Carter 
said the referendum next November 
which, if passed, would ban c1earcuts 
and reform forest practices , was actually 
helped by the public TV special. "Every 
survey shows people in Maine do not 
like cJearcu.ts," he said. "I think that 
when people slfe even public TV is for 
sale to the paper companies, the result 
will help us more than hurt us." 
Hidden agenda? 
Mark Sullivan, a political columnist 
for Maine Times, also works as campaign 
manager for Tom Allen, Democratic 
congressional candidate. Readers would 
be unlikely to know of this conflict of 
interest because Maine Times doesn't tell 
them. Editor Doug Rooks said that since 
Sullivan isn't writing about Allen, he 
didn't think it was necessary. 
Tom Hanrahan has ban fired by Mainl Public 
Broadcasting and the company that owns the Ponland 
Press Herald, but not as yet by the company that 
owns Maine Times (and Casco Bay Weekly). His 
column appears biwuk}y. He can be e-mailed at 
kilmainham@aol.com. 
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Sat & SUI112Apm 
93 911aia St. 
portlal1a, ME • 113-3353 
ANTHONY'S 
151 Middle Sliee~ Po!1hnd, Maine 
(207) 174-8668 Lower level (nell to Videop:lIt) 
• • • • .' 
Open Nightly 'til 9pm 
free parking in ~ear 
"A 101 of Italian for not much American." 
NOW SERVING BREAKFAST! 
Start your day with a 
taste from the sea. 
J, Eggs Benedict wi crabmeat topping or 
Fresh Maine Shrimp 
J, Our own popular Rshcakes & Eggs 
J, Seafood Chili & Cheese omelette 
J, Belgian Waffles along with all the 
traditional breakfast favorites 
EAT IN OR WE'll PACK IT TO GO! 
.9< C 871-5636 ~~~l> 
°llJlJ)ercial St., yo 
5 
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What Makes This Bath So Hot? ~':'\ 
$100 Off . .:;.: 
Bradford White Water Heaters Plus Up To 100 Gallons Of Free Propane. 
Or if you prefer put no money down and take three years to pay. It works out to less than $30 a month, and if you convert 
from an electric water heater you could save that much and possibly more.' February is Switch 'N Save month at Good 
Friends Downeast. Call us today to take advantage of this special offer." .• 




C ORP O R A. T I ON 
Yannouth Fuel Yarmouth 846-5507 or 1-800-244-5585 
Down East Energy So.Portland 799-5585 or 1-800-244-5585 




for all sorts of interesting people 
who love to trave! (south especially, or north) 
or just stay at home. 
Only at 
MARYLLIS 
41 Exchange SlTeel, Pori/and 207· 772-4439 
Hours: doily 1 eMS, Fri & Sol 10-8:30 Sun 12·5:30 
CALLING ALL COMPUTER GEEKSI 
computer Sales & Service· Internet Service Providers 
Webpage Designers' New & Used Hardware • Computer Consultants 
COMING TO A BACK PAGE NEAR YOUI 
"The Best Thriller 
of~ the Year." 






DERMOT MULRONEY AND HARRY CONNICK, JR. 
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\Ji(VIDEOPORT)if 
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Who we are and where to find us 
Every Thursday 30,000 copies of caw are 
distributed free throughout Greater 
Portland . Look for caw at outlets from 
Brunswick to Windham to Biddeford and at 
selected York County locations. For 
information about display advertising, call 
775-6601, For information about classi-
fied advertising, call 775-1234. 
Where else to find us 
Casco Bay Weekly is also on the World 
Wide Web. Feature articles, columns , 
caws calendar of events and an archive 
of past CBW stories (with full-text search) 
is available free to anyone worldwide with 
a Web browser. For information on 
advertising on CBWs Web s ite, call 
775-6601. 
http://www_malne.com/cbw 
Some of what the Production Department 
listened to while getting this week's 
paper out: 
The Cure, "Disintegration" 
JanetJackson , "Janet" 
Erasure, "The Innocents" 
La BOUChe, "Sweet Dreams" 
Various Artists, "Ain't Nothin ' ButA She Thing" 
M People, "Bizarre Fruit" 
Tina Turner, "What's Love Got To Do With It" 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
Phone. 775-6601 




ALTERNATI VE NEWSPAPERS 
l '.~~lI.&Q III _ AJJOIT PENDING 
Elltire contellts C 1996 Casco Bay Weekly, 111c. 
Congratulations I'm sorry 
Leaveit to the Nationa/Journalto mess up i show is that Longley is more liberal than 
a guy's image. A careful analysis by the • 47 percent of his colleagues when it comes to 
Washington-based magazine has uncovered ' economic issues, and to the left of 53 percent 
startlingevidencethatU.S.Rep.JimLongley • on social issues. When it comes to foreign 
(R, The X-Files) is (fasten seatbelts and re- policy matters, the congressman swings back 
turn tray tables to upright position) a ' in line with his image. Only 15 percent of the 
moderate. : current crop of representatives were less Jib-
That information may be hard to swallow ' era\. Overall, that means Longley was more 
for Democrats who've spent the past year . liberal than 41 percent of the House, more 
labeling Longley a "Newt Ninny" and wail- ! conservative than 43 percent and tied with the 
ing about his supposed 90percent support for ! rest. By comparison, House Majority Leader 
the Republican's Contract with America. It \ Dick Armey of Texas was a true reactionary, 
may require the Heimlich maneuver to clear scoring to the right of almost 90 percent of the 
the breathing passages of the League of : chamber. 
pOlitics 
Conservation , It would be easier to dismiss the calcula-
Voters, which : tions that confer moderate status on Longley 
last week la- : if the Journars assessments of the rest of the 
beled Long- . Mainedelegationwereskewed.Butthemaga-
and other mistakes ley'srecordon zine seems to have gotten its numbers pretty 
• AL OlAMON 
environmen- dose to reality. Democratic Congressman 
tal issues the John Baldacci is more liberal than about 
second worst 78 percent of the House, while Republican 
in New En- • Sen. Bill Cohen stands to port of43 percent of 
gland. So per- the Senate. GOP Sen. Olympia Snowe sits as 
vasive and ef- near center stage as possible, rating more 
fective has liberal than just a fraction over 50 percent of 
been the at- the Senate. (Snowe, according to the Journal, 
tack on the was the only one of 11 freshman Republican 
freshman 1 st senators "with a score in the liberal half of the 
District con- Senate in any issue area. ") 
gres'sman that not only Longley's opponents The new ratings are a blow to Longley's 
but his supporters have gulped it down. "He's potential Democratic opponents, who have, 
by far the most conservative member of so far, based their campaign strategies on 
Maine's delegation," said a prominent GOP attacking the incumbent for his perceived 
insider, "and perhaps the most conservative conservatism. A fundraising letter from state 
person we've sent to Washington ina genera- Sen. Dale McCormick's campaign charged 
tion." ; Longley "is more concerned with supporting 
Former Republican Congressman David , Newt Gingrich than he is with solving the real 
Emery would be spinning in his grave. lfhe . problems of Maine people." Former Port-
were dead. land City Councilor Tom Allen wrote in his 
Nevertheless, the National Journal study campaign brochure, "Longley supported 
must be taken seriously. The magazine pre- Newt's extreme agenda 95 percent of the time 
pares an extensive annual sutvey of voting at the expense of values and priorities Maine 
patterns in Congress. Its ratings are closely people hold dear." 
watched by the sort of geeks who watch that Allen and McCormick will now have a 
kind of stuff because the magazine 'S assess- more difficult time convincing the electorate 
ment is one of the few that's not driven by Longley is a space alien (although TUmors 
partisan or ideological considerations. In- that he glows in the dark while emitting beep-
stead, the Journal sorts through the ing noises may help). They can argue, with 
congressional crap, boiling a year's worth of some accuracy, that L6ngley's moderate sta-
legislating down to 103 key votes in three tus is the result of a general rightward shift in 
categories: the economy, social issues and Congress. They can attempt to explain the 
foreign policy. Each piece of legislation se- minute details of legislating, which reveal 
lected for the poll is examined to determine Longley voted both ways on a bill to provide 
whether the motivating factor behind the federal heating assistance for low-income 
vote could have been something other than people, first opposing it, then supporting the 
the extent of the person's liberal orconserva- measure. He's been similarly difficult to pin 
tive leanings. Bills with an appeal that's . down on abortion, claiming to be pro-choice, 
primarily geographic, for instance, are elimi- i but often voting pro-life. Even his environ-
nated, What's left is supposed to be the clearest mental record lurched leftward halfway 
possible snapsl10t of the politics of every through the past year after advisors warned 
senator and representative. him he was alienating the folks back home. 
And what the Longley portrait shows is It could be the National Journal numbers 
that the pro-defense-anti-tax-anti-environ- reveal less about how moderate Jim Longley 
ment-anti-spending-on-social-programs-or- is, and more about his chronic inconsistency. 
much-of-anything-else-congressman is a 
(sigh) middle-of-the-roader. 
Particularly when compared to the rest of 
the House Republican caucus. 
The National Journal ratings are actually a 
comparison between any given member and 
the rest of the chamber. What the numbers 
Conservatives can reach this column by 
conventional mail, care of Casco Bay Weekly, 
561 Congress St. , Portland, ME 04101. 
Moderates may send their opinions via fox at 
775-1615. Liberals should share their thoughts 
by e-mail ateditor@cbw.moine.com. 
* Tenderloin * Filet Mignon * 
$7·99/lb. 
* 
* 10lb Maine 
en'· 
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* Boneless/Skinless 
7 
* Chicken Breasts * 
$1.89/lb. 
* 
Best cuts in town 
Widest variety at 
the freshest prices 
Beyond milk 
& eggs 
Coffees. pastries. & 




* 155 Brackett Sl *' Iceberg 
Mon-Sat 7am-7pm, Sun 9-5 * Lettuce * 
_89~/head * 774-32 97 
'It's AU in. thl' NaMe * 
I what ? new s • 
Akari Hair Care and Day Spa welcomes hair color specialist, Mark Flaherty. 
Mark comes to us from some of New York City's finest salons: Fredric Fekkai, 
Louis Licari, Vidal Sassoon - his celebrity client's included: Martha Stewart, 
Sigourney Weaver, and Peter Gabriel. He was color consultant to the Ford, 
Click and American Model agencies. Mark adds his expertise in both fail and 
hair painting techniques to Akari's highly skilled Color Department. For spectacu-
lar hair color, call for an appOintment with Mark, Kathleen, Kim or Patrick! 
470 Fore Street , Portland / Telephone: 772-9060 
It's a President's Day Sale 
and You Are There ... 
Even though he didn't sleep here, 
would George Washington 
have slept better on our 
dreamy soft linens? 
Would the Lincoln Bathroom 
be as famous as the Bedroom 
if Mary Todd had used our towelS? 
Find out at the 
Off-White House sale with 
10%-45% off all linens 
through Feb_ 25 only, 
Open 7 days a week 






HARDWARE. HOUSEWARES, PERSONAL CARE 
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• PHOTOGRAPHY BY TONEE HARBERT 
11' t's that time of year. The time when the big-name designers trot out their 
['1# !l~' spring fashions and rich folks flip through Vogue and Elle and GO to see 
Ll 
t~~ what they'll be wearing when the daffodils bloom. 
But one of those Romeo GigIi dresses costs as much as a year's rent. What are 
• I h 
you going to do? Give up and join the ranks of the dowdy? 
No way. We've got some news, in case you hadn't heard: Goodwill has what 
you need to look your best. All the clothes in this photo spread (except the shoes) 
• VI ti 
corne from the Goodwill collections of the models, Joel, Kindra and Jeffrey. None 
of the items cost more than $3.99. Sure, you might have to rummage through the 
racks a bitto find threads this groovy, but think of the satisfaction when you score 
something extra fine. Eat your heart out, Seventh Avenue. 
Designer duds to" the filthy rich. 
Goodwill to . all. 
A bad guy. A mysterious black bag. Our heroes are hot on his trail. 
From left : Joel is wearing French sunglasses, a gold lame 
shirt by Distinctly Different and gold palazzo pants. 
Sneakers by Simple. Kindra is wearing an 
Op-Art jumpsuit by Alex Colman of California. Boots 
by Fly. Jeffrey follows up in a Unitog windbreaker 
and striped belibottoms . Boots by Doc Marten. 
Nobody knows what's around the comer. 
Joel is sporting a patterned shirt by DiLorenzo. Jeans by Levi' •• 
R_ket gun courtesy of IcUe Worship. IUndra is wearing.a polka-
dot coat by Debutop and a handsewn skirt. P_ketbook by 
Dayton Hudson. Jell's flowered shirt is by Skyr, and his striped 
slacks are fro .. Hagar Forever Prest. 
FEBRUARY 22, 1996 9 
They've got him cornered now. 
JoeJ'~ ted ~Iyeder ~hirt i~ hom ~~rtabl~ 
by Wallace Corning, Gentlemen' ~ ~~~h ion~ 
of W~tch~ter. It loo~ good with tho~e 
~al~zzo ~~nt~. Klndra'~ wearing a no-name 
~~yehedelle ~hlft.Jeff'~ ~weatet I~ from 
Atetle Gear by Atetle Cat, and hl~ blue 
leather ~ant~ ate by WiI~on Leather. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11 
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- ..... State Street Church .~ "" ~ 
I:-~ 
- "Here Goes The Neighborhood" 
Lenten Series 
Thursdays, Feb. 22-March 28, 5:30-7:00 pm 
ta Our Lenten series will focus on the relationships between Portland's downtown churches and the neighborhoods we strive to serve. You are also invited to join us for a supper, 
which over the weeks will reflect the ethnic diversity of our neighbors. 
I Thursday, Feb. 22 - Join us for pancakes and sausage while 
: I , Rev. James Fletcher discusses the biblical and present day meaning of "Neighbor." 
STATE STREET CHURCH • 159 STATE ST., PORTLAND • 774-6396 
'Chank you, thank you, thank you! 
For making us one of the most popular restaurants and pubs in the Old Port. Your 
patronage (as well as rave reviews from the media) have made us one of the best 




Check Out Next Week's 
B.O.B (Back of the Bay) 
for all your computer needs! 
computer Sales & Service 
Internet $ervice Providers 
Webpage Designers 
New & Used Hardware 
Computer Consultants 
TO PLACE YOUR DIGITAL 
RELATED AD CALL 
775-660 I 
'[hank you again! 
For your support in our many charity events that have benefited so many. 
'Chank you, thank you! 
& shuttle into 
Portland lor only $20! 
TO our staff that made all this happen, helped plan our five-page menu, ran our 
charity events and generally just took care o( our customers. 
In .Ylppreciation .. 
. ' '. . ou to Our '* 
'ke to inVite y m 
We would Ii .versar~.· 
th Annl . March 3rd 
sunday, All Night 
• All Day, . k specials 
Food and ~nn 'til closing 
III opening 
fro 7'hanh.s -again, 
Steve & :Rosie 
"~hy is everyone talki~9 about 9<osie's?/I 
"Rosie's dishes out some fantastic fare , *** for food - ***1/2 for service." 
- Portland Press Herald 
"Known for its appetizing lunches and dinners" 
- The Business Review 
"There are lots of Rosie's, and we have ours. A 
great place to eat, drink, and relax." 
- The Old Port Reporter 
''The 'Dart Mecca of Portland,' with plaques and 
troph ies to prove so. 
Great place to relax with dinner and drinks." 
- Face Magazine 
330 Fore Street, Old Port • 772-5656 
Save time and money. 
. Zip will deliver you right to the doorstep 
of City Hall or 511 Congress Street. 
Zip runs every 10 minutes during 
rush hour and costs only $20. Your 
Zip Monthly Pass includes parking 
~t MOOT lot (Marginal Way). Zip runs 
every 10 minutes during rush hour ... 
lip will begin lel'vice on Monday 
Space reservations are on a first come, 
first serve basis. Call now to insure a 
space for you. 
Coffee, beverages and breakfast items 
will be available at the MDOT parking lot 
as the ZIP bus greets you. 
For further information and to purchase 
your $20 ZIP Monthly Pass, call: 
~hilip Chin, Director of Marketing 
~mETRO 
METRO_ 
P,ilrk in the MOOT 
lot right off 1·295 and 
Marginal Way. 
Commuter Shuttle 
, be t · 
fa • I 
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. Even Joel can't get out of this one. But be's still looking great. 
Fashion credits as in previous photo. Squirt gun and cane courtesy of Tonee Harbert. 
Joel Blake is the lead 
singer for Petting Zoo, a 
bartender at Stone Coast 
Brewing Company and a 
Goodwill shopping 
connoisseur. Ed Wood's 
weakness was angora. 
Joel Blake's is gold lame. 
Kindra Murphy, 
originally from the 
Midwest, is a 
tambourinist and 
graphic designer. She 
collects Pez dispensers 
and banana stickers. 
Jeffrey Clifford is a 
graphic designer who 
likes pretty lights and 
the smell of artificial 
fog. He plays a mean 
drum machine. 
Tonee Harbert 
shaved off his 
muttonchops aro\Uld 
1986. He wonders if 
kids these days are 
reading Ram Dass. 
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: CABIN FEVER 
" " It's the squlrrelly ·tlme of year, " 
: when the walls start closing in, the wretched, : 
~ filthy snowbanks seem to be permanently " I II II I 
: attached to the sidewalks and spring is still far, : 
& far away. In the caw tradition of doing 
" " " something silly in February -last year it was .~, S · I · h · 
: aswimsuitissue-webringyouourGoodwill : Ir ol'n I I h 
" fashion special this week (see page 8). " 
: while this story propably won't change the : 
: ::r~~~~li~:~~~yee:~:r~~~~:;ttwhatis : Conlessions 01 an underage 
: • Our cover story about Parkslde (CBW, : meat junkie 
a 2.8.96) elicited too many letters to fit on our " 
" '" • SCOTT SUTHERLAND 
" already crowded letters page. Most who " 
responded are proud of 
" A meat market is soon to move info the {fotmer] Good Day Market 
the neighborhood. Tara 
" [space] on Bracken Street. What kind of message will this send to the 
" neighborhood, including the kids across the street at Reiche School? ... 
Loughlin, who now lives " ". Let's think for a minute about the possible effects on the West End that this 
on Munjoy Hill, was a .,", store bodes." From the "Letters" page, Feb. IS CBW. 
Sherman Street resident " 
for two years and said: I was a fourth grader at Reiche School when the meat market 
she would move back ,> moved in across the street. I was nine. That's when everything 
" changed. . 
again. "The rents are " 
& cheap, the apartments are :- It was February. I was walking home from school one day, 
" spacious and everything is walking distance," : minding my own business. As I passed the meat mar~et, I heard 
;; Loughlin ,wrote, adding that "the streets are : someone say, "Hey, kid." I looked 
around and saw a fat man motioning 
• gorgeously tree-lined." She said that while she " 
'c' •. to me from the door of the meat 
~ was then a single woman. "I never feared ". market. He wore a bloody butcher's apron and had hairy arms. He 
walking the streets, day or night. Of course I ." " "* motioned me closer. "Wanna see something cool, kid?" he asked. 
'~ never took unwise risks. either." Loughlin's : He held something in his large, hairy fist. I moved closer. 
~ one complaint was about the dirt and trash " He opened his hand to reveal three 
~' that dominate many Parkside streets. : small chunks of moist, bright red meat. 
She has her own theory about why many " "Check it out," the butcher said. "Sirloin 
~: look down on the neighborhood. "Personally. : I robbed bits . Real USDA prime stuff, little man. 
., I think people's biggest complaint is thatthere " from my Sell it to ya cheap." 
;:' are many ethnic people in Parkside," Loughlin :: parents to I'd been warned repeatedly that this 
<' wrote. "That's an advantage. To think ." might happen. I was told to "Just say no" 
~ '" buy flank 
" otherwise is ignoranL" . .~ and to walk away quickly. But I was 
~:; Reb7cca Milliken. whose husband is part- ~ steak and curious. I wanted to try it. I thought that 
~ owner of a Parkside building. wrote with a : pork chops. a little taste couldn't hurt. 
" suggestion for improving the neighborhood. '" I lied and "How much?" 
" ~ 
: "[O)ne of the main problems of the Parkside '" stole. I did "Two bucks." 
neighborhood [IS) people who buy apartment ., I hid the meat in my lunch box and 
¢ '* anything for th f h 
c' buildings, then basically abandon them. Face it, '" ran e rest 0 t e way home. I let myself 
~ if you don't live in the building yourself, then : meat. in the back door and headed for the 
."' you don't really give acrapw~o's living in your <i> kitchen . I heated a pan and gently 
: building or what condition it's in .... You know : dropped in the pieces of meat, occasionally turning them with a 
'S how gas stations have the owner or manager's .~ fork - just like I'd read in the books and magazines I kept hidden 
; name posted on the front! Ithinkallapartment : in my bedroom. The aroma of the meat was unlike anything J>d 
. s <> ever smelled before -thick, warm, enticing. When the pieces were 
buildings should have the owner's name on 
"' : brown I turned off the heat, and lifted one to my mouth with the 
" th .. fronL Assuming they have any sense of ~ 
" " fork. I took a small, tentative bite. 
., shame. maybe they'd fix up their buildings." 
<i> The juice hit me immediately. I'd never tasted anything so 
" With residents like Milii.ken, Parkside " 
. ' $I delicious. All the stories I'd heard were true. I closed my eyes and 
.' would seem to be in good hands." h .' .~ let t at first sublime morsel slide down my throat, then hungrily 
'" «. wolfed down the rest of the chunk of meat. I jabbed greedily at the 
: .Andfinally. a note about the newspaper : remaining pieces and stuffed them into my mouth, barely bother-
" down the street. It seems that layoffs at " ing to chew. I gulped them down, slobbering. I licked the grease off 
; the Portland Press Herald have been completed : the hot pan antllapped the bloody smears out of my lunch box. The 
'j without a single current full-time reporter " craving only intensified. I couldn't get enough. I wanted more 
: losing his or her job (some vacant full-time : meat, and I wanted it immediately. I was hooked. 
~ positions will remain unfilled, and some part- ~ The next day, taking care that none of the other kids saw me, I 
: time reporters were laid ' off). While we : knocked on the butcherman's door. He opened it, and stood there 
• certainlydon'tshrinkfrom criticizing the daily, ", in his gore-caked apron, looking down at me with a snaggle-
:; we didn't want to see any of our colleagues ~; toothed smile. "I thought you might be back, little man," he said 
~ from the editorial side tossed out on the <" at last. "Wanna see what Santa has today?" It was a ball of lean 
~ ~::-
" street. It's encouraging to think tha~ some '" ground chuck, wrapped in white paper. I bought a quarter pound 
'i> people in management might actually, realize ~ for a buck, raced home, molded it into a patty and threw it into the 
-» ~ 
'" that editorial content is what makes it a .> pan. When it was brown on both sides, I cut it into chunks and 
: newspaper. " forked it into my mouth. It was that same feeling as the day before: 
~ The nature of that content is another matter. : that intense squirt of taste, the overwhelming aroma, the surrender, 
,. .. the craving. At that moment, I knew my life would be lived in 
:: SARAH GOODYEAR : pursuit of meat. Again, I licked the hot pan. I ate the white ' 
I 
wrapping paper. I was immediately obsessed with finding my next 
piece of meat. 
I became a meat junkie, and adopted the ways of an addict. At 
school, I forced younger kids to glve me money, which I' d use to buy 
sirloin or London broil. I robbed from my parents to buy flank steak 
and pork chops. I stole packets of sweet sausage from the grocer. I 
gorged myself on natural-casing franks at Sea Dogs games. I lurked 
around the edges ofbean-hole suppers, looking to score hunks of salt 
pork. I liedand stole. I did anything for meat. 
One day, while I was scoring a fix of sliced slab bacon from the 
butcherman - who always had the best stash - he said to me, with 
that snaggle-toothed grin, "You ready to try something really wild, 
little man? Check this out - corn-fed, bacon-wrapped flIet mi-
gnon." He held out four perfect cylinders of bacon-wrapped beef, 
red and shiny. I couldn't believe my eyes. Impulsively, I reached for 
the meat. "Notscrfast, little man," the butcherman said, holding the 
meat out of reach. "Gonna cost you. Say - 40 bucks." 
"Forty?" I cried, crushed. "I don't have 40!" 
"You don't," the bloody butcherman said, grinning, "but your 
friends do." 
The next day I was back at the meat market, but 1 wasn't alone 
- Timmy, Hilary, Alyssa, Miles and Salaam were with me, and 
they all wanted to sample the new shipment of mignon. The gory 
butcherman met us, took our money, and laid the white package in 
my hands. "Sweet dreams," he said, closing the door with a hairy 
wink. 
We raced to my house and set about preparing the mignon. I 
cooked them in the broiler, gently poking them from time to time 
until they were medium rare. Carefully, lovingly, I cut one into five 
pieces, and handed it out. "Sweet dreams," I said. 
Timmy's eyes rolled back. Alyssa began to moan. Salaam swayed 
like a long strand oflinked sausag'es in a high wind. I cut a large bite 
from the second mignon and slowly placed it in my mouth. Itmelted 
on my tongue. I felt my eyes roll back. Miles and Hilary begged for 
more. The world seemed very far away. 
Sometimes I dream of quitting meat. I dream of quitting the lying 
and stealing. The butcherman is forcing me to deal to first graders. 
My friends are all hooked. I think someone is following me. But then 
I think of the meat. There's always the meat. 
Scott Sutherland is looking to score a pound of Swedish potato sausage. 
Anonymous tips welcomed. 
ACTIVIST NOTEBOOK 
PLANES, TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES. 
The Alliance for Transportation Choice 
needs you, especially if you are frustrated 
by the state of car hell in Portland today. 
ATC wants to help create some new trans-
portation options for the city, including 
improving bicycle-pedestrian pathways, in-
creasing the bus service along Forest 
Avenue and helping Portlanders leap small buildings in single 
bounds. Meet with them the third Tuesday of every month at 
5 p.m. on the 8th floor of the Time and Temperature Building at 
477 Congress St. Bring your friends (carpool, for god's sake) and 
discuss the cutting-edge issues of transportation. Call 879-1892. 
GET UP, STAND UP. Maine Speakout For Equal Rights and 
Freeport Community Education are co-sponsoring a presentation 
called "Dialogs on Discrimination" to discuss lesbian/ gay topics 
and the surrounding issues of homophobia and discrimination. 
Call Tom Nash at 865-6171 or just come to Freeport High School 
at 30 Holbrook St. in Freeport on March 5 at 7 p.m. Admission is 
free so yo_u can bring the whole family. Help make your commu-
nity more open - a little information goes a long way. 
Send Activist Notebook announcements three weeks in advance to Colleen 
Sumner, CBW, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
LETTERS 
Ozsco Bay Werkly welcomes your ietrm. Pieas. k£ep your 
thoughts to less than 300 worlh (longer ietrm mily be edited for 
spaa "asom), and inclutk your address and daytime pho", 
number. Ltum, Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congms St., 
foniand, ME 04101 or via t·mdl: editol@cbw.maine.com 
Charming Parkside 
Greetings from the ghetto. Having re-
cently moved to Portland from Athens, 
Ga., I have taken up residence in a charm-
ing tenement on the "good" end of Grant 
Street. I considered all of the intown neigh-
borhoods and settled on Parkside, drawn 
by the reasonable housing costs, architec-
tural character and, in particular, the wealth 
of local color. I have realized that many 
longtime residents of Portland do not ap-
preciate how incredibly fortunate they are 
that Parkside can be considered the worst 
neighborhood the city has to offer! I agree 
that now is a pivotal time for this part of 
town; if other first-time homeowners and 
investors are willing to take advantage of 
the present pro-buyer real estate marke.t 
and get involved with a concerted effort to 
rejuvenate the Parkside area, the potential 
exists to make this a safe and attractive 
place to live. 
The greatest concern facing us now is 
the threat of crack. The picture you.paint 
of hookers prowling the streets will be a 
blissful memory if they are replaced by 
violent gang members packing vials and 
guns. Crack decimated similar areas of 
Athens; it invades slowly and quietly,. but 
once it takes hold it is as difficult to eradi-
cate as kudzu. If that happens, it may be 
too late to attract desirable owners and 
tenants to our neighborhood, and the value 
of our investments will plummet. If any 
residents are w'illing to get involved with a 
neighborhood improvement project and 
really work to make Parkside a better place 
to be, please call me. With enough con-
cerned and determined participants, we 
can improve tbe neighborhood for the 
benefit of everyone. Let's quit bitching 
and do something about it. My phone 





The right approach 
I am writing in response to Elke 
Rosenberg's letter concerning the new store 
in the West End (CBW, 2.15.96). I am 
responding only to the issues of fact and 
not as to whether a meat market "will send 
a message to the neighborhood including 
the kids at Reiche School." (Who ironi-
cally are chowing down on roast beef 
sandwiches as I write this.) 
Portland West Neighborhood Planning 
Council is an advocacy agency for low-
income people, youth at risk, neighborhood 
concerns, arts access and affordable hous-
ing. It occupies the second floor of ISS 
Brackett Street. It has absolutely nothing 
to do with the first floor space now occu-
pied by the Fresh Approach. 
The Peoples Building, ISS Brackett 
Street, is owned and managed by Youth In 
Action. When Good Day Market chose to 
leave the neighborhood, the board of 
Y .LA., of which I am a member, wished to 
replace it with an 'other store suited to the 
neighborhood. Ingrid Anderson proposed 
a natural food store for the old Pine Street 
Market. N otwishing to compete, we polled 
the neighborhood, took proposals from 
interested businesses and, when numerous 
neighbors specifically asked for the Fresh 
Approach, we chose them. And now we 
welcome them to the neighborhood. 
Nance Parker 
Neighborhood Improvement Director 
Portland West 
We stand corrected 
Your article "Welcome to the Portland 
• Sports District" (CBW, 2.15 .96) was an 
interesting and enlightening review of how 
the City of Portland spends its dollars with 
regard to the arts. However, your informa-
tion about the ballet company using City 
Hall and the amounts ch~rged is not alto-
gether accurate. 
Maine State Ballet is the ballet com-
pany that has used City Hall as a venue for 
its full-length classical ballet productions 
for the past several years. Portland Ballet 
has historically used Portland High Audi-
torium as its venue. Maine State Ballet 
needs a space the size of City Hall or the 
State Theatre to perform in order to ac-
commodate the scale of the company's 
productions and its 52-piece orchestra. 
Your information with regard to "dis-
counted" fees that Maine State Ballet was 
charged to perform in City Hall was also 
inaccurate. True, each performance cost 
us $400 and each rehearsal $300, but rental 
costs did not stop there. The dressing rooms 
cost $50 per day; special lighting $30 per 
day, set-up and break-down time is $25 per 
hour; firefighters are $165 per hour; custo-
dians and building managers are $17 per 
hour. 
What this added up to in December 
1994 was a total rental cost of$1O,886 for 
Maine State Ballet to present eight perfor-
mances of "The Nutcracker." These rental 
costs did not include .an additional outlay 
for $10,000 to pay for union members to 
install pipes, hang drops, lay down a dance 
floor, and focus rented light equipment. 
In other words, it costs Maine State 
Ballet $28,886 in order to perform at City 
Hall each holiday season. This sum is not 
small, nor does it seem discounted to an 




Maine State Ballet 
Come caucus! 
Not an exciting time for a Portland 
Democratic caucus- AI, are you kidding?! 
It's hard forus to believe that Mr. Diamon's 
famous nose forpoliticalnews hasn't caught 
a whiff of an historic Republican defeat 
now brewing in New Hampshire. And, AI, 
we DO vote for presidential candidates at 
the caucus this Sunday at 1 p.m. ; the pri-
mary only determines the proportions of 
delegates to candidate. Isn't it exciting to 
stand up at your caucus for a president 
who's sure to win? In Iowa lastweek50,000 
people showed up to vote for President 
Clinton . 
At the caucus we also select delegates to 
the state convention to be held in Portland 
this May. And we choose those who will 
represent us on Democratic city and county 
committees, where most of the real party 
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work gets done. This is grassroots political 
action at its best. 
If that isn't exciting enough, Portland 
Dems will get the first opportunity in Maine 
to see and hear all five Democratic candi-
dates for Senate, along with Tom Allen 
and Dale McCormick, our candidates for 
the District I seat in Congress. 
We would also like to thank Al Diamon 
for so many kind references to our news let -
ter throughout the year. 
Ann E. Goodridge 
Chair, Portland Democratic 
City Committee 
David J. Garrity 
Editor, The Portland Democrat 
I tried to reblrn some Aner 
the Fall Juice bottles at Shop 
'n Save and the redemption 
clerk told me he couldn't 
take them. Why not? 
According to Maggie, a customer ser-
vice representative for Ha.nnaford Brothers, 
After the Fall hasn't reimbursed Shop 'n 
Save for bottle redemptions in the past. 
"Many of our stores are not accepting 
those bottles," she said. "But we are cur-
rently working with the supplier to remedy 
the situation ." 
Other Greater Portland grocers are still 
redeeming the bottles, though. Shaw's re-
deems After the Fall bottles, as long as the 
juice was purchased in Maine. Good Day 
Market and The Whole Grocer will pay 
out deposits, provided thejuicewas bought 
on location. Back Bay Redemption takes ' 
the bottles too, and they pay 6 cents each . 
Got a burning question about life in Greater Portland? 
Let CB W's crack invest(r:ative squad sort it out for you. 
Those whose questions are selected for publication will 
receive a complimentary SPAM® refrigerator magnet. 
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xit the Queen: Devotees of the Queen .,. 
$I 
of Soul are going to have to travel a bit .., 
! to catch up with their robust-voiced " 
v ,. 
ZYDECO NATION ... FEMME FILM FEST ... '" object of desire. Aretha Franklin's July " 
: 1 gig at the Cumberland County Civic Center : 
.., was canceled last week. one of a half-dozen july .., 
, • 
.., shows she decided to drop from her schedule, .., 
STILL CRAn FOR YOU ... INANNA, YOU JANE ... 
TWISTED ROTORS II TRIPE ... TEX-MEX VIA TIPPERARY 
$$ accordingto Chris Moore of Portland Performing $I ,. .., 
$I Arts. "The Philip Morris agency called and said $I 
,. she didn't want to work then," said Moore. And, .., 
~ @ 
,. really, how can you argue with the likes of Philip ~, 
~ Morris? Moore said Franklin would be performing $I 
v .~ 
., in Boston and on Cape Cod in late june, which $I 
: means that Portlanders will have to R-O-A-D T - .., 
w " " R-I-P to find a little R-E-S-P-E-C-T. ~. 
" $I 
: • Art with a point Flashbulbswere popping. : 
.., The music, provided by members of MRC, was .., 
: throbbing. It seemed everyone in Portland was : 
" crammed into Dead :;:;: 
Space Gallery Feb. 18 
.., 
'" for the opening reception ~. 
of "Kill Jeff Koons," the >. .., 
new show by Erin ,. 
Sweeney and Christopher 
.., 
" Chiappa. The beautiful .., 
S::; 
rubbed shoulders with the ,. 
~ ~ ,. damn.ed, and the art itself ,. 
$I was almostlostin the hipster crush. At one point '" . ~ ,. Sweeney had to perform on-the-spot repairs to ; 
'" one of her self-portrait assemblages, which was .. ,. - ,. 
.. disassembled when a careless art lover backed .. 
: into it Her fans watched attentively as she : 
.. reconstructed the piece. Miraculously, no one $I 
: was injured by the hundreds of nails protruding : 
it's not ~ll " Cn\c\<.en 
ILlUSTRATION/ KINDRA MURPHY AND CHRISTOPHER BARRY ,. from Sweeney's and Chiappa's works. ., '" ,. 
: .Uptown bound! (1): Mad Horse Theatre $I 
" Company has been making a lot of noise : Hold the poultry : recently about wanting to relocate downtown. ~. _ ' 
: And who can blame them? With all the hoopla : 
.. over the downtown arts district, the IO-year- '" 
~ Id ., ,, 0 company has been left feeling like the ,. 
". proverbial odd man out, even more so, perhaps, $I 
" ,. " seeing as how it left downtown in 1989 for its " 
: current home on outer Forest Avenue. The : 
The wild-and-woolly slams are history, 
but a live poetry scene hangs on, sort 01 
" question for many arts aficionados and civic ,. • C H R 1ST 0 P HER BAR R Y 
" . 
$I boosters, then, is how to get Mad Horse back in : It was a recent Tuesday night at Free 
: town, which is actually the same as asking, "So, : Street Taverna, and I stood behind the mic 
" anybody got a building ya wanna unload?" " getting ready to read a poem. I couldn't 
: Part of Mad Horse's explorations included a : recall the last time I'd read poetry in front 
,. meeting this week with ' Uptown & Company!, " ofa crowd in Portland. Ithad been several 
'" the relentlessly optimistic booster organization " months, at least. A little after midnight, 
~ . $I 
,. (it bills itseWas "Portland's Uptown Revitalization .., only seven or eight people were left at Free 
: Committee") that has had a hand in a long list of : Street's poetry open mic - most had been 
" downtown projects, including MECA's " there since the reading started four hours 
: renovation of the Porteous building and the : earlier. I grabbed the mic and started to 
" renovation of the State Theatre. "Basically, we '" recite one of my poems, "The Funeralman 
" " " wanted them to meet the appropriate parties to ,. Pays for Sex." 
: get them going in the right direction," said U&C! " The crowd was with me, I think, as I 
$I president8en Walter. "We talked about different : detailed the exploits of the funeralman, 
: options that may exist for Mad Horse." " based on a guy who used to be my neigh-
" Those options, Walter said, include "six or : bor. A few years ago, I lived next to a 
: seven" sites that Mad Horse could consider as a G funeral home - what I call in the poem a 
,. future home. One proposal suggested that Mad : "funeralhouse" - and I became obsessed 
: Horse could share the Portland Performing Arts : with its owner. I wrote a bunch of poems 
.., ~ abouthirn,andpublishedachapbookcalled 
,. Center with Portland Stage Company, an 
.. "The Funeralman Poems." After his wife 
" arrangement Walter said might be "logistically " 
'" left him, the funeralman engaged the ser-
'" kind of tough." It seems, though, that tossing ,. ,. vices ofa prostitute. And that's what "Pays 
: Mad Horse and PSC into the same space would : for Sex" is about. The poem ends with the 
,. bea bit like stuffinga cobra and a mongoose into " prostitute leaving. Then: 
: the same trash bag; it would be noisy and violent, : the foneralman would dance and prance in 
,. and not very pretty in the end. Sounds like great .' front of his open upstairs window 
: theater, though, doesn't it? caw : clad only in his tighty whities and tee shirt 
(real men wear boxers) 
. and while the funeralman danced and 
pranced 
corpses lay sleepless, 
in the basement. 
I used to be active in the local poetry 
slam circuit, that rough-and-tumble world 
of full-contact poetry. When the crowd 
hated you, they told you by screaming or 
pounding their pint glasses on the tables. 
Sometimes they'd throw things. When they 
loved you, they 'd buy you drinks. 
But alas, the poetry slams are dead, and 
now we have to satisfy our poetic hunger 
with kinder and gentler venues, like Free 
Street. After I read, everyone clapped. One 
guy said, "you rock." It was all so - nice. 
I'd stopped going to Free Street readings 
last fall. Too often they consisted of the 
same poets reading the same boring stuff 
- masturbatory, angst-filled garbage -
week after week. And week after week, the 
same crowd would enthusiastically cheer 
the drivel. It wasn't my scene. 
Pete Kostopoulos, the Taverna's owner, 
also noticed a change in poetry nights . He 
wasn 't making any money. Kostopoulos 
didn't want to eliminate the readings, he 
likes culture. But he didn't lose his shirt, 
either. So he and some of his pals from the 
Portland poetry scene got together , 
brainstormed and found ways to improve 
the readings. They decided to charge a $3 
cover, with the cash applicable to food or 
drink purchases, ensuring that slackers 
would spend at least $3, rather tha~ sit 
around sipping water all night. Secondly, 
Kostopoulos and his crew revamped the 
hosting duties. The same guy used to host 
every week, but that was part of the prob-
lem - the readings became too routine. 
Now, four different hosts share the chores, 
each hosting one night a month. That was 
a good idea. These days, if the poets are 
bad, at least the hosts are interesting. 
Too often the readings 
consisted of the same 
poets reading the 
same boring stuff -
masturbatory, angst-
filled garbage - week 
after week. And week 
after week, the same 
crowd would enthusi-
astically cheer the 
drivel. It wasn't my 
scene. 
The Bastard Sons of the Infocalypse 
(BSI), for example, hosted the night I read . 
BSI, a Portland performance art group, 
blends spoken word, music and screaming 
in a way quite different than anyth ing else 
you 'll find in town. Dan Smith and Aaron 
Donaghy, two BSI members, entertained 
the crowd between sets with their freestyle 
versification. 
"This isn't just a poetry reading, " Smith 
told the audience . "You can read fiction , 
singordo whatever you want. " Smith isn't 
into structure; he wants art, he wants ex-
perimentation, he wants people to take 
chances . 
Unfortunately, many poets in the audi-
ence weren't listening. Overall, the bad 
poets outnumbered the good ones by about 
2-1 . Some poets, andl use that term loosely, 
read for what seemed to be hours. Occa-
sionally, after they'd fmished readingsome 
particularly offensive bit of garbage, I'd 
think, "Now they're finished . Now they'll 
sitdown. Please, for Christ's sake, let them 
sit down." But then they'd reach into a 
backpack and pull out four or five hand-
written pages of crumpled loose-Ieafpaper, 
and say something like, "I just wrote this 
today," and set off again, droning on and 
on. 
Case in point: A poet who looked like 
Spicoli (Sean Penn's character in "Fast 
Times at Ridgemont High") read a long 
poem about ice climbing with his brother. 
As far as I could tell, that's all the poem was 
about - no hidden meaning, no imagery, 
no irony. Nothing. This wasn't poetry - it 
was poultry, through and through. The 
next reader, a woman, made Spicoli look 
like Ezra Pound. She st\jrted off with a little 
personal history, then launched into some 
very angry and bitter poultry, wrought 
with angst and self-pity. It went on forever. 
Butnotall the stuffsmelled like chicken , 
Redemption came in the form of Jay Davis, 
a Portland computer consultant and once-
a-month host at Free Street. I hadn't heard 
Davis read in awhile , but I always found 
him interesting. This time he was fantastic . 
One funny and perceptive poem had Hansel 
explaining life to Gretel. Another, called 
"The Roads in February," was vivid and 
deep, juxtaposing frozen winter roads and 
life. The poem ends with Davis explaining 
how he's rethinking his existence. 
Last month it occurred to me I no longer 
aspire 
to be happy and passionate andgay so much 
as resolute and productive, follow a predict-
able plan, 
and the roads ClUmble, the wheels go thump. 
. 
preVle~ 
Davis' stuffworked because of the subtle 
humor, precise language and pacing - the 
guts of poetry. Davis believed in his poems 
and it showed. He was familiar and com-
fortable with the words and rarely 
stumbled. Other poets seemed just as com-
fortable with meaty subjects like love, 
friends and family. No poultry here. And 
BSI, with the help of the band Go 
Button, kept things alive when a dead poet 
wasn't in front of the mic. 
The slams of old had their pros 
and cons , but there's one element 
of the slams Free Street might be wise to 
revive. Or maybe I'll start it myself. 
The next time I see a confirmed pOUltry 
reader heading for the mic, I'll quickly 
finish my beer. Then wait. As soon 
as the verse staggers into poultry land, 
I'll gently begin banging my glass 
on the table. If he doesn't stop, then 
I won't either, Ifhe gets louder, so will I. 
caw 
All that jazz 
The debate raging around jau these days isn 't about the relative merits ofthe genre's various schools or who the hottest young-turk saxophonist is. The big question, rather, is whether or 
I, conservator: trumpeter Wynton Marsalis. 
not jau - as a vital art form capable of 
spawning new incarnations of itself - is 
dead. The ft ap doubtless has departed greats 
from Count Basie to Gerry Mulligan spinning 
in their graves. 
Squarely at the center of the controversy 
is trumpeter Wynton Marsa lis, who brings 
his " Jau at Lincoln Center" show to Portland 
Feb. 22. Marsa lis ' knowledge ofthe genre is 
expansive - he 's become jau's widely 
recognized ambassador in recent years -
and his technical abilities are unsurpassed, 
but the long-standing rap against him has 
been his unwillingness to push the musIc in 
new directions. What he plays is very nice 
and very accompli shed, critics charge, but 
it 's nothing we haven 't heard before; one 
observer has wri tten that Marsalis ' role is "more that of a conservator than an innovator," wh ile 
going on to say thatjau "has ceased to be a vi brant, living tradition." As goes Marsalis, it seems, 
so goes jazz. 
Whether or not you agree with that assessment, Marsalis ' "lincoln Center" show is fil led, in fact, 
with jau we 've heard before - but then that's his intent. The show features the work of two 
composer-pianists: Jelly Roll Morton, the turn-of-the-<:entury New Orleans musician recognized as 
jau's first great composer, and Thelonious Monk, who derailed jau in the '50s with compositions 
filled with sounds no one had ever heard. It seems to me that Marsalis, regardless of what you may 
think of his own music, is the perfect choice to put the music of these two giants together on the . 
same stage: he may be coming at jazz from fi rmly inside the tradition, but it' s a tradition most of 
us are barely familiar with anyway. Even some ofjau 's'oldest sounds are capable of stretching our 
modern ears, provided we're willing to listen. 
· WYnton Marsalis and Jazz at Uncoln Center" 
will perfonn Feb, 22 at the Cumberland County Civic 
Center at 7:30 p,m, Tlx: $20 and $28. 772-8630. 
• SCOTT SUTHERLAND 
20 minutes or less. Or your next 
lunch is on us, Guaranteed. 
11 Brown St., Port1and, ME 780-1100 
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The Beech Ridge 5K 
Cross C~~!m%SkiRace 
Beech Ridge Farm Cross County Ski Center 
839-4098 
'9:30a.m. mass start Freestyle 
'Awards-Overall Male & Female 
'Eniry Fee-$12 in advance/$15 day of race 
193 Beech Ridge Road 




Outdoor Gear and Clothing 
NOW OPEN 
offering 
Quality Used Equipment 
at Refreshing Prices 
for Adults & Kids 
Packs 
Tents' 








502A Woodford St., Portland 
879-1410 





The AU:American Microbrew Showcase 
every thursday in february & march 5 to 9 pm 
ThurJ/ky 2/22 Mass Bay Brewing Co" Boston, MA. The Harpoon crew returns with Pale Ale, IFA 
and introduces thei r new Pilsner on "p. 
ThuTJday 2/29 Atlantic Brewing Co., Bar Harbor, ME. The Boys from Bar Harbor wi ll h< pouring 
Iheir Ginger Wheal, Blueberry Ale, Coal Porrer, and, of course, Ihe infamous Black Ii Blue! 
Thursday 317 Boston Beer Co" Jamaica Plain, MA. Don'l miss Ihis one' American Home Brewers 
AssociAtion Finalists brewed by Sam Adams. Featuring Black Lager, IPA, Amh<r Ale, 
Porrer, Smoked Brown Ale, Bock Ii Pilsner. 
540 Forest Avenue • Portland, ME • 772-0300 • http://www.moinelink nel/beor/ 
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Let us take care of you with 
up to the minute 
MOVIE REVIEWS! 
.---GlVE us A CALL------, 
1-900-U-SCREEN 
only *1.48/ml_ - toucllton ....... _ - 111+ 
Current Releases, Rentals, 
Trivia and More! 
·Lirnited. Radius Delivery 11'°-110 M-F 
22S Federal St .• Portland· 774-6404 
0\ The Store at 
~ Maine Audubon 
118 Rte. One, Falmouth • 781-2330 
BIRD SEED SALE 
Pick up day - Saturday, March 23 
Order at The Store by March 2 
OPE:-I IIAM-IAM ALL WEEK 
(",\ IEIII:-I(; ;>;()\v AVAIL\BI.E 
Ure EnJerltUnmenJ Every Friday" &durday Night! 
Ski Pass GillOOUlays Wedl"...call lUI 





@ SPRING . POINT , DoLLAR 1"'''0 
Good towards food and Sat. nite cover 
Meryl Streep and Uam Neeson as tortured parents In BEFORE AND AFTER. 
ACE VENTURA 2: WHEN NATURE CAUS 
For.1I of you who can ·tget enougll of Mr. Silly 
putty ( •. k. •. Jim Carrey), here·s. sequel to 
the film that broke him on the big screen. 
This time .round Ace tr.vels to the d.rk 
continent and saves Afric.·s benevolent 
beasts from mean.nd nasty poachers. Even 
if C.rrey·s monopoly on comedy h.s got you 
annoyed, he's so bizarre you just have to 
laugll at him. 
BABE THE PIG Irs not enougll for .n 
enterprising porker to eat slop and roll in the 
mud. This is the tale of a young pig in search 
of gainful employment; he tries everything, 
even rounding up the sheep, during his 
adventures on the farm. 
BEAIIT1F1J1. GIRLS FIVe higll school pals 
(including Matt Dillon, Timothy Hutton and 
Michael Rapaport) converge In their 
hometown for a reunionjhard-core-m .... 
bonding session. They devote copious tine 
to lamenting over the women in their lives. A 
"Waiting to Exhale" for guys? 
BED OF ROSES The iovey<jovey story of a 
flonst (Chnstian Slater) who falls hea<klver· 
heels for a workaholic. Mary Stu.rt 
Masterson. They connect and re.11y heal 
each other. 
BEFORE AND ArnR Meryl Streep and Uam 
Neeson play parents caugllt in a heart· 
wrenching moral dilemma when their young 
son Jacob (Edward Fur1ong) Is suspected of 
brutally murdering his girlfriend. They must 
reconcile feelings of deni.1 with the reality 
that he may in fact have committed the 
crime. 
BUCK SHEEP There·s one in every family, 
isn·t there? CMs Fa<ley plays the goofball 
brother of a hot·shot pol~ician, and fellow 
"Saturday Nigllt Live· pal David Spacle is 
Farley's handler, charged with minimizing 
the damage during a pol~icai campaign. 
Question: Is ~ humanly possible to watch 
Chris Fa~forthe duration of a feature film? 
BRAVEllEART Mel Gibson directs, produces 
and stars as William Wallace, the 13th 
century Soottish hero who retums to his 
troubled homeland and his true love to fight 
for Scottish Independeoce. He does battle 
w~h the loathsome English king, Edward I 
(otherwise known as Edwardthe Longshanks, 
for unexplained reasons) and galiops across 
the rolling green fields in a kin. 
BROKEN ARROW CMstian Slater plays a 
pilot who must save the wond from the threat 
of nuclear mayhem. The offense: John 
Travona as Slater·s former partner, who 
goes a little cuckoo, swipes anuciearwarhead 
and blackmails the govemment. S.."antha 
Mathis (Slater"s "Pump Up the Volume· pal) 
is there to assure viewers of their hero's 
heterosexuality. 
CITY HAll The tale of a mayor (Ai Pacino) 
and his rigllt-lland man (John Cusack) who 
give try to toe the stra!gIlt and narrow despite 
the city·s nasty government. Mitigating 
circu mstances burst their kieological bubble I 
leading them to join the rest of the dirty. 
rotten politicos. 
DEAD MAN WAIJ(ING TIm Robbins· latest, 
abouta nunwhofigllts for the life-and soul 
- of a man senteoced to death for the 
killings of two teenagers. Stars Sean Penn 
and Susan Sarandon. Early buzz: Oscars 
every which w.y you turn. 
FRANKiESTARUGHT Anex-G.I. (MattDilion) 
takes in a pregnant French stowaway and 
gives her a family - even thougll he 
ne .... r gets the love he wants from her. 
The story Is told througll the flashbacks 
ofherdwart son Frankie, who becomes 
a famous author, but cannot seem to 
shake his loneliness. Also starring 
Anne Parillaud and Gabriel Byrne. 
HAPPY GILMORE We may have seen 
thelast of Adam Sandler as a "Saturday 
Night Uve· goofball, but his career as 
big·screen goofball appears to be 
blossoming. "Happy Gilmour· follows 
the exploits of an overzeaious hockey 
fan (Sandler) who dreams of hitting the 
ice himself. Troublels. he sucks. Much 
to his surprise, the botched hockey 
career leads to a discovery of his 
iocredible gon genius. An adventure, 
to say the least • 
IL POmNO (THE POSTMAN) Famous 
Chilean poet Pabio Neruda was exiled 
in 1952, and went to live on an idyllic 
Island off the coast of naly, where he 
received so much mall that the local 
postmaster hired a young man off his 
father"s fishing boat to deliver the 
extraload. Theyoungpostmanandthe 
poet strike up an unlikely friendship. 
and the postman develops an 
appreciation for the art of language. 
He uses his newfound talent to charm 
the local ladles , especially the 
unapproachable Beatrice. (In nalian.) 
JUMANJI Robin Williams plays a wild 
and grizzly boy-man who has been 
stuck inside a jungle-themed board 
game for 26 years. He is liberated by 
two children who discover the dusty 
game in the attic of their new home. 
Williams isn·tsatifJedwitl1just retuming 
to the life he left behind - he wants to 
settle the score with JlITlanjl's beasts. 
nyou· .... everyeamed to see mlnocen 
trampling througll the living room, this 
Is the film for you. 
THE JUROR Alec Baldwin plays a slick 
and icky mafioso type who·s out to 
convirce a juror, played (sort of) by 
Demi Moore , to acqu~ his boss, 
currently on tria! for an assortment of 
nasty things. Baldwin·s character has 
a lot of tricks up his sleeve. As for Deml 
... ,well, you know how ~ Is with Oemi. 
lEAVING US VEGAS Ben Sanderson 
(Nicolas Cage) Is a bumt-out alcoholic 
who Ms Las Vegas to drilk himseW 
into the grave. EI~abeth Shue plays 
Sera, the street·smart prostitute who 
crosses his path. The friendship they 
develop defies the odds but can 1 
change destiny. C.ge justtook home a 
Golden Giobe for his role, while Shue 
culled a nomination. Based on John 
o ·Brien·s semfautobiograpll~1 novel. 
MARY RElU Y As chambermaid Mary 
Reilly, Julia Roberts cooks and cleans 
for a man with a split personality. In 
this case, it 's that most famous of all 
schlzop/1renlcs. Dr. Jeckyl (and Mr. 
Hyde). Filled w~h Freudian sexual 
poI~ics. John Malkovich plays Jeckyll/ 
Hyde. 
MR. HOLlAND'S OPUS Directed by 
Stephen Herek (·The Three 
Musketeers-), this film pays homage 
to those overworked "",",rpaid people 
who guide us througll the happiest 
years of our lives. Richard Dreyfuss 
stars as the teacher who spends his life 
searchingforthe fountain of youth on ~ to 
realize it has been in his classroom all 
the while. 
MR. WRONG Televlslon·s Ellen 
DeGeneres brings what she does best-
the perpetually single gir1 on the make-
to the big screen. In this case, she plays 
a talk-show producer whose dream date 
turns into the relationship of her 
nightmares. Bill Pullman Is Mr. Wrong. 
IjIUPPETTREASURE ISlAND Kerm~ and 
his pals, including their new friend young 
Jim Hawkins and the mutinous Longjohn 
Silver (Tim Cuny), set off on the higll seas 
to unearth a long lost treasure . 
Unfortunately Silver has his own plans 
for the treasure. The piot thickens when 
Miss Piggy appears as BenJamina Gunn, 
rulingqueenofthewarlhogs. Does Kerm~ 
have what ktakes to save the map, Jim, 
his crew and himself? 
RESTORATION Robert Downey, Jr. plays 
a talented 17th century medical student 
who succumbs to the many decadent 
channs of the court of King Chanes Ii. 
Frankly, the trailers for this PUPili' look 
fantastic. and the peculiar cast-Downey 
and fellow American Meg RYan teamed 
wkh Brits David Thewlis and HugIl Grant, 
for starters-Is receiving glowing mention 
here and there. Amazing what Downey·s 
career has done, conSidering he 
participated in the atrocity otherwise 
known as ·Less Than Zero." 
RUMIII£ IN THE BRONX Jackie Chan Is 
back for the attack as a ripped Hong 
Kong cop who comes to the States for a 
wedding. He·s minding his own business 
(of course), when he suddenly discovers 
a damsel in distress. Chan the vigilante 
prevails against the slimy biker dudes 
who won·t buzz off. More P1'rotechnlcs 
than you ·1I find at T·Bird 's. 
SENSE AIm SENSIBILITY Just as period 
films were getting more than a bk 
tiresome, afong comes Jane Austen's 
story of the smart and s~ Dashwood 
sisters, with a smashing screenplay 
penned by Merchant & lvury diva, Emma 
Thompson. who also stars in it Like so 
many other films .boy! 19th century Iff" 
• Sense and Sensibility" Is full of 
repressed feelings and copious amounts 
of clothing. Still, its unapologetic focus 
on the lives of courageou 5 and intelligent 
women makes ~ worth seeing. Starring 
Kate Winslet ("Heavenly Creatures .) and 
Hugh Grant. 
SHANGHAI TRIAD Set In decadent 
1920·sShangai, director Zhang Ylmou·s 
latest film is a allegorical dig atcomroonlst 
China·s powers-that.oo. Seen througll 
the eyes of a 14-year-old countrybo\', the 
story brings us into the grisly wond of a 
crime lord (played by U Baotlan) .nd his 
mistress, the lovely Gong U. 
UNFORGETTABLE Don·t expect a 
romantic romp as the title reference to 
Nat KlngCoIe·s lighthearted melodymigllt 
suggest. This film takes the grim joumey 
of a widower (Ray Liotta) searching for 
his wtfe's killer. His revenge instinct is 
fueled when crack medical researcher 
(Linda Fiorentino) gives him the 
technology to experlenee his murdered 
wife·s memories in explicit detail. 
movie times 
Owing to scheduling changes after CBW goes to press. 
moviegoers are advised to confirm times with theaters. 
Dates effective FEB 23-29, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 
General Cinemas, Maine Mali. Maine Mali Road, S. 
Portland. 774-1022. 
MUPPET TREASURE ISlAND (GI 
12:40, 2:55. 5:10. 7;25, 9:35 
MR HOUAND'S OPUS (PGI 
1,4, 6:50. 9;45 
BROKEN ARROW (RI 
1:45.4:10, 7:20.9:45 
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS (RI 
7:10, 9:35 
BLACK SHEEP (PG-131 
1, 3:05, 5:20, 7:20. 9:25 
TOY STORY (G) 
1:10,3. 5, 
MARY REIllY (RI 
1:45, 4:15, 6:50. 9:15 
BEFORE AND AFTER (RI 
1:30,4,7.9:25 
Hoyts Clark's POnd. 333 Clark·s Rd .• S. Portland. 
: 879-1511. 
, MR. WRONG (PG) 
, 1:40. 4:20, 7:20, 9:25 
SENSE AND SENSIBIUTY (PG) 
12:30, 3:20, 6:30, 9:20 
HAPPY GILMORE (PG-13) 
12:40,2:50, 4:50, 7:30. 9:40 
CITY HALl (R) 
1:30,4:10, 6:40, 9:10 
DEAD MAN WALKING (R) 
1, 3:30, 6:50, 9:15 
LEAVING LAS VEGAS (RI 
1:10, 3:40, 7:00. 9:30 
UNFORGETTABLE(RI 
1:20,4, 7:10, 9:50 
RUMBLE IN THE BRONX (R) 
12:50, 3, 5, 7:40, 10 
The Movies, 10 Exchange St. Portland. 772·9600. 
SHANGHAI TRIAD (R) 
feb 22·27'Thurs·tues 5, 9-sat·sun mat 1 
FRANKIE STARUGHT (R) 
FEB 22·27'Thurs·TUES 7·SAT·SUN MAT 3 
IL POSJINO (R) 
FEB 28-MARCH 6'WEIHUES 5. 7, 9'SAT-SUN MAT 1, 3 
Nickelodeon, Temple and Middle streets. Portland. 772-
9751. 
THE JUROR (RI 




12:30 (FR~SUN ONLY), 4, 7:45 
JUMANJI (PG) 
12:50 (FR~SUN ONLY), 3:50, 6:30, 9 
BED OF ROSES (PG) 
1 (FRI·SUN ONLY), 3:40, 6:50, 9:10 
ACE VENTURA (PG-13) 
1:10 (FRI-SUN ONLY), 4:10. 7:10. 9:30 
BABE (G) 
12:20, 2:20 (FR~SUN ONLY), 4:30 
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS. 206 U.S. ROUTE 1, FALMOUTH. 
781-5616 . 
MUPPET TREASURE ISlAND (G) 
12:20, 2:20,4:25, 6;35, 8:35 
MR. WRONG (PG-13) 
1,3, 4:55, 7,9 
SENSE AND SENSIBIUTY (PG) 
12:30.3:45 
BROKEN ARROW (RI 
12:30. 2:45. 5, 7:15. 9:30 
CITY HALl (R) 
12:35.2:55,5:05, 7:15, 9:35 
HAPPY GILMORE (PG-13) 
12:50, 2:40, 4:50, 7:05, 9:05 
MR HOUAND'S OPUS (PG) 
12:45, 3:35. 6:45, 9:20 
DEAD MAN WALKING (R) 
6:55.9:15 
MARY REIllY (R) 
12:45 . 2:55, 5:"10, 7:25. 9 :30 
UNFORGETTABLE(R) 
1:30, 4. 7. 9:20 
Prime cut 
Spit·shined: The three hooligans 
who make up the muscle pop 
outfit LUSTRE have a knack for 
spinningtalltales. BassistJDhn 
Ray claims to have invented 
self-locking sandwich bags and 
child-proof lighters, while 
frontman Will Marley purports 
to be Bob Marley's only white 
spawn. Their foolishness adds 
some humility to their loud, 
rhythmiC pop with its "sou I-
waking sweet-Jane vocals: 
They advise you to bring snack 
food and love when they play 
with Velvet CrUSh, Feb 27, at 
Granny Killam's, 55 Market St, 
Portland, at 9 pm. Tix: $6. 
761-2787 
thurlday 22 
Th. Big Easy Jimmy and the Soul Cats 
(blues). 416 Fore St, Portland. 7801207. 
Clyd.'s Pub Karaoke. 173 Ocean St, 
So. Portland. 7994473. 
Fr .. Street Taverna Dream Daddy (blues), 
128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Gena'. Ladies · Night, 13 Brown 51. Portland. 
772·7891. 
Gllnny Killam's Schleigllo (hippy jams), 
55 Market St. Portland. 761·2787. 
Tho Inferna Chern-free Dance. 395 Main 
St. So. Portland. 874-4901. 
leo's Open Mic with Chronic Funk. 
1 Exchange St, Portland. 828-1111. 
Tho Moon College Night (OJ Steve Briggs 
spinstop40dance), 427 ForeSt, Portland. 
772·1983. 
MOIpnflold'. Buckwhe.t Zydeco (Creo'" 
style Zydeco). 121 Center St. Portl.nd. 
774-5853. 
Old PortT .. ern Bicycle Thieves (loud rock). 
11 Moukon St, Portland. 774-0444. 
TIpperary Pub Greg Powers (karaoke), 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. Maine Mall Rd, 
So. Portl.nd. 775-6161. 
The Undercround Big Bob·s Dance Night, 
3 Spring St. Portland. 773-3315. 
WIll'. Ruaur_nt Ken Cox (a guy and his 
guitar), 78 Island Ave . Peaks Island. 
766-3322. 
Zoou Bounce (OJ Larre Love spins). 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 77:H1187. 
friday 29 
The BI, Easy Little Anthony and the 
Locomotives (blues), 416 Fore St, PorHand. 
7801207. 
Fr .. Stroot Taverna Rumford (bastardized 
blues rock ·n· roll), 128 Free St. Portland. 
774-1114. 
Gena'. The Flycatcher with Stygified (hard 
rock), 13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7891. 
Granny Killam's Tripe (dirtcore) with 
Jocobono and Bird Brain (hard rock), 
55 Market St, Portland. 761·2787. 
Hodeohog Browpub Lightning Red , 
35 India St. Portland. 871·9124. 
Java Joe's Rob Stillm.n Jazz Ensemble, 
13 Exchange St, Portland. 761·5637. 
lbe lnfet'nD Rotors II Rust with Nice New 
outfrt (all rock - chern-free), 395 Main St, 
S. Portland. 874-4901. 
Tho Moon Ladies· N igllt (OJ Steve Briggs 
spins top 40 d.nce). 427 Fore St. Portland. 
772·1983. 
MOIganlleld's John Hammond and Duke 
Robillard (blues/ folk), 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-5853. 
Old Port Tavern Bicyc Ie Thieves (loud rock). 
11 Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Spring Point Colo Swinging Blue Matadors 
(dance sWing). 175 Pickett St, So. Portland. 
7674627. 
Stoamers Bar & GrIll Singles DaneepOs, 
·BOs & ·90s dance music) , Jordan·s 
Seafood Restaurant , 700 Main St , 
So. Portland. 7808434 
Stone Co .. t Ikowln, Company Strange 
Folk with Strung Out (acoustic folk) , 
14 York St. Portland. 773-2337. 
Hllrd'. The Upsetters (rock ·n· roll ), 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 77:H1040. 
TIpperary Pub Bill Eastem, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, Maine Mall Rd. So. Portland. 
775-6161. 
The Underground OJ TIm Staney (dance, 
dance, dance), 3 Spnng. St, Portland. 
773-3315. 
Vorrlllo'. Horizon (rock/top 40), 
155 Riverside St, Portland. 775-6536. 
Zoou Rex (hardcore). 31 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 773-8187. 
Illurday 24 
Th. BlC: E_sy Lou·s Nite Out (blues). 
416 Fore St, Portland. 7801207. 
Clyde'. Pub Karaoke, 173 Ocean St. 
So. Portland. 7994473. 
Free Street Taverna John Parkinson & 
Charlie Schmitt. 128 Free St, Portland. 
774-1114. 
Gena's Biscu~ Head, Old School and 
Rush Pretzel (fast, garagy and head· 
banging). 13 Brown St, Portland. 
772·7891. 
Granny Killam'. Rippopotamus w~h 
Spooky Rubin (funk-o-rama), 55 Market 
St, Portland. 761·2787. 
The Inferno Jozlin Bones, Uncle Jack.nd 
Cradle II Grave (hardeore - chen>free), 
395 Main St, So. Portland. 874-4901. 
The Moon OJ Dale Dorcettspins hij>l1op/ 
dance. 427 Fore St. Portland. 772·1983. 
Morganfield'. . Bo Diddley (legendary 
blues man). Part 5. 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-5853. 
Old Port Tav .. n Bicycle Thieves (ioud 
rock). 11 Moulton St, Portland . 
77W444. 
Raoul's Inanna Sisters in Rhythm 
(drumming). 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 
77J.6886. 
st ........ Bar & Grill Ladies Nigllt (rock 
'n' roll), Jordan's Seafood Restaurant, 
700 Main St, So. Portland. 7808434 
StoneCoastlkewlncCompanyDmlnous 
Se.pods. 14 York St, Portland. 
773-2337. 
T-BlnI'. "70s, ·80s and ·9Os Music, 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 77:H1040. 
TIpperary Pub Sound Decision, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd. So. Portland. 
775-6161. 
Top of the EIIt Rash andTina (top 40), 
Radisson Hotel, 157 Higll St, Portland. 
775-5411. 
The Unde" .... nd OJ Tm Staney(dance, 
danee, dance). 3 Spring St, Portland. 
773-3315. 
Uptown Billy's Borllequa Danny Gravis 
(piano/VOCaIR&B), 1 Forest Ave, Portland. 
7800141. 
Verrlllo'. Horizon (rock/ top 40), 
155 Riverside St, Portland. 775-6536. 
ZooIz Decades of Danee (best of the 
·70s). 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 
77:H1187. 
lunday 25 
Free Sbeet Tlverna Open Jam with Jeff 
Merrill. 128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Grlity McDuff'. Baker Thompson Band 
(blues), 396 Fore St, Portland. 772·2739. 
Tho 1""""0 D.J. Shawn Dell spins (super 
'70s-chen>free), 395 Main St,So. Portland. 
874-4901. 
The Moon Dion IInlbb & The Agkators 
(reggae), 427 Fore St, Portland. 772·1983. 
MorpnIIoId'1 Live Music Bruneh (doors open 
at 11 am) The Mollys (8 pm - lrishltex·mex 
folk), 121 Center St, Portland. 774-5853. 
Old Port T_vem (rock). 11 Mou~on St. 
Portland. 77W444. 
_1'1 Reindeer Records High School Rock· 
off Finals (1 prn- alfages), 865 ForestAve, 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Hlird'i Bob Siebel (comedy), 126 N. Boyd 
St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Tho Undor,round K.r.oke with Nick 
IInownon, 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Wharf'. End Ken & Amy·s Nigllt Front Hell 
(acoustic), 52 WhartSt, Portland. 773-0093. 
ZooIzAlfrequest d.oce nigllt, 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 77:H1187. 
mondlY 28 
The Big EIIy Laser Karaoke with Ray Dog. 
416 Fore St, Portland. 7801207. 
FreeStreetT_maOpen Micwitl1 Go Button, 
128 Free St. Portland. 774-1114. 
Morpnfleld'i R.ndall"s House Party (open 
mlc), 121 Center St, Portland. 774-5853. 
Old Port Tavern (rock). 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 77W444. 
Tho Undergroond Absolut·ly Fabulous Nigllt, 
3 Spring St., Portland. 773-3315. 
Wharf's End Open Mic with Ken (acoustic), 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 27 
The Big Easy Smokehouse (blues), 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 7801207. 
Free StrHl TlYern. Open Mic Poetry Nigllt 
hosted by [)e.J .. Vu, 128 Free .St, Portland. 
774-1114. 
GriMY Kill.,.'. Lustre with Velvet Crush 
(muscle pop), 55 Market St, Portland. 
761·2787. 
Glitty McDuff's Be Bop Jazz Trio, 396 Fore 
St, Portland. 772·2739. 
Old Port Tavern (rock), 11 Moukon St, 
Portland. 77W444. 
_I'. Wr~er"s Open Mic with Anni Clark 
and special guest Danny Gravas , 865 Forest 
Ave, Portl.nd. 773-6886. 
Stoamers Bar & GlIN State Street Tradrtional 
Jazz Band, Jordan·s Seafood Restaurant, 
700 Main St, So. Portland. 7808434 
Wharf's End Ken and Butt Unplugged 
(acoustic), 52WharfSt, Portland. 773-0093. 
wednelday 28 
The Sf, Easy Red Ugh! Revue (blues/R&B/ 
soul), 416 Fore St. Portl.nd. 7801207. 
Boven Brown Street Open Mic, 11 Brown St, 
Portland. 934-4802. 
Fre. Stre.t T.verna The Bernard 
Tshimangoley Band (African daneehall), 
128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Geno's Gentlemen·s Night, 13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772·7891. 
Tllelnlwmo D.J. Marlene(a~emative-chen> 
free). 395 M.in St, So. Portland. 874-4901. 
The Moon OJ Dale Dorcett spins hij>l1op/ 
dance. 427 Fore St. Portland. 772·1983. 
Old Port T_vom Hot Cherry Pie (rock). 
11 Mou~on St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Uptown BlIy's -..... Dr. OIdTIme (vocal/ 
b.njo/guitar), 1 Forest Ave, Portland. 
7800141. 
WlI'. Rost .... nt Open mic for musicians 
and poets, 78 Island Ave, Peaks Island. 
766-3322. 
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Morganfield's 
Portland's Home for Live Music! 
Clean Air! 
. Top Entertainment! 
Best Sound System' 
Largest Beer Selection! 
Thursday, Feb. 22, 9:00 P.M., $15 
Buckwheat Zydeco 
" ... cuts a wicked groove. "-Rolling Stone 
Friday. Feb. 23, 9:00 P.M., $15 
John Hammond & Duke Robillard 
For 30 years, Two Giants of the Blues' 
Saturday. Feb. 24, 7 & 10 P_M., $15 
80Diddley 
Sunday, Feb. 25, 8:00 P.M., $5 
The Molllj's 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 1. _______ ____ _ _ _ ___ _ 
Thursday, Feb. 29, 8:00 P.M.,$5 
Michael Kroll 
Friday, March 1, 9:00 P.M., $7 
Eddie Kirkland & The Energlj 
Mr. Energy! Deluge Recording Artist 
Saturday, March 2, 9:00 P.M., $10 
Carol Noonan 
From Knots & Crosses, Philo Recording Aftlst 
Monday, March 4, 9:00 P.M., $15 
Koko Taylor & Her Blues Machine 
Queen of the Blues, Reserved Seating 
3/8-SIeepy LaBeef, 3/9-.JoIlnny Copeland. 
3/10 Ja\lne L9\J (CrowIe\J) Benefit with 
Boneheads, Papa Loves Mambo. Dani 
Tribesman. Oo-Jo. lnanna. & Pangea 
3/15-Edd\l Clearwater, 3/16-John M8\jll1l. 
3/17 Mark Miller Band. 3/22-9avo\l 
Brown, 3/23-Care\l Bell. 3/28-0detta. 
3/29 King Memphis, 3/30 Gal'\! Primich, 
4/5-Heav\I Metal Horns, 4/6-Matt 
Block 
37 Wharf Street • Portland 
775.9061 / fax 775-9113 
Piccolo Nido 
(DAILY EARLY BIRD DINNERS) 
4:00 - 6:00 P.M 
INCLUDES SALAD & 
DESSERT ... 59.95 
MONDAY: Chicken, Ziti & Broccoli 
TUESDAY: Eggplant Parmesan 
WEDNESDAY: Meatballs & Spaghetti 
THURSDAY: Chicken Cacciatore 
FRIDAY: Sole Francese 
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Cii w o 
eye candy ~ 
207-772-1475 0 ~ 
AFFORDABLE ADVERTISING ~. 
Ell I 
AMETHYST II 
February Sale at Dan & Pat' ~ • 
20% Off All A.methystJewelry, 
Unset Stones & NatW'B1 Crystals 
DAN & PAT'S 
ROCK SHOP 
837 Ocean Ave. (Rr. 9 _ FoJ-.rb);".) 
Open Thurs, h-i & Sat 11-5 
Always Honest Maine Prices 
u~o~d. .. _C»d. ___ O_M 
Now serving beer" wine 
M .. T dosed, W .. TH Il-IO,F" ST 11-11, SU l-t 
call for tasty take-out! 
4] Middle Street Portland 774-671 I 









with o'!'{ color setVice 
Inru 2/29/96 
Call and make your oppoinlmenllodoy. 
772 
Musical explorer: Born and bred in" 
Creole country ofLouisiana, . 
ZYDECO is quick to make clear that the 
music he plays is not Cajun. His brand of 
zydeco has a Creole flavor that others can 
only imitate. Semantics aside, Buckwheat 
is into stretching the limits of his style by 
infusing it with R&B and funk. Stretch 
your own limits at Morganfield's, 121 Cen-
ter St., at 9 p.m. Tix: $15. 774-5853. 
Iriday 23 
Business and pleasure: The Portland 
Lyric Theater presents "CRAZY FOR 
YOU, .. a romantic comedy set on a Nevada 
cowboy ranch targeted for foreclosure by a 
young New York banker - until he falls 
for the ranch's fetching owner. Referred to 
as the "new Gershwin musical," it com-
bines songs from four original Gershwin 
plays. "Crazy For You" just clo~ed on 
Broadway, butyoucanseeitat 176Sawyer 
St., So. Portland at 8 p.m. Shows through 
March 10. Call for showtimes. Tix: $11 
and $13. 799-1421. 
saturday 24 
Heavy rhythm experience: Taking its 
name from a goddess worshipped in the 
ancient Sumerian culture of the Middle 
East, INANNA: SISTERS IN RHYTHM 
inspires its own kind of worship. The group 
is comprised of six women who make 
music with a variety of handcrafted Afri-
using interpreta-
of trllditional West African rhythms 
in a celebration of womanhood. Experi-
ence the rhythm at Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave., at 9 p.m. Tix: $7. 773-6886. 
sunday 25 
A little bit country: Good news for all 
you country fans - A MAINE COUNTRY 
SUNDAY, featuring Maine's own country 
music legends, is here to cure any hanker-
ingyou may have for some good twanging 
and two-stepping. Maine Country Music 
Hall of Famers "Coastline Charlie" 
Gilliam~ Norm DeCoteau and partner 
Betty DeCoteau, the Clary Hill Band and 
others will be there to entertain in good 
country style. AtTheAtrium, Cook's Cor-
ner, Brunswick, from 1-5 p.m. Tix: $10 





concern for rebuilding the country's iden-
tity was high. The Latvian Exchange 
Program at USM presents "The Restora-
tion of Latvia During the 1930s," a series of 
25 black-and-white images offering 
glimpses of the cultural atmosphere 
of early twentieth-century Latvia. At the 
Area Gallery in USM's Portland 
Campus Center, through March 22. 
Hours : Mon.-Thurs . 7 a .m.- IO p.m ., 
Fri . 7 a .m.- 7 p.m ., Sat. 9a.m.- 5 p.m. Free. 
780-5008. 
tuesday 27 
Return to the nest: Pianist LEONARD 
HOKANSON has performed all over the 
world and spent a great deal of his career 
living in Germany and Austria. Now he's 
coming home to his native Maine to lend a 
hand as the PORTLAND SYMPHONY 
- ORCHESTRA performs two concerts of 
Beethoven's "Emperor." Winner of the 
Steinway Prize of Boston and a founding 
member of the Odeon Trio, Hokanson has 
done us proud. Hear him play at the State 
Theatre, 609 Congress St. , at 7:30 p.m. 








Movie rei~sue : No, y'01l haven · picked 
up an old copy of CBW --"'· ~IL PO$.nNO," 
the story of a young Italian postman who is 
befriended by exiled Chilean poet Pablo 
Neruda, is back in town for another run. 
And for good reason ...:.. the Italian flIm was 
recently nominated for five Academy 
Awards, among them best film and best 
director. If you missed it the first time 
around, you can catch this heartwarming 
comedy at The Movies, 10 Exchange St., 
at 5,7 and 9 p.m. Tix: $4 ($2 .50 on Wed.). 
772-9600. 
thursday 29 
Double bill: You don't often have the 
chance to see both a Van Cliburn gold 
medal-winning pianist and a world-re-
nowned orchestra under the same ropf. 
You'll get the opportunity, though, when 
Portland Concert Association presents THE 
PRAGUE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA AND 
SIMONE PEDRONI. The 36-piece orches-
tra and the brilliant young Pedroni will 
play selections from Mozart, Rossini, Grieg 
and Prokofiev. At State Street Church, 
159 State St. , at 7:30 p.m. Portland Sym-
phony Orchestra conductor Toshiyuki 
Shimada will deliver a pre-curtain lecture 
at 6 p.m. Tix: $22 and $30. 772-8630. 
Film fanfare: If you missed the Sundance 
and Cannes film festivals, here's your 
chance to catch a premiere or two. The 
Portland Museum of Art's THIRD ANNUAL 
WOMEN'S FILM • VIDEO FEsnvAL 
presents world premieres of Beth 
Harrington's "The Blinking Madonna & 
Other Miracles," and "Let the Caftans 
Flow" by Mainers Betsy Carson and Kate 
Kaminski. The festival also includes eight 
Maine premieres and a mini-retrospective 
of nationally recognized Maine filmmaker 
Jane Morrison. At the Portland Museum 
of Art, 7 Congress Sq. Cost: $25 weekend 
pass, ($10 Fri. night, $7 Sat. afternoon, 
$5 Sat. night , $5 Sun. afternoon). 
773-2787. 
saturday 2 
Math lesson: You may think art and 
math are about as different as two disci-
plines can get. But once you see Portland 
Museum of Art's new exhibit, 
"DOROTHEA ROCKBURNE: VISIBLE 
STRUCTURES," you'll give it a second 
thought. Designed to celebrate Rockburne's 
completion of her mural "The Virtues of 
Good Government" in Portland's newly 
renovated federal courthouse, the exhibit 
examines her use of scientific and math-
ematical formulas in her prints and 
paintings. At the Portland Museum of Art, 
7 Congress Sq. Cost: $6 ($5 seniors/stu-
dents). Free from lOa.m. tonoon. 773-2787. 
SPALDING 
GRAY 
''AmeriaJ.'s formwrt siJ-aoum comtditm. " 
- T1u San Francisw CIu-onuu 
"Virtuosic. A mtJSter writer, reporter, 
,amiJ; and playwright » 
- Mel CossO«!, New Tor>: T rmlS • 
PORTLAN.D 
POTTERY 




SUSAN TUES. 1-4 OR 6-9 
BEGINNING JEWELRY WITH 
LEAH MILLER. WED. 6-9 
JEWELRY WITH JULIE HOWISON 
THURS. 6-9 
19 
BEGINNING JEWELRY WITH MIOIAEL HOFHEIMER 
THURS. 10-1 
WAXCARVlNG&: METAL CASTING WITH 
MIOIAEL HOFHEIMER. MON 6-9 
8 Week Classes Begin March 5th! 
OpS-special one day classes 
JEWELRY REPAIR CUNIC WI SUSAN ARIPOTCH. 
REPAIR, REPLACE, AND RENEW YOUR OLD FAVORITES. 
WED., FEB 28-MARCH 20, 6-9, 4 WEEKS, $90. 
SAT. MARCH 23 &0 30, 9-12, 2 WEEKS, $45. 
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Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing considered for 
publication, send complete InforlJlatlon (Including dates, times, costs, complete address, a contact 
telephone number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication. 
"BlKk Men RlslnC" The Theater Department at Bowdoin 
College presents a sequel to "Our Young Black Men are 
Dying and Nobody Seems to Care." Feb 27 at 7:30 pm 
In Kresge AuditOrium. Bowdoin College Visual Arts 
Center. Brunswick. Free. 725-3375. _ 
"Calvin" The Embassy Players present Hank Beebe's 
musical comedy about the life and times of president 
Calvin Coolidge. Feb 24- March 10. Frl-Sat 8 pm. Sun 2 
pm. At the Arts ConservatOlY Theater and Studio. 341 
Cumberland Ave. Portland. Tix: $12 ($8 students/ 
seniors). 761-2465. . 
"Crazy For You" The Portland Lyric Theater presents a 
musical romantic comedy featuring songs from four of 
Gershwln's plays. Feb 23-March 10. Fri-Sat 8 pm. Sun 
2:30 pm. At The Portland Lyric Theater. 176 Sawyer St. 
S. Portland. Tix: $13 & $11. 
"From the Mississippi Delta" Portland Stage Company 
presents Dr. Endesha Ida Mae Holland's 
autobiographical play. The story follows the life of 
Phelia. from her girlhood in the rural south of the 
1940's. through the Civil Rights era and to a changed 
and successful life 40 years later. Feb 22-March 2 
Tues-Thurs 7:30 pm. Fri 8 pm. Sat 5 & 9 pm and Su~ 
2 pm. At Portland Stage Company. 25A Forest Ave. Tix: 
$15-$29 (discounts available for students/seniors) 
774-0465. . 
"Keeping Tom Nice", Mad Horse Theatre Company 
presents ~ heartbreakmg play about a family's struggle 
to care for Its son and the price of blind devotion.At Mad 
Horse Theatre. 955 Forest Ave. Portland. Feb 22-25. 
Thurs. Fri. Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 7 pm. Tix: $18 ($16 
students/seniors). $20 for Sat performances. 797-
3338. 
"Murder In Hell's Kitchen ... A Manhattan Murder 
~yste,y" Mystery Cafe presents a murder-mystery 
dinner theater production atthe Village Cafe Restaurant, 
112 Newbury St. Portland. Feb 29. at 7:30 pm. Tix: 
$29.95. Reservations required, 775-1144. 
"Marriage Can Be Mwder" Mystery Cafe presents a 
murder-mystery dinner theater production at the 
Radisson Eastland Hotel. 157 High St. Portland. Feb 
24. at 7:30 pm. Tix: $29.95. Reservations required. 
775-1144. 
"Purple .Breasts" Oak StreetTheatre presents a special 
run of this USM Theatre Production. which tells the story 
Of an actress who develops breast cancer. At Oak Street 
Theatre. 92 Oak St. Portland. Feb 22-25. Thurs-Sat 8 
pm. Sun 5 pm. Tix: $8 ($6 students/seniors). 775-
5103. ' 
"We're All One Circle" Oak Street Theatre presents 
storyteller Robin Mello in a performance of stories and 
song that celebrate diversity and tolerance. At Oak 
Street Theatre. 92 oak St. Portland. Feb 24 & 25. 
March 2 & 3. at 2 pm. Tix: $5 ($15 family of 4). 775-
5103. 
auditions/etc 
Acting For Ordinary People at Oak Street Productions. 
92 Oak St. Portland announces its new program of 
classes and workShops in acting, music, dance and 
technical theater. Feb 24: "MythiC Proportions" Awriting 
and performance wOlkshop for the theater. from 14 
pm. Cost: $25. 775-5103. 
Cathedral Chamber Sln,ers A community choir based 
at St. Luke's Cathedral seeks new members. Auditions 
by appointment. 772-543-4. 
Dark Water Theatre Company Is soliciting scripts from 
playwnghts of new plays to select its next production. 
SubmiSSions from people interested in directing are 
also wanted. Please submit your resume and letter of 
Interest to Jeff Wax. Dark Water Theatre Co .. 47 Middle 
St. Portland. Me. 04101. 761-5974. 
Oak Street TMatre Fundral_ Party March 1. Oak 
Street Theatre will hold a second anniversary party to 
benefit the theatre with happy hour and a variety show 
featuring members of Papa Loves Mambo. comedy from 
Kym Dakin and scenes form the upcoming production 
"Why We Have a Body. " At 92 Oak St. Portland at 7 pm. 
Cost: $15. 775-5103. 
Serlou. Play Introductory and intermediate level acting 
classes taught by actor /directorLouis Frederick. limited 
enrollment. 879-7901. 
Young Men'. Choir holds ongoing. aUditions by 
appointment only. 854-0182. 
Young Playw~ght's Contest Children's Theatre of Maine 
sponsors a contest for writers age 18 and younger. The 
deadline is Mar 1.1996.874-0371. 
thursda'y 22 
"Morton, Monk .nd M.,.alls" Portland Concert 
Association presents the Jazz at Lincoln Center Tour 
with Wynton Marsalis. The performance showcases two 
of Amenca' s greatest composers and pianists. Thelonius 
Monk and ." Jelly Roll" Morton. At the Civic Center. at 
7:30 pm. T,x: $28 & $20. Pre-curtain talk with localjazz 
mUSIC!~n, composer and teacher Steve Grover, also at 
the C'v'c Center. at 6 pm. Box lunch available by 
reservation. $8.50. 772-8630. 
friday 23 
Devonsqu.e/Schooner Fare Reunion Concert at the 
Holiday Inn by the Bay. Spring St. Portland. al8 pm. Tlx: 
$12.50. 839-6339. 
"Music, Fun and Games" Children's mUSician Marcus 
Gale presents an Interactive music program for kids of 
all ages. In the Rines Auditorium at Portland Public 
Library. One Monument Sq. at 10:30 am. Free 879-
6151. . 
sunday 25 
Be.t Young Band In Maine Anals The five semi-
finalistS' in the 13th annual Reindeer Records Rock-Off 
Will compete for the top prize at Raoul's. 865 Forest 
Ave. Portland. at 1 pm. AI)-ages. Tix: $5. 773-6886. 
tuesday 27 
Portland Symphony Orchestra with Leonard Hokanson 
at the State Theatre. 609 Congress St. Portland. at 
7:30 pm. Tlx: $35-$15. Also Feb 28 at 7:30 pm. 773-
8191. . . 
wednesday 28 
Prague Chamber Orcheslre with pianist Simone Pedronl 
at the State Street Church. 159 State St. Portland. at 
7:30 pm. Tix: $30 & $22. 772-8630. 
I 
Agape 657 Congress St. Portland. Creative movement 
on Mondays from 5:15-7:15 pm. Cost: $5. Street funk 
dance on Saturdays at 9 am. Cost: $7. 780-1500 
Bellroom Dance Social The Gorham Dance Club h~sts 
a ballroo,m party and social. Saturdays from 8-11 pm at 
the Center of Movement. 19 State St. Gorham. Potluck 
supper at 7 pm. Cost: $5. 839-3267. 
~ .. co Bay Movers offer a winter sessIon of classes in 
Jau. tap. streetfunk. ballet. stretch and dancemagic at 
151 St. John St. Portland. A four-week swing/Jitterbug 
workshop With Pa.ul Krakauske begins Feb 18. Beginners 
from 5:30-6:30; Intermediate from 6:30-7:30 pm. 871-
1013. 
Contradance wHh Crookad Stovepipe Band every third 
Fn at 8:30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange. 1844 Forest 
Ave. Portland (across from Tortnla Aat). All dances 
taught. Singles always welcome. Cost: $5. 774-3392. 
Contradarlce w~h The Sea Slugs the first Sat of each 
month at 7:30 pm at Saco River Grange Hall. Salmon 
Falls Road. Bar Mills. Cost: $4 ($2 klds/ $10 family 
max). 929-64 72. 
Contradance with Whirled Peas and John MCintyre the 
first Frl of every month at 8:30 pm at State Street 
Church. 159 State St. Portland. Cost: $5 . (All dances 
taught) . 774-1873. 
Country Une Dance to benefit Hearts and Horses 
Therapeutic ~iding Center. Feb 25. from 4-7 pm. at 
Chan Ie Belgg s. Rt. 302. Windham. Tix: $6($5 advance/ 
$4 seniors & students). 893-04 73. 
Gotta DlI/ICe The Gotta Dance studio. located at 
Scarborough Professional Center. 136 Rt 1 . 
Scarborough . offers classes in Argentine Tango, Salsa. 
Ballroom and West Coast Swing. Friday Night Dance 
Party - dance to ballroom. Latin. swing and 
c?ntemporary music every Fn from 8-11 pm. Chem-free. 
Light refreshments and free parking. Cost· $6 883-
6952. • . 
UneDan~lngct .... South Portland Parks and Recreation 
IS accepting registrations for a class beginning Feb 28 
to run Wednesdays from 7-8 pm. 767-7650. • 
Maine Ballroom Dance 614A Congress St. Portland. 
offers classes in swing, foxtrot, waltz and tatin dance, 
as W~II as a dance party every Saturday night. from 8 
pm-mldnlght. 773-0002 
Malnlac Swing hosts a jitterb~g swing dance party the 
first Fn of every month from 9 pm-midnight. at the 
Presumpscot Grange Hall, on outer Forest Ave across 
from Tortilla Flats. Portland. $6.828-1795. 
Maplewood Dance Center 383 Warren Ave. Portland.ls 
open every night for danCing. Country dancing Thurs-
Mon. Swing dancing the third Tuesday of every month 
and Ballroom dancing Wed. 878-0584. 
Street Funk Dance A course in 
advanced fun at Gotta Dance, 
657 Congress St, Portland, 
Saturdays at 10:30 am. 
772-6351. 
SWadenborgian Centradance every fourth Saturday of 
the month at the Swedenborglan Church. 302 Stevens 
Ave. Portland. from 8:3().11:30 pm. Refreshments 




Democratic Caucus Feb 25. The Portland Democratic 
City ~ommlttee presents the Senate and Congressional 
candidates for the Democratic caucus at Portland High 
School. at 1 pm. The Preble Street Resource Center will 
be collecting canned food. 
A Maine Country Sunday Feb 25. A country music 
festival featuring Maine's country legends. Atthe Atrium. 
Cook's Corner. Brunswick. from 1-5 pm. Tix: $10 ($8 
advance). 966-2771. 
A Woman's Heart Feb 29. A 
special community event to 
educate the public about new 
information on the women's 
heart disease crisis. At Mercy 
Hospital, 144 State St, 
Portland, from 6-9 pm. Free. 
879-3486. 
Scotch-Irish Tex-Mex 
Not your ordinary crOSKultural tourists: The Mollys. 
Most cross-cultural musical experiments end up sounding overly reverential, overly bland or 
downright Si lly. An exception IS The MOllys, from Tucson, Ariz., one of the few mixed-heritage 
concoctions that doesn't come off as a genetic experiment run amok. Catherine Zavala and Nancy 
McCalTion, the core of the band, seem to have absorbed their influences - Tex-Mex and Scotch-
Irish, respectively - without letting them get in the way of producing satisfying music that's fun to 
listen to. The result is music that has absorbed, rather than grafted on, a couple of disparate 
cultures. 
One explanation for the successful melding may be that both Zavala and McCallion sound more 
like Americans who grew up listening to country music than great white hunters in search of the lost 
chord. As a result, The Mollys are less of an attempt to forge some kind of unlikely alliance between 
Latin and Celtic traditional music and more of an approximation of what would happen if Kathy 
Mattea and Mary-Chapin Carpenter went on a transworld bender together, starting in a Dublin pub 
and ending in a Nuevo Laredo saloon. 
Which is to say, this is drinking music from a strong female point-of-view. The tunes can be rowdy 
and fUll of humor, but the funny stuff never quite overshadows the serious undertones. The Mollys 
aren't yet quite as successful as the early Pogues or Los Lobos at integrating their influences into 
something original, but Zavala and McCallion have managed to create a sound that 's neither 
demeaning to its origins nor insulting to its listeners. That's a lot more than can be said for most 
ofthe more famous cross-cultural tourists. 
The Mollys, hosted by the Portland Folk Club, • A L D I A M 0 N 
will play Feb. 25 at Morganfield's, 
121 Center St., at 8 p.m. nll: $5. 774-5853. 
openings 
The Area Gallery at USM' s Campus Center. Portland. 
Opening reception for "The Restoration of Latvia 
During the 193O·s· black-and-white photographs by 
early 2OttH:entury photographer Robert Johansons 
March 7 at 5 pm. Shows Feb 26 through March 15. 
Hours: 7 am-lo pm Mon-Fri. 780-5409. 
Davldoon and Daughters 148 High St. Portland . 
Opening reception for "TIdescapes." paintings by 
Wendy Newcomb. Feb 22. 5-8 pm. Shows through 
March 16. Hours: Tues·Sat llam-6 pm. Thurs 11 am-
8 pm. 780-0766. 
Pllg~mage 441 Congress St. Portland. Opening 
reception for "Restltutor Sacrorum: Restorer of Sacred 
Things," an exhibition afnon-traditional icons by Three 
Fish Guild Feb 22 from 4:30-7 pm. Shows through 
April 13. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm. Satlo am-4 pm. 
772-1508. 
now showing 
African Import. and New England Arts 28 Milk St. 
Portland. "Hidden Treasures," traditional African arts, 
rare carvings and works by modern artiSts from Nigeria 
to New England. ongoing. Hours: 10:30 am-9 pm Mon-
Sat. 12-6 pm Sun. 772-9505. 
Agape Center 657 Congress St. Portland. Latest 
works of eco-spiritualist painter Nancy Earle. Ongoing. 
Open by appOintment. 780-1500. 
Art Gallery at Six Deerl", Street 6 Deering St. 
Portland. Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am-5 pm. 772-9605. 
Baxter Gallery 619 Congress St. Portland. Maine 
High School Art Competition exhibition shows through 
March 3. Hours: Tues-Sun 11 am-4 pm. Thurs 11 am-
9 pm. 775-5152. 
Black Moon o.lIery 339 Fore St. Portland. New 
sculpture and artwork show through March 15. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 11 am-5 pm. 774-4423. 
Bowdoin CoIle,e M ..... um of Art Walker Art Building. 
Brunswick. The museum is open to·the public free of 
charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. Mon-Sun 2-5 
pm. 725-3275. 
• "Art. Ufeln the Mediterranean" An Installation of 
Assyrian. Egyptian. Cypriot. Greek and Roman art. 
ongoing. 
• -Ro .. Bonheur's Acclaim In America" An animal 
painter in 18th~entury France. Bonheur was one of 
the most famous woman painters of her time. The 
exhibit examines the forces contributing to her 
reputation. Shows through March 17. 
.., "Shakespeare en fran\ials" Theodore Chas s~ri au's 
series of fifteen prints illustrating Shakespeare's 
Othello. The exhibit explores howChass6riau'sreading 
of a French translation resulted in images not Included 
in the original play. Shows through March 31. 
Chamber of Commerce 145 Middle St. Portland. 
Mixed media by residents of Springbrook Nursing 
Care Center and Senior Enrichment Center. Ongoing. 
Hours: 8 am-5 pm. MorH'ri. 856-1230. 
Christine'. Dream 41 Middle St. Portland. New works 
by painter James Comas Cole. Lori Aus~1I and Andy 
Curran. Ongoing. Hours: Tues.fn 7 am-2 pm. Sat-Sun 
9 am-2 pm. 774-2972. 
C_ ByDeslC)'I620Congress St, Portland. "Looking 
Into Nature: Weavings and Windows " shows through 
March 4. Hours: Mon-Thurs. 7 am-8 pm. Fn 7 am-9 
pm. Sat 8 am-9 pm. Sun 8 am-6 pm. 772-5533. 
Community Chiropractic of Maine 222 St. John St. 
Suite 216. Portland. ·Resolutlon," works by Katla 
Ancona. Cherie Howard. Kit Linnell. Robert Paradis 
and Mary Louise Wilson Show through Feb 28. Hours 
by appointment only. 774-2663. 
Connections 56 Main St. Brunswick. Thewinter show. 
featuringseven Maine artists shows through March 9. 
Hours: Tues-Sat. 10 am-5 pm. 725-1399. 
C ......... Street Diner 551 Congress St. Portland. 
Permanent showing of murals by Anthony Taylor and 
Paul Brahms. featuring old-era Congress Street art. 
Hours: Mon-Sun 7 am-3 pm. 773-6957. 
Danforth Gallery 3-4 Danforth St. Portland. "My Funny 
Valentine," a collaboration between poets and visual 
artists. shows through March 6. Hours : Wed. Fn. Sat. 
11 am-5 pm. Thurs 11 am-8 pm. Sun noon-5 pm. 775-
6245. 
Dead Spece Gallery 11 Avon St. Portland. "Kill Jeff 
Koons· assemblage and drawings by Christopher 
Chlappa and Erin Sweeney shoW through March 17. 
Hours: Sat-Mon noon-5 pm. 828-4637. 
Delilah Pottery 132 Spring St. Portland. "Lovers." oil 
paintings. pastels and prints by David Cloutier. show 
through March 3. Hours: Mon-Fri 11 am-6 pm. Sat 
noon-4 pm. 871-1594. 
Free Street Taverna 128 Free St. Portland. Mixed 
media Greek collages by Richard Lee. Hours: Mon 11 
am4 pm. Tues·Sat 11 am-l0 pm. 774-1114. 
Frost Gully Gallery 411 Congress St. Portland. Work 
by Carolyn Brady. Bill Epton. Allison Hlldeth and John 
Wulp shows through Feb 27. Hours: Mon·Sat. 12-6 
pm. 773-2555. 
Greenhut Gallery 146 Middle St. Portland. Ongoing 
exhibition of work by Nancy Brown. Thomas Connolly. 
Connie Hayes, Martin Mugar, Alec Richardson and 
Ann Stein. Hours Mon-Fri 10 am-5:30 pm. Sat 10 am-
5 pm. 772-2693. 
Icon 19 Mason St. Brunswick. Hours: 725-8157. 
Jameson Gallery 217 Commercial St. Portland. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10 am-5:30 pm. 772-5522. 
Java Joe's 13 Exchange St. Portland. Artwork by Kate 
Merrick (upstairs) and Peter Dennen (downstairs) 
shows through mid-March . 761-5637. 
June RIzpat~ck Gallery 112 High St. Portland. Book 
artist Rebecca Goodale shows through March 9. 
Sculpture and drawings by Edwin Gamble showthrough 
March 2. Hour~: Tues-Sat noon-5 ·pm. Thurs noon-8 
pm. 772-1961. 
Lakes Gallery. Sculpture Garden Rt. 302. South 
Casco. Hours: 10 am-5 pm daily. 655-5066. 
Maine Potters M.kat 376 Fore St. Portland. Hours: 
10 am-6 pm daily. 774-1633. 
Marg.!ta'. Restaurant 242 St. John St. Portland. 
Onginal watercolor paintings by Bonnie Brown show 
through March 16. Hours: 4-10 pm dally. 874-6444. 
Meander Gallery 40 Pleasant St. Portland. Hours: 
Tues-Sat. 12-6 pm. 871-1078. 
MECA Photo Ganery 619 Congress St. Portland. 
"Echoes of History" photographs by Tillman Crane. 
show through March 29. Hours: Tues-Sun 11 am-4 
pm. Thurs 11 am-9 pm. 775-5152 . 
Nancy M.golls Gallery 387 Fore St. Portland. Hours: 
MonWed 10 am-6 pm. Thurs 10 am-8 pm. Fri·Sat 10 
am-9 pm and Sun 11 am-6 pm. 775-3822. 
O'Farrell Gallery 58 Maine St. Brunswick. Prints and 
painting by Neil Welliver show through March. Hours: 
Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 729-8228. 
Olin Arts Center. Russell St. Bates College Campus. 
Lewiston. Sculpture exhibition, "Ann Reichlin: 
Intersecting Places." shows through March 15. Hours: 
Tues-Sat 10 am-5 p .... Sun 1-5 pm. 786-6158. 
On Balance 4 Milk St. Portland. "Friends of On 
Balance" shows through Feb 23. Hours: MorH'ri 9 am-
4 :30 pm. 772·9812. . 
Perfetto'. Restaurant 28 Exchange St. Portland. 
"Almost Edible." paintings by Kate Merrick. ongoing. 
Hours: Mon-Sun 11 am-ll pm. 828-0001. 
Pine Tree Shop and Beyvl_ Gallery 75 Market St. 
Portland. Hours: Mon-Tues 9:30 am-5:3O pm. Wed-
Sat 9:30 am-8 pm. Sun 1-5 pm. 773-3007. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Sq. Portland. 
Hours: Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. Thurs 10-9. Sun 12-5. 
Admission: $6 adults/S5 students and seniors/$l 
youth 6-12 years. Museum admission is free l~noon 
the first Saturday of the month and 5-9 everyThursday 
evening. 773-ARTS or 1-800-639-4067. 
• TM Scott M. Black Collection A sampling from 
Scott 8 lack's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and 
sculptures. 
• 19th- and 2oth-Century European and Ame~can 
Art Paintings. sculptures and works on paper by 
Monet, Renoir, Picasso, Matisse and other masters 
of the past two centuries. Ongoing. 
• "A Graphic Influence: Wln.low Homer and 
Japonlsme" More than 30 prints show through Feb 
25. 
• "Twentleth-Century Sculpture" Features 18 works 
showing the diversity of sculptural production in this 
century. Shows through March 31. 
• "TM E .. ence of Maine" pnnts byNell Welliver show 
through March 24. 775-8148. 
• "From Mona! to MatIsse: The 0rtgIns of Modernism" 
AoompIeteO'o'erloiewofFrench artfromear1ylmpressionism 
through Neo1mpressionlsm to Fauvism. Ongoing. 
Priand Potteryl18WashingtonAve. Portland. Opening 
reception for second annual teapot show March 7 from 
5-7 pm. Ongoing show of unique and functional ceramics 
and Jewelry by Usa Bonarrigo. teachers and students. 
Hours: Mon.fri 9-6 pm. 7724334. 
Portland Public: library 5 MonumentSquare. Portland. 
"The Wilds of Nature" landscape and wildlife 
photographs by Peter Dennen show through Feb 29 In 
the Lewis Gallery. Hours: Mon. Wed. Fri 9 am-6 pm. 
Tues & Thurs 12-9 pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700. 
R""'e'. Cm Bookatore 555 Congress St. Portland. 
Abstract watercolors by Bernie Beckman show March 
1-31. Hours: Mon. Tues. Wed. Fri 8 am-S:30 pm. 
Thurs 8 am-8 pm. Sat 9:30 am-5:30 pm. Sun noon-S 
pm. 761-3930. 
Renaissance Antiques 221 Commercial St. Portland. 
Ongoing show of works by John Dehlinger, Wilder 
Oaks. Terry Wolf and other Maine artists. Hours: 10 
am-7 pm daily. 879-0789. 
SALT Gallery 17 Pine St. Portland. Hours: Wed & Fri 
2-6 pm. Sat 10 am-1 pm. 761-0660. 
Sawyer Street Studios 131 Sawyer St. Portland. 
Hours: Thur 4-8 pm. Fri & Sat 10 am-6 pm. and by 
appointment. 767-7113. 
South PortI .. d Public Ubrary. 482 Broadway. S. 
Portland. "Electronic Images: Using the Computer to 
Create Art." works by Nancy Hubley. Polly Crane and 
Beatrice Gordon show through Feb 26. Hours: Mon. 
Tues loam-8 pm. Wed 1-8 pm. Thurs. Fn lo am-5 pm, 
Sat 9 am-2 pm. 767-7660. 
Streatand Co. 33 Wharf St. Portland. Wood and metal 
sculpture byG .S. Gilman shows through mid·February. 
Hours: SUn-Thurs 5:30-9:30 pm. Fri·Sat 5:30-10 pm. 
775-0887. 
CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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OAK STREET THEATRE • 92 Oak Street in Portland jf" ,.1h. US. D." "i: 
By: und5lrom, Symon, Mar"-us, McMahan and Paleoon 
DireCild by: Will Kilh'Oy 
THIS WEEKEND ONlYI 8 pm ThulrSal, 5 pm Sun 
Tieken: S8.00 general publi~ $6.00 seniaB/slUdenb 
Don't miss yovr last chance 10 see tlJiJ 
thovgbf.provoldng ond life-inspiring showl 
The Board of Directors of Oak Sireel Theatre 
cordially invile you 10 our 
SECOND ANNIVERSARY PARTY 
A BENEFIT FOR THE OAK STREET THEATRE 
Featuring the Talents of: 
Annegret Baier and Regina Hobrink (drumming and 
dance performance), Kym Dakin, Julie Goell, Sam 
Kilbourn, Tina Young and other special guests! PLUS: 
Charlie Brown & Andrea Antignoni from Papa Love 
Mambo, Scenes From: Acorn Productions' Why We 
Have A Body and Susan Poulin's In My Head I'm Thin, 
AND ... Contra dancing on stage with The Sea Slugs! 
Hosted by our M.e. Greg Titherington 
CALL 775·51 03 ~ Friday, March 1, 1996 ' 7 p.m. Tickets $15 
~ GEAR Up FOR MARCH MADNES~ 
& ST. PArrY'S DAY AT .~ 
elYIDEI'S 
P'U'B 
$1.50 Sunday - Wednesday ALL DAY LONG 
173 Ocean Ave., South Portland • 799-4473 
\\ From the Mississippi Delto a 'must see'" 
- Judy Harr'sor. York County Coast Star 
"If you love theater 
(even if you don't) 
you have to see 
From the Mississippi Delta ... " 
- William Steele. Portland Press Herald 
NOW PLAYING 
THROUGH MARCH 2 
Spec/al Matinee Fe/:). 22 at 2 pml 
207.774.0465 
25A Forest Avenue 
Portland, ME 
By Oft. ENDESHA IDA MAE HOLLAND 
OlftECTEO BY CAROUNE: JA.CKSON SMITH 
"Jordan's Seafood Restaurant 
delivers all that it promises" 
- D.B. Eberh~rt, January 28, 1996, 
Award Winning Portland Newspapers 
"Generous portions and oriented 
towards family dining'" 
Jordan's 
SEAFOOD AESTAU~A~ll 
& SIEAK HOUSt 















22 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
People are bringing in new 
treasures every day! 
Come in today. 
to find one of 
your own, 
* Forget-Me-Nots Designer Labels You11 Love At Prices You11 Love Even MOre ~~,jl .... -; . J T~ r , ~·"".rtlrrd~ 
~L S~Oft ~v,L ':a;:,;o tl "dtC'" ',lE : ~ 1 ' . .';:' ~ ::.-:: 
~_- J ~c~, cd. ::c _". "'J -, .~ 
- L'L~P~Twq~Jr ,)ClrJ:::'w'hr~ 1~~ ~ 
~ ':.:.:~, .... , 1--;( " l'" ... ,,~ (V' 11rn~"t" 
37 Wharf Street. Portland 
775.9061 / fax 775,9113 
Piatti Azur 
$4.95 daily 
(BWE PLATE SPfClALS) 
MONDAY; Chicken, Ziti [, Broccoli 
TUESDAY; Eggplant Parmesan 
WEDNESDAY; Meatballs [, Spaghetti 
THURSDAY; Chicken Cacciatore 
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TlIotI. _ Cabinetmakers 415 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland. Pastels on paper by Anne Bourassa and 
wood carvings by Ray Carbone show through March 9. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm. 774-3791. 
TP Perkins" Co. 6 Free Street, Portland. Primitive 
folk art by Annette Lacroix, ongoing. Hours: Mon·Thurs 
& Sat. 10 am-6pm. Fri from 10 am·9 pm and Sun from 
12·5 pm. 871-8299. 
USM Art Gallery, USM Campus, Gorham. Hours: 
Tues·Sun 11 am-3 pm. 780-5008. 
USM Osher M.p Ubrary 314 Forest Ave, Portland. "A 
Celebration of 175 Years of Maine Statehood- shows 
through March 17. Hours: Wed 1-4:30pm and 6-8 pm, 
Thurs & Sat from 9 am-12:30 pm. 780-4850. 
Zuni Bar .. Grill 21 Pleasant St. Portland. Paintings by 
Steven J. Priestley and mixed media on paper by 
Deborah Newberg, ongoing. Hours: Tues-Sun, 5 pm-
10 pm. 774--5260. 
o t h e·r 
"'chanael Opportunity Apply now to take part In an 
exchange of artists with Portland's Russian sister 
city. The eXChanges include the possibility of staying 
in the homes and working In the studios of local artists 
in Russia. Call Marta at 87~1887. 
Artists Apply Portland Public 
Library, 5 Monument Square, 
Portland, invites artists to 
submit work for one-month 
exhibition in the Lewis gallery, 
871-1758, 
"ATHENA: A Journal for Positive Women· seeks 
submissions of poetry. photography. short stones 
and drawings on the topic at spirituality, by women 
with HIV/AIDS. Sponsored by the Maine Women's 
Fund. Send submissions to: ATHENA. TheAIDS Project, 
P.O. Box !i305, Portland ME 04101.774-6877. 
Creative Work Systems' EvenlngArb Program offers 
aworl<shop in clay. Come build a sculpture or functional 
vessel, glaze your work and display your final project 
at an opening. Small fee. For more info, call Amy at 
879·1140. 
Danforth Gallery 34 Danforth St, Portland, seeks 
artists to partiCipate in Corporate Art Loan Program. 
Please send 5-10 slides. resume and pricing 
information. Include SASE for return of slides. 775-
6245. 
"Emerglne: Artists· Danforth Gallery wants your 
submissions for their exhibit planned for a June 6 
opening. Artists must reside in Maine or have spent 
considerable time working here. For a copy of the 
exhibit guidelines. send a SASE to: 35 Danforth St, 
Portland. ME 04101. Entries, consisting often slides 
or prints of recent work, should be post-marked by 
April 15. If you would like work retumed include a 
SASE. 775-6245. 
H.allne: Througil Arb A group Integrating art, healing 
and spiritual development meets the last Mon of the 
month from 7 ~9 pm at Studio 11. 20-36 Danforth St, 
Portland. Next meeting: Feb 25. 780-1681. 
MECA Portfolio Days On Feb 24 MECA will be looking 
at portfolios from 10 am-2 pm. Prlorlty Is given to high 
school seniors and transfer students interested in 
applying for admission in the fall of 1996. For an 
appointment, call 775-3052. 
MECA Open House Tours every Tues from noon·l pm 
through March 5. Enter at 522 Congress St. 775-
5098. 
Open Slide Nlgilt The Union of Maine Visual Artists 
invites artists. craftspeople and anyone interested to 
attend an open slide night the second Friday of each 
month at 7:30 pm at Jay York Affordable Photo, 58 
Wilmot St, Portland. Brlng slides for discussion/ 
feedback. 773-3434. 
Portland Camera Club holds weekly meeting, Mon at 
7:30 pm at the American Legion Hall, 413 Broadway. 
S. Portland. Monthly events Include B&W. color print 
and color slide competition. 854-3763. 
Portland Chamber of Commerce is looking for Maine 
artists to share their work. 772·2811, ext. 223. 
Photography Forum every Thurs from 7·9 pm, during 
Feb. Speakers are: Feb 22: John Caponigro. Followed 
by refreshments. Althe Danforth Gallery, 35 Danforth 
St, Portland. TIx: $6 ($5 members), season pass $20 
($15 members). 775-6245. 
Pottery Classes for kids and adults offered at Sawyer 
Street Studios. S. Portland . Costs and times vary. 
767-4394. 
Randy Bean Fund Created in honor of long·time 
member of Maine Arts Sponsors Association (MASA) 
Randy Bean. to assist an artist in attending the annual 
MASA conference. Contrlbutions may be sent to: The 
MASARandyBean Fund. P. O. Box 2352, Augusta, ME 
04338. 626-3277. 
Photography Submissions The Danforth Gallery seeks 
entries for the 3rd Danforth Photography National 
Exhibition "Visions of the Mind: on the darker side." 
For prospectus send #10 SASE to: Danforth Gallery, 
20-36 Danforth St, Portland, Me. 04101. Entnes 
must be postmarked by August 1, 1996. 775-6245. 
Youna at Art 30 Caleb St, Portland offers winter 
courses for kids ages 5-13 In clay sculpture and mixed 
media. Classes are held at South Portland Recreation, 
21 Nelson Rd, S. Portland. Call 767·7950 to register, 
or call Judy Faust for more info 761-9438. 
I.lA Day In the Waldorf Classroom" A.n open 
demonstration and discussion of Waldorf teaching 
methods. Feb 28 at 7 pm at the Merriconeag Waldorf 
School, South Freeport Rd, South Freeport. Free. 865-
3900. 
ACape Center for Soul. Community and the Arts, 657 
Congress St. Portland, offers lectures and workshops 
on varlous topics. Love offering. 781-1500. 
BoatbuIldlnaCooperatlv., to provide space andtools 
for amateur builders. For more info, call 766-2583. 
Computer Know-How The Small Business 
Development C'lnter at USM has two Lotus/IBM 
Learning Centers available to help people in business 
learn how to use Lotus 123, One-Wrlte Plus and 
WordPerfect 5.1. Appointments available Mon.fri. 
Intemet access courses available also. Free. 780-
4949. 
Computer Tralnlna Courses offered at Technology 
Training Center, 39 Darting Ave, S. Portland. 780-
6765. 
"Rndlna You .... 1f In Tr .... itlon· Learn to use change 
for spirltual awakening. A slx-week course, meeting 
Mondays from 7·9 pm. Led by Kathleen Spellman. 
865-3776. 
Free Rnanclal Workshop covering seniors' financial 
and legal Issues. Designed to help those in retirement 
arid caregivers deal with the challenges facing them. 
Feb 22. from 1:30-3:30 pm, at Seventy-Rve State 
Street. 75 State St, Portland. 774-4447. 
Intercultural Discussion Group meets Mondays. 7 
pm, at the Center for Intercultural Education, 565 
Congress St, Portland. Volunteers are needed as well. 
775-0547. 
Internet Access at USM for small business owners. 
Explore how the internet can help your business. 
Appointments are available Mon-Frl. Free but limited. 
780-4949. 
Internet Training Classes Internet Maine offers 
introductory and intermediate classes on how to use 
the net and HTML made easy every three weeks, at 
449 Forest Ave. Portland. Cost: $25. 780-0416. 
Japane .. Lessons with Japan Amerlca Society of 
Maine. at 993 Forest Ave, Portland. Classes available 
for kids and adults. 878-9440. 
language Exchange 392 Fore St, Portland. Offers 
seminars and workshops on foreign languages. 772· 
0405. 
Lesbian Rction Wrltlne:Workshop Contact Joanne to 
join. 797·2856. 
LlfewrltlngWorkshop lead by Denis Ledoux, author of 
"Tumlng Memories into Memoirs. - Feb 27 from 1-4 
pm at the Rfty·Rve Plus Center. 6 Noble St, Brunswick. 
Cost: $70 ($55 previous workshoppers). 353-5454. 
literary Rec:ydlng People can donate old books to 
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance for their 5th 
Annual Used Book Sale & Fundraiser. Donations may 
be dropped off Mon.fri,10 am·5 pm, Sat 10 am-1 pm 
at 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. 729-6333. 
Maine Writer. and Publishers Alliance 12 Pleasant 
St. Brunswick. offers workshops on a regular basis. 
Feb 24: -Poetry: a one-day workshop with William 
Carpenter at the Maine Writers Center. from 11 am- 4 
pm. Cost: $55 ($45 members). Limited to 10. Call to 
register. 729-6333. 
Matlovlch Society An educational organization of 
lesbians. gay men, bisexuals and friends meets the 
second andfourthThurs of the month. Feb 22: -We're 
Here, We're Queer, We're Pink Behind the Ears: 
Youth from Outright will speak about their experiences 
of not feeling safe or welcome in the adult gay 
community, from 7:30-9 pm at Holiday Inn by the Bay, 
88 Spring St. Portland. Free. 761-43'10. 
Portland Laptop Users Group meets Mondays at 7.:15 
am at the Clark Associates Building, 2331 Congress 
St, Portland. Reservations and a laptop required. 775-
1140 or 772-8666. 
Portland Pottery Pottery, Jewelry and basket·making 
classds. Wide selection for adults and children . 772· 
4334. 
Portl~nd Public Access Cable offers video production 
classes in studio, location and editing this winter and 
spring. Create programming for Channel 2. 780·5941 
or 780-5957. 
PToprioc.ptlve Writing Introductory weekend intensive 
with Joan Lee Hunter. Feb ~11. 797·5887. 
Research Fellowships The Maine affiliate of the 
American Heart Association is now acceptmg 
applications for summer fellowsh ips of $1600-$2000 
for student researchers. Deadline Is April 1. For an 
application, call 1-800-242-8721. 
SCORE 66 Pearl SI. Portland. holds small business 
workshops on a regular basis. SCORE also offers free 
individual counseling apPOintments daily. Nominal 
fee. 772·1147. 
Sign languag. CI ..... Introductory lessons on Tues. 
from 6-8:30 pm, at 251 High St. S. Portland. Cost: 
$45 for 10 weeks. 767-6247. 
Tax Help The People's Regional Opportunity Program 
offers free help with accounting and tax problems to 
families and small businesses. The Volunteer 
Accounting and Tax Service Is available to single 
taxpayers earning less than $14, 000 a year or 
married taxpayers earning less than $19,000 annually. 
874--1140 or 1-800-698-4959. 
Wom.n and Scripture A retreat to the St. Joseph 
Christian Lne Center In Winslow from March 1·3 to 
explore how women read the Bible with respect to 
patriarchy. sexism and its lack ofinciusivity. Fee: $85 
($20 deposit due by Feb 26). 872·2370. 
Women'.B .. lneu Development c.nter holds regular 
regional meetings with business owners throughout 
the state to share Information, problems and solutions 
to their business challenges. All are welcome. At the 
Barron Center, Brighton Ave, Portland. 885-5167. 
Woodford'. Toastmasters Club of Gr •• ter Portland A 
non-profit organization devoted to improving public 
speaking and leadership skills In afriendly, supportive 
atmosphere meets at 7:15 pm every Thurs at the 
West Falmouth Baptist Church, 18 Mountain Rd, W. 
Falmouth. 799·2268. 
Aquatic Proparna Greater Portland YMCA, 70 Forest 
Ave, Portland, offers a series of swimming programs 
-Including lessons for Infants. kids and adults and 
a Ineguard certification course. Costs and times vary. 
874--1111. 
Bask.tballfor Adults everyTues & Thurs from 6-8 pm, 
Sats from 24 pm at Riverton Community Center, 
1600 Forest Ave, Portland. Cost: $2. 874-8455. 
Basketball nie YMCA offers membership basketball 
at its gymnasium at 70 Forest Ave. Portland, Mon-Fri 
from 6-8 am: Mon. Wed & Fri from 12·1:30 pm; and 
Tues & Thurs from 4:30-5:50 pm. 874--1111 . 
Enerc;y lacking? Try moving with ENERJOY step 
"",robics. Community classes held In Portland, South 
Portland, Falmouth. Gray and Yarmouth evenings and 
weekends. First plass is free. Drop-in $4. 767·7650 
or 797-0484. 
Rfty.Flve and Alive The Greater Portland YMCA offers 
fitness classes and programs for active older adults . 
874·1111. 
Rrst Step" Beyond USM Lifeline offers a personal 
fitness evaluation for people of all ntness levelS . 
including body fat composition, muscular strength 
and endurance. flexibil ity and cardiovascular 
endurance. Cost: $160. 780-4639. 
Full Rgure Aerobics Is a class for XL. XXL and plus 
sizes only - and meets Mon, Wed and Frl from 5:15-
6 pm, at the West School, 57 Douglas SI. Portland. 
Cost: $3 per class. 79s-<J197. 
Indoor Soccer for Women Tues from 8-9:30 pm at the 
Riverton CommunityCenter,1600 ForestAve. Portland. 
874--8455. Cost: $2. 874-8455. 
lap SwI .... at the Portland YWCA. 87 Spring SI. 
Portland. offer great exercise in a light·filled pool 
warmed t083 degrees. Fees include lockers, showers, 
towels and saunas. Cost: $3 per swim for YWCA 
members, $4 per swim for nonmembers. 874--1130. 
Maine Frontrunner. Is a gay and lesbian running club 
that sponsors a weekly run in Portland around Back 
Cove. Saturdays at 9 am. 761·2059. 
Maine Tabl. Tennis Club offers open play Mondays 
from 5-9 pm and Thursdays from 6-10 pm at Portland 
Athletic Club, Route 1 . Falmouth. Players of all ages 
and abilities are welcome. Coaching can be arranged. 
Cost: $5 per person, balls provided. 823-8231. 
Martial Arb .. d Self Dat ..... classes at S. Portland 
Recreation. 21 Nelson Road. S. Portland, include 
Instruction in Karate and Hakkoryu Aikijitsu. Children 
ages 5 and older and adults are encouraged to 
participate. 767·7650. 
Open Gym for Teens Evening teen programs: Jack 
Gym, 414 Eastern Prom, Portland, Tues & Thu," 6-8 
pm (high school age); King Gym, 92 Deering Ave. 
Portland. Tues 6-8 pm (middle school age). Thurs 6-8 
pm (high school age); Reiche CommunityCenter,166 
BrackettSt, Portland. Tues & Thurs 5:30·7 pm (middle 
school age). Mon & Wed 5 :15-6:45 pm (high school 
age). Fee: $.50. 874--8793. 
Portland Pacers Portland Public Health has launched 
a non-competitive walking program for city residents. 
Meet at Congress Square Mon·Frl between 6 and 10 
am. 874--8784. 
Portland Public Pool. Reiche Pool. 166 Brackett St. 
Portland: Afternoon swim - Mon-Wed and Fri from 
4:30-6 pm, Thurs from 4:30-6:30 pm (no school. no 
swim), open swim - Thurs from 6:30-6 pm. Riverton 
Pool . 1600 Forest Ave. Portland: Adult swim -Tues 
and Thurs, 6·7:30 am, Mon-Fri 12:15-1:15, Mon. Wed 
and Fri 6:15-7:30 pm, Sat 12:30-1:30 pm. Open swim 
- Mon and Wed 7:30-8:45 am, Tues 6:15-6 pm, Sat 
from 1:30-3:30 pm. 87.4-8456. 
Portland Women'. Rugby Club Is looking for recruits. 
No experlence needed. all athletes welcome. 892· 
9325. 
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Getting it together 
ErIn Sweeney, ·Study for 'Mother's Instinct,'" 
charcoal on brown paPer, 24"x30". 
A sharp assembly of 
objects at Dead Space 
• SARAH GOODYEAR 
I used to know a guy who liked to 
brag that he had once knocked Jeff 
Koons out in a bar fight. The story 
always got a lot of laughs when my 
friend told it Jeff Koons, at the time, 
was the incarnation of ar-
tistic evil, the paradigm of 
the crass, superficial, 
jackoff, glam-art celebrity 
of the late '80s. Any self-
gallery's entrance, is an austere and 
lovely piece, with strands of twine hang-
ing like hair from a precise and solid 
framework. The study for the sculpture 
drawn on brown paper, reveals 
Sweeney's architectural approach. She 
is an artist keenly aware of proportion 
and symmetry. 
Some of Sweeney's most intriguing 
pieces - a series of "baskets" made of 
straw, mica and tire rubber - are 
inexplicably placed on the floor, where 
they are difficult to look at. More suc-
cessfully displayed are two recent self 
portraits, both centered on tall 4"x4" 
beams of hemlock. In one, various ob-
jects are stacked on the beam, creating 
a totem pole of contradictions - nails 
and tubes, metal and straw, copper and 
plastic. In the other, a white plastic 
ventilation tube twines around the hem· 
lock, opening flowerlike at the bottom 
to reveal a pile of crisp wood shavings. 
Chiappa has a self-portrait in the show, 
too, but it isn't beautiful. Only 6"x4", the 
piece draws you in by playing to your 
curiosity: What is that tangle of stuff in the 
middle, enclosed in a crescent-shaped 
smear? Closer inspection reveals it to be a 
clump offingemails. A quick glance at the 
tag next to the piece reveals the materials 
that went into the creation of this self-
portrait:· the artist's "urine, feces, semen, 
blood, fingernails, hair, saliva, tears, mu-
cus and sweat." It's hard not to back away 
from this one, feeling a little 
like Chiappa has played a 
trick on you. You have to 
admit the trick worked. 
respecting New York artist "KILL JEFF KOONS" WILL 
wanted to c\ockJeffKoons. BE AT DEAD SPACE 
Many ofChiappa's pieces 
are about balance. Bricks are 
weighed against bricks; 
blood-stained gauze ban-
dages pull at each other; a 
wrench is suspended in air, a 
Anti-Koons sentiment is GALLERY,l1 AVON ST., 
alive and well today in Port-
land. Witness "Kill Jeff 
Koons," the new show up 
THROUGH MARCH 17. 
828-4637. gleaming steel ball clenched 
in its jaws; a starburst of nails at the Dead Space Gallery. This exhibit 
of assemblages and drawings by Erin 
Sweeney and Christopher Chiappa, 
which contains no actual references to 
the hollow master of artistic pretension, 
is better than its jokey title would sug-
gest. The two local artists - both in 
their early 20s-aren'tjust spoofing on 
somebody else's work. They are both 
creating pieces that demonstrate admi-
rable integrity, thoughtfulness and tech-
nique. 
While a few drawings are featured, 
most of the works on display in "Kill Jeff 
Koons" are assemblages, many of them 
bristling with nails and spikes - mate-
rials favored by both artists. But while 
Sweeney and Chiappa both like to dig 
into the toolbox for inspiration, the re-
sults they get are strikingly different. 
Sweeney's work is clean, elegant and 
beautiful. "Mother' sInstinct, " the sculp-
ture that greets the viewer near the 
is veiled behind a thin metal mesh. The 
materials he uses are gritty, sometimes 
self.consciously ugly or contradictory: 
Band-Aids, burlap, lipstick, chicken wire, 
concrete, glitter. While Sweeney fashions 
hannony and order from disparate objects, 
Chiappa creates tension and anxiety, 
Both artists evidence an honesty and 
willingness to take chances that is refresh-
ing. And, unlike Jeff Koons, they're not 
pretentious. "I hate Jeff Koons," Chiappa 
said at the show's opening. "Of course his 
whole deal is being offensive, so it's a 
success for people to hate him. He alien-
ates people from art, and he's very power-
fuL" 
. "His power is still going on right here, 
because we're talking about it," Sweeney 
added. Not to worry. If this show is any 
indication, these two artists will still be 
working after leffKoons is down for the 
count. caw 
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~.thov.n rul.s. 
Sinbad mrrts Shakrsprarr 
Leonard Hokanson, piano 
Tues. & Wed, Feb. 27 & 28,7:30 PM STATE THEATRE 
TCHAIKOVSKY Hamlet 




Power is the theme. From 
Tchaikovsky's dramatic 
Hamlet overture to the tales 
of Scheherezade. The last 
word in power comes from 
Beethoven's "Emperor" with 
renowned pianist 
and Maine native, 
Leonard Hokanson. 
Tickets: $15 to $35. 



















expires 3/22/96 I 
773-8885 
186 Brighton Ave, • Portland 
Su n ThlJr 6am to llpm - Fn &. s .. t 6dln t o midnight 
* * * we have discount movie tix * * * 
JOIN US FOR A 
CAFE ALWAYS SPA MENU 
il'hif, Btan Dip IDifh Cilantro & 
R ... ftd Pepp .... Seni<d IDifh 
BaJ;,dTorIi1J4 Chip" 
• Tomalo and Coconut Soup stmltd 
IDitA Grilled Flatl""ad • Sp; .... h Raviolis st.",d IDitA Wild 
Mtisllrooms '" a fell~1 Sauce 
-".MERIC-".N 
auCHERS. tine virieties 01 char g~~ Mgers. 5 styles of wi~s. fresh 
t1Ikey sardwd\eS, delicious Ct1Sp salads. [!loY 11 varieties of miaobrewed 
beer. Ask abrut 011 mtCcllE. AU in a casual atmosphere. inclJdif1 an outdoot 
patio, and awiljS Free PeM<Jts. Next to Pier One, 334 Forest Ave" Portland. 
772·9229. 
l1li'S VAllElY AND RESTAURANT. 327 M~n St. (Cash Comer) SO. Porthrld. 
5o"'rc breakfast ~I day, kr1cII and ~mer at affordaD~ pri:es. Saturday and 
SUnday, valid ooleg.IO, get 15% off bre~ast Irom 11-2 . 
COlE FAIIMS RESTAURANT. A 4Q.year tradition oll'oomestyle cooking at 
feasonabte Pf!ces. SeMng8feakfast, lLrlch and Dinnertrom 5amto 10:3Opm 
Daily in a relaxed, friendy atmoSfhere. Ask about Oll' daily specials! VISit 011' 
.- pl8)lround and picnic area and recer<Jy opened gift shop! located on 
Portliilldlewiston Road 100. Gray, 657-4714. 
RAOUl'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION. EriO)' kJnch or dimer in "" friy. casual 
atmosphere, comImabie """Ch to brirc a date or ~ .Ione. Sandwiches, 
appetizers, ~etarian items af'Id homemade desserts. Mon-ffi l1:30am 
lam, Sooday in OIK downstairs Pub 4pm lern. Me & VISa accepted. PartUng. 
865 Forest A .... Portl.nd. 773-6886. 
ROSIE'S. Full bar. Free popcom. All major credit cards. Full menu. 
Rated -The Best RestaurantJTavem" by 5 newspapers. Daily 
specials 11:00am 'til 1:00am. 330 Fore St., Portland. 772-
5656. 
RUSKrs. Best tl"eakfasl in the city served all day. Six page mel'll available 
anytime. PorUiI"ld's oldest contmuousfy runnilg tavern -since 1880. All majOt 
c:re<it. cards. Open at 7:00crn Mon-Sat, 9:00am on Sunday. 212 Danforth St., 
r.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii============ Portl<rld. 774-7604_ SQllRE MORGAN·S. Ce~brate foodl Home cooking with a dash 01 ethnic 
~~~(Winter (Wi,le (Wednesda s* 
I n 11 13 Y 'I It E' 5 E' a, R 0 utE' 7 7, C.l peE 1 i Z .1 b E' t It 
specialties. fresh seafood & fish. OfcDlJse, we still have OU" tcrnous 'I'Ok:ano 
Mngs, a ¥OOe variety of SU'T\mer salads, homemade so~, rotls & fresh roast 
t""y_ In the heM of the O~ Port In front of the Portland Regency Inn) 46 
Marl<et St .. Portland. 774-5246. 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPAHY. ~y Casco Bay Creole CUs'" in our 
SfI'IC1k&-tree <iningroom & live entertainment in OU' upstairs • smoIo;i~ room.· 
Seflir« delCious appetizers such 8S Stone Coast Baked Oysters, soups. 
salads, ~hes. iWI entrees such as Jambalaya & si10ln etoufe. Dining 
hours: 11:3Oamll :3Opm. Me, VISA, AMEX, paoorc, 0, 14 YorkSt .. Portland. 
773-2337. 
THREI DOUAII DEWEY'S. The Friend~ Gatherirc Place. Fe.llfi1g. variety of 
homemade dar~ specl~S iIld desserts including so~, chowders, O<X own 
fresh roasted tlJ'key & roist beef, vegetarian, seafood, ettric dishes, pizza, 
char-troiled burgers !rid Dff~s 3 Aliif'l"n Qu~. For a great meal that wil fill 
)Ou up but not .~ty you" walet • TRY USI [,panded selections 01 the best 
brews from Maine iIKI ifNay. At the comer of Commercial & l..IOOn Sts. ..,;;===================================== Portland. 772-3310. 
r-.1 
"""" 
POR'fL\N) * IOSTOH ... n. L.AIJDfJlD.uE 
fPf1I4JNJNm 
almost i!Qiru hlsl,,, 
37 Wharf Street. Portland 
775,9061 / fax 775.9113 
High Tea 
3.-00 - 5.-00P.M. DAILY 
Brought to you by our affUW. n. T-Salon 
T-SALolI (TEA EMPoRldM) 
142 MERCER STREET 
NEW YORK, NY 10012 
TEA CUP POT 
Mandarin & Pieces 1.95 2.95 
Daljeellng FTGOPl 2.95 5.95 
~ 
Soho Afternoon 1.95 2.95 
SCONES, CRUMPETS & TEA SANDWHICHE5 
~ 
1.95 TO 3.95 (DAILY SELECTION) 
~ 
-------
C -". F E 
OIRtsnNFS DREAM. CCJme to the other side of the arterial fOl' bnrlCh. 
Offerit( a variety of breakfast items and nell-smoking erwfonment. Me ancl 
V.a accepled. Tues<latFriday 7·2, .... kend bnrch, Saturday & Swday 8-2. 
P.-kirc. 41 Mid<Ie St. Portl.nd. 774-2972. 
COSMIC HIPPO. Huge burgers, ~ique and delectable sanltlYiches, 0UlIa. 
geous desserts and li'lenomenal coffee are to be found at this cozy cafe on 
Upper ExdIange St. Experience the Mochathat put Portland on the map, Cruise 
the internet at Portland's only C)tler Cate. 5o"'ng kJnch & """r. Catering & 
defr.ery "'laDle. 90 E>charce St., Portland. 8790060. 
FRESH APPROACH. The West End isgetIJrc lresh, Fresh coffee, baked goods, 
5Ot4ls. salads, SCIO(!w;ches & desserts e .... be elloyed n 011" in-store cafe. 
Open Mf 7 lm-7 pm S<rlday 9.m5pm .155 ar",kett St.. Portland (Iormer Good 
Day M .... t location) 774-3297 
FRfElIDSHP CAfi, EJcceplionai foods, Breakfast and lunch served. O~~ 
specials. Espresso, capp.la:lno. Located near longfelbw 5(JJare (\llhere Good 
Egg was lormer1y located,) PonI,""fs newest and ~esh homemade me~s! 
Open Sam2pm Mo~Sat, 6:30-2 SUn, 703 Corcress St., Ponland. 871-5005. 
PORT IW<E HOtlSE, Takeoot lresh baked pastries and great IlIlChes. 
Surrmer seating on the deck. Soups with pizzaz, creatNe del sal'ldwdles and 
healthy salads. 205 Corrmertial St. Portland. 773-2217, 
SPRINQ POINT CAfi, L_ & dinner served everyday. D~~ bfacld>oard 
specials. Fresh ground-rnund i><.rgers, pizza & other aowd pleasers. Saturday 
and S<rlday 8Mch, 9am. At the end of Broadway, 175 Pickett St .. South 
Portland, 11 p.m. - 1 '.m .. 7 days. Parl<i1g. V." MC, Ame~ 767-4627, 
VICTORY DEU. WE SHOP, Hearty bre~asts. mouth watering baked from 
scratch breads and pastries - freshly prepared soups, stews, satads, pasta 
and vegetarian specialties, deicious WIdwiches, Beer & wile. MoolJTlent 
Square, 299 Forest Ave and One Portland Square. MC/VISA ",copted. 772-
7299, 772-3913, 772-8186. 
Come on Home to Mama's 
Great Food at Great Prices. 
Breakfast for less lhan $ 3 
Lunch for less than $S 
7 Dana St. Portland 773-1211 
Iformerly the Homeplate Restaurantl 
BOOKSTORE/C-".FE 
BORDERS JIOOtIS. MUSIC. CAFE. GflIb your fa'lOrite book or periodical and 
stroll OWir to oor ful espresso bar where )100 can se+ect from a variety of 
specialty coffees, pastries, desserts and tood'I/ dimer items. 1M holxs are 
Moo-Sat: 9lm-l0:3Opm, SUn: 9aml1:3Opm. MCjVisa .. Ieome. 430 Gorh.m 
Rd., at the M~ne Mall. 
C-".RIBBE-".N 
FEDERAL SPtCE. Home cocked Ccwibbean/ Southwestern tale, Featumg 
he.rt sma-t se~ctions . AI ~ems less thioI $51 Everylhirc avai.bie to go_ 
Lmted riKlus defr.ery 11:30-1:30 M·f. Ho,.s M-Th 11-8, ~Sat 11-9. 225 
Ftderal Street, PorUand, 77~404. 
CHINESE 
POl YNESIAH VlL.LACE. SeNir(Polynesiirl and Cantonese C1.isine il a relaxed 
atmosphere. Exotic cocldus and daiy I~h and limer specials. live 
weekend entertainment. VISA. MC, Amencan Express, Oinef 's Olb. Par1<ing, 
O. 152 Mai1 St .. Westbroolc, 854·9188. 
DESSERT 
PATE A CHOUX, A fine dessert restallant! Featuring hand-made Ellopean 
Sl)ie desserts WIth coffee, tea & espresso drinks avarlable. Weekend dessen 
specials. Table service 01' tilke-out. Winterhours: Tues.-Thlls. 5pm·11pm, Fri. 
5prMidnight. Saturday lpm · ",dnogllt, Sunday 1-7pm, Closed Mondays. 25 
Pearl Street, Portland , 773-3334 
01 N E R 
B£CKY'S ON HOBSON'S WlWIF, Breakfast, lunch and now se"'rc domer 
Tuesday-Satll1lay evenings ",Ii !!pm. Hours: Tuesday<od.y 4lm-9IIm. Friday 
rrmight-Sat,.day 9pm, Satll1lay midright.s""day 1pm, Monday 4lm-2pm. 
Parkirc, 0 390 Corrmerci~ St., Ponland. 773·7070. 
ECLECTIC 
THE AUDUBON ROOM . Ocean 'IleWS. degant & ulUmate atmosphere, fine 
dinirc featl.ri~ New Americill' Clisll'l&. House specIalties in::lude Mane 
lobster BisqJe, GriMed Seafoods, Vegetarian.Pastas, Pan-seared Cratlcakes 
&Rod< oIl.mb. Sinful, handmade desserts may i1dude Pomegranate SOrt>et, 
Cappuci\o Ice Crecrn or 'Ittlite Chocolate Macadamia Nut TiW1. Open daily; 
breakfast. k.nch, <imers from 6:00pm. ReseNaIKJnS recommended . ott 
p-en\lse caterina. Me, Visa. Arnex. Oisawer, Inn By The Sea, Cape Eizabeth. 
767-0888. 
CAFE AlWAYS. 47 Midde St., 774·9399. Modem _rican Clisine se""'" 
Wednesday-SlJ'IdayeW!nit'(s from 5 pm. JoinC"'e Nw~ and o...-ChefTracy 
Bu~ as she prpares her new "Spa Merxt offerilg delICIOUS low and non-fat 
dishes. Extensive wile by the glass list. Voted "Most Romantic Restall"anl" 
by Casco 8ay Weekly, Free parI<irC i1 the ~t aqacent to the rest.,. .... ce, 
U , R. 
DAVID'S RESTAURANT, 164 Middle St. 773-4340. Open for dinner nightly, 
Elegant al'Ki romantK: carnie litht diningMth Portland's most comfortable high 
back leather chairs. Chef DaWt Turin tOOlS out 4 star c:uisinewith remarkable, 
farm fresh pl'o<lJce and natiYe proOJcts. Crispy goal cheese packets with 
griIed .,.egetables and fnzzeled leeks folbwed by sesame and coriander 
austed tuna ~ gar1ic, gircer and soyis oobeHvable, or sample the seafood 
sauscce with lobster coral 00 Md the aIw¥ greal saut~ of lobster, Also 
available is a 5 cOO'se wine dimer wtth 5 wines, a great vallJe at $52 per 
pefson. Don't skip dessert!!! 
THE 11 BROWN STREET RESTAURANT. Creative dirirc ., the heM 01 
PonIand's Art District. 0rIy 75 steps from the C""be~and County CMc Center. 
Specializing in tresh seafood. Sports Bar. b~ts, business Unches. 11 
BroWn St" Portland. 780-1100. Visa, MC, AMEX, P.-king. 
GOOD TAIL£. Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. Full bar. Featuring 
seafood, barbecue & Greek. Old jan music and good looking 
staff. Honest food, honest prices. ~A1most Free" 2 meals for 
$10,95 on Tues-Thurs 11am-9pm. Open Tues-fn. llam-9pm, 
Saturday 8am-9pm Sunday 8-3. MCjVisa. Parking Rte 77 Cape 
Elizabeth. 799-4663. 
GREAT lOST BEAR. Ful bar - now featurir« 50 beers on tap. Extensive 
menu. .. sanctMches, SOl4>s, salads, platters. llJlCh Of dilner in the I'ITfStefi. 
ous Woodfords area. Me, VISa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 772-0300. 
KATAHDII. Dai~ Blue Ptate Specia~ $9.95 .nd l.\'1IlI'etentious fare fike 
fkJd<wheat Pasta. Homemade, Good Cookln. Monday-Thursday 5-10 p.m., 
Frid.y & Sat,.day 5-11 p,m" Corner 01 Spring and High St. Portl.nd. 
PEPtRtsCAFE.Specializir« in gourmet breakfasts, edectic luncheon menus, 
and tailored caterirc menus. Try us for tea-time 24pm weekdays, 14 
Cumbertand St" Westbrook. 85UOOO. 
~Polynesian 
'I Village 
- Polynesian Cuisine -
- Lunch & Dinner Specials -
- Live Weekend Entertainment -
- February 22 & 23 Down Poor-
- March 1 & 2 Spring Loaded -
- Full Service & Takeout -
- Banquet Rooms Available -
~ 854-9188 
152 Main St., Westbrook 
TABfTHA JEAMS. Americil'l regional Clisine. lunch and Dinner. Relaxed 
atmosphere. Ful codd~ service. Pasta. Seafood. Grilled Entrees. Validated 
piWXilg. 94 Free S1. b V'Me- AMEX'DISC. 78().8966. 
THE WEST SIDE CAFE. Offering fresh game and seatood, organic produce. 
Moderately priced entrees and a casual, comfortab{e crnbiance. Me, VISa, 
AMEX ",cepled. P"~rc. Reservations suggested. 58 P~. St Portland. 773-
8223, 
FRENCH 
l£ BISTRO DU LAC. Jane and Frank Leconte weloome )'OtJ to their home to 
sample their casual French COlllUy cooKirc. Choose from hearty homemade 
sol4)s & stews, salads, steaks, lobster, dld;, porK. Resef'o'atJOns reClRsted. 
MCN.a, AMEll Route 302 at 85. Raymorld. 655-4100. 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. AuthentIC Greek food. Family recipes and lriendly 
atmosphere. First 1e1J&l' eatery/tavema. Second level: smefree dinirc. NEW 
APPETIZER MENU and great weekend spec~ls. Happy H06diljS Happy Hour 2 




PORTUND W1NE & CHEESE. Delcious homemade SOl4)S and sand¥nches, 
wines, champagnes and cheeses. Large selection or gourmet foods, Gift and 
ptCIlic baskets Party platters, catenrc and dehveries. Me, Visa and Amex 
accepted 168 Midd~ St., Portl.nd. 772-4647, 
INDI-".N 
THE CLAY OVEN. Servirc authentic Indian clisine in a relaxed atmosphere. 
The moist kebobs are cooked on a slow charcoal fire, whKe the cumes are 
prepared with freshly ground hems and spices. TheClayCNen has been opened 
by a gr~ of professionals who n.n very successful Indian restallBnts In 
Mass, & R.I, 5o"'rc 7 diljS 11-10. keepti1g .1 m¥lr cred~ cards. 565 
Coreress St .. Portland. 773-1444. ' 
TANDOOR RESTAURANT, Step llYoughOIM" doors and iTlmerse YOlM"seIf in the 
atmosphere of old India. Servir« authentically prepi:w8S chicken, larm, 
seafood and vegetarian dishes. Seasoned as mid Of hot as you bke. Sermg 
lunch & dinner, Take OUI ",~laDle. VlSAjMC/Discover. 88 ElIcharce St" 
Ponland. 775-4259 . 
IT-".LI-". · N 
ANTHONY'S Ir,wAN KirCHEN. Great ~~i<rl food made from old Iarri~ 
r~s. "Best 5alUS in ?on.land. " low prices, htgh qualIty. Pizzs, pasla , il"\d 
sandwIChes, Rnd us,you'! be ~ad 1 151 MiddleSt. . Portland (lower~"'Q. 774-
8668. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best homemade pastas and saLCeS in 
Portland. Open forlooch. dimer.ltalian wi'!e and beers. Espresso. CappuccIno. 
Desserts. Brire the fami~ Me. Visa and AmelC accepted. 43 Ex.change St. 60 
MiWI<el St, Ponland. 773-7146. • 
PIZZERI-". / DELI 
MICHElANGElOS (AlMOST FAMOUS PIZZERIA). For best"zz. In Portlilld, 
large selection of pizza. calzo'nes and sandviiches. Soups, salads aoo pasta. 
Dai~ specials. Free delivery in downtown. Open 10:3Oam6:OOpm Molll'n, 18 
Monument ~iII'"e, Portland. 713-1414, Fax 773-0344. 
TURINO'S STONE OVEN PIZZERIA. 164 Middle St 7_600, Open for l_ 
and dinnerdaily.l.1ndl buffet $5.95, al you caneat Monfn 11:30am-1:3Opm, 
Maine's only stone olo'en pizza , serving authentic stone cooked gooonet pua 
from old Naptes. Great things Mth Mid mushrooms, proscurtto, crtichoke 
hearts and fresh herbs, More than ~u wou.ld eq)eet on a pIUS for not IIffYma:h 
money. Probably the best pilla i'I Maine! Take out avaIlable. 
B -". R - B- QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. Small chef o'M"led BarSQ restaurant. Featunrc Norm's 
wicked good sauce , 3 types or nbs, fned chicken, spicy black bean sol4), 
homemade cornbread and dai~ specIalS. Now seNing beer and wine. Hours: 
Mon. & Tues. c~sed, Wed. & Thurs. 12-10, Fri. & Sat. 12-12, SUn, 3-9, 774-
6711. 43 Midde St .. Portland, 
UPTOWN BlUrS BAJlBEQUE , EflOY Portland's Origin.1 8 .. -6-Que menu, 
legendal)' spare ribs, beef bnsket, voodoo Jerk chicken and more in a 
comfortable French Quarter settr«, O"Ief Saint llilM"ent' s etooffees, Jambalayas, 
pane6d chICken & shrimp, and SlIllptUOUS big T-bone steaks, Full b .... Piano 
bar. Smoke free . BBQ take-out .wailable, Cappuccno/espresso. llJlche<ln 
11:JO.2:30, Happy Hour~. DinnerS-Cklse. 1 Forest Ave (,iJst off Col1ress) 
Free parking in lot next door (w/~mer) 780-0141. 
, 
Tandoor 
FINE INDIAN C£J(SI:-;E 
IN THE OLD PORT 
, Exotic Chicken, Lamb & Seafood Dishes 
• Vegetarian & Madras Style Dishes 
• Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week 
88 Exchange Street 
Portland • 775-4259 
Visa/MC/Discover 
MEXIC-".N 
MAIIGARITAS. Specializing in delicious 'handmade' sol1hem Califomi. 
style Mexil::iI'I appetizers and <inners, served i'I O'o'eft)' generous portions! Jotn 
us for H_ Hour every weekday ~om 47 p.m .. with FREE appetiIers,.$l.95 
for a 22 oz. ctaft beer and other good stlAfl There's also 2 for 1 dinners, 4 p.m. 
-6 p.m.l242 St. John St., Union Station Plaza, Portl.nd. Open at 4 p,m, dai~. 
874-6444. 
TORTlLU FlAT. Seventeen years of seM~ fine Mexk:an cuisne. Just 
mirJJles from downtown Portland, A memorable MeKican experience you can 
afford anytime. Outdoor screened in deck. Parkirc. VISA. MjC, Discover. 187 
Forest Ave. Portland. 797-8729. 
N-".TUR-".L FOODS I 
JUICE B)\R 
MESA VERDE. We are what we eat so we seNe only the roest. freshest natural 
foods. AiIVOr'fU. healthful Mexican dishes. DiIIly vegan and ~getarian spe-
cials. Dri'\kto you' heatth al our Jl.ice bar. HappyHour Moofri 2:3().S:OO. Fresh 
juices, !rOO shakes, smoothies, Jlice oombilations-<:cme see what Portland's 
first and only Juice bill'" is all about. Casual atmosphere. Servir« IlXlcn & dimer. 
Takeout available. 618 Congress Street (across from the State Theatre) 774-
6089. 
SE-".FOOD 
DAVIl'SATTHEOmER CWB. I64 Middle St. 773-4340. Open tor 1_ and 
dinner daiy as wet! as Sunday Btoodl. One of Maine's Premier seafood 
restaurants set in a COI"Werted open air market buildirc featuring NI abundant 
rfNf bar, 20 varieties of seafood, lobsters. a tantali~ iJff<Iy of fresh pasta 
dishes, micro brews. Maine's l..-geslsingle malt scotches ist great wine list 
and frozen oonks. Spec:ialUes ooude lobster, scallop and S"Weet potato cakes 
WIth red pepper and lobster saooe aoo don'lmissthewtite chocolate mousse 
almond rookie napoleon for dessert. 
DOCK FORE. Great food in a friendly, casual atmosphere. Homemade soups, 
chowders, lobster stew, sandwiches, fresh dough pizzas, steak, and seafood! 
Cheek us out for lunch, Happf Hour, or for a relaxir« eiMer. AI m~r credit 
cards aa:epted. 336 Fore SL Ponland. 772-8619. 
GIUIERT'S CHOWDER HOUSE Frie",l), Do"",.st style dirq. seafood strait 
from Maile waters; hand cut fries and onion rings, Award willlit1 choYtdef. 
NOW SBIVING BREAKFASTI Eggs benedict towed wrth craD or shrinp, BeIgI.n 
waffles and.1 the tradition.lfames. ParI<irC, 92 Comrr<rtial St .. Portland. 
871·5636. 
JORD.urS SEAFOOD RESTAURANT ANI) STEAK HOUSE. "Catch the Taste 
Today!' You'll be ~ad ~u <Id! $3 ,95-$11,95. Steaks too. 6real<last • lunch 
·Dimer -Bar. Open 7 days, 6M1-!!pm. 700 Main St .. So. Portl.nd. 7808434. 
MC, VISA, AMEX, P.-king. 
J'S OYSTER. 'fIIhite linen quality dining il a relaxed atmosphere, Shellfish il"\d 
pasta dishes our specialty.lovely'o1ew of Portland's wooong harbor. MCjV'lSaj 
Discover acCepted . ParI<i1g in adjacent bl 5 Port~nd Pier, Portland. 772-
4828. 
TH,l\1 
TONrs THAI TASTE RESTAURANT, One 01 the best authenticTh~ clisine on 
the east coast. Bmg the whole Iamify to the Old Port ... a to sample and enjoy 
016 marr; molih waterr( dishes. Dieters & wgetarians are wek:ome. 0i"Ie n, 
take out & caterir« for linch & Gmner e'iff'j day. Servir« beer & ¥me. local 
checks accepted. Reasonable prices, nice place and great food. MC, Visa, 
AMEll 27·29 Whart St , Portlilld. 775-7141, 7750029. 
TE-". ROOMS 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. Step Into a gentler, more gracious time . 
Wooderful teas. coffee and bilked goods aM'ays. Afternoon Tea Sat & Sun 12· 
4 serwiCW; scones. sandwiches, sweets, cakes & cookies. InOJlge yoursetf m 
life's snr.>1e pleasl.l"es, CJosed Mon & Tues. 93 India Street. Call 77J.3353. 
WORLD CUISINE 
PEPP£RCWB. 81ac1<board menu offers fresh seafood, exotic chicken dishes, 
organM: beef burgers and award-wi1nir1 vegetarian erllTee5. AI piced IIlder 
$10.00. \\jne & beer. Smoke-lree. No Credit Cards. Open 7 noglltsa week. 78 
Middle St. Portl.nd. 772-0531, 
PRE-THE-".TRE DINING 
BACK BAY GRIU. Now "esenting oor Friday .... ning Pr~The.tre 0i1Ylef 
Package for $99.00 Includes: 4 course dinner for two prior to the show 
(inclOOingtax and gratuity) plus two tideets tothe Friday ewnir('s performance 
of "From the Mississippi Delta- on Feb . 16, 23 or Mrcw-th 1. Rlr reseMltions 
.nd information calf 772-8833. 65 Portland St., Portland. 
FEBRUARY'22, 1996 25 
Friendship Ca"e Portlal,1d's Choice for 
II Breakfast & Lunch 
Highly Rated! 




H ospitalitY/.l( iis-l1~st : I 
QREG€JN'CHAI···, 
'il'·t'l"" The origi~al~I'U b~ in the ~~e~~ 
: ". . squee~ing ~h~ catl;4t~~: .-
Service - **** Pumpkin Pancakes 
Value - ***l/2 
- Denise Compton 
Portland Press Herald 
6am-2pm Mon-Sat • 6:30-2 Sun 
703 Congress St., Portland· 871-5005 
A cup 6fwM;abaridon - • 
,(a sjp ,of ctnieque'1ce . 
SATiSFACTJON~uAlWirfEEo. 
ORRS ISLAND SEAFOOD CHOWDER 
All Natural - No Artiliciallngredlents or Preservatives 
Just Fresh Haddock, Clams, Shrimp and Scallops 









CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
DIVORCE: 
Consider the expense (mil 
Consider your family l~' 
Cot}sider your lifestyle ~" 
• • 
Consider Y9ur future .it 
• • 
Consider Meaiation 
DIVORCE & FAMILY 
MEDIATION CENTER 
r 0 reach agreements on custody, 
support; & property settlements 
Free Initial Consultation 
HILLARY R. DORSK, ATTORNEY 
DEBORAH M. HAlL, ATTORNEY* 
225 Commercial Street. Portland 
774-7084 
• Admitted in PA 
FREE LUNCH 
(or breaklast or dinner) 
It's true! A[ [he Birchwood, kids ea[ for FREE 
-lunch, breakfast or dinner-
when they bring cwo meal-buying adults ... 
any adulc'l1 do! Come any day ... 
there's no restrictions! 
U.S. Route I, Yarmouth 
UUs[ nor<h of exi.-!6. R[. 95) 
(207) 846-6119 
Open Stlnduy-Thtlr 6nm-8pm 
Fri-Snt 6nm-9pm 
"****" -Go Magazinl 
-.,...--"---
CONTINUED fROM PAGE 22 
Row Row Row Learn how slide seat rowing can keep 
you fit for life. Call Casco Bay Rowing Center at 846-
5139. 
Shotokan Karate The Portland YMCA offers ongoing 
classes foryouths and adults TuesandThurs evenings. 
Youth kick around from 5:~:30 pm and adults 
meet from 6:3p.8 pm. Cost: $30 youths .per month/ " 
$40 adults per month. 874-1111. 
Soccer Club 30+ co-ed soccer league seeks new 
members. 773-7613. 
Softball PJtchln& Cllnlea for Junior high school and 
high school players, Sundays Jan 14 through Feb 25. 
Directed by UsM Husky's pitching coach George 
Roberts, and head coach Bonny Brown-Denico. Cost: 
$5 per lesson. Proceeds benefitUSM Softball program. 
780-5519. 
$.pOrts of All Sorts The Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater 
Portland offers a variety of activities Including 
swimm(ng, basketball and volleyball at 277 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. 874-1070. 
Step and Sculpt No-nonsense step classes Mondays 
and Wednesdays from 6:15-7:15 pm at the West 
School, 57 Douglas St, Portland. Cost: $3 per class. 
799-0197. 
Ultimate Frisbee Co-ed U~lmate Frisbee Is played 3 
days a week in Portland all summer - no experience 
necessary. 874-2190. 
Volleyball Pick-up games every Tues & Thurs from 
7:30-9:30 pm and Sat from 3-5 pm at the 'Reiche 
Community Center. 166 Brackett St. Cost: $2. 874-
8793. 
Walk.,. Group forming for casual exercise a few 
nights a week. 865·1231. 
Walleyball Casco Bay Bike Club hosts informal 
walleyball games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the 
Racket and Rtness Center, Outer Congress Street, 
Portland. Cost: $5. 772-8465. 
Women'. Hockey Players wanted for two teams 
forming in the upcoming season - all experience 
levels welcome. Rink cost: $160 for 12 games and 
gear. 883-9601. 
YWCA 87 Spring St, Portland. offers acuacise qlasses, 
volleyball, aerobics and swim lessons for adults on an 
ongoing basis. Course times and costs vary. 874-
1130. 
Eastern Mountain Sports at the Maine Mall presents 
its winter clinic series, offering hikes and skiing. Free. 
For more info, call 772-3776. 
H20utfltters Open pool sessions. kayak polo, winter 
paddling series and more. Paddling series. covering 
strokes. rolling and rescues, begins March 2. March 
6: Kayak polo. Cost varies. B33-5257. 
Hunter Safaty Course taught by Dick Lowe. of the 
Inland Rsheryand Wildlife Department, Thurs beginning 
Feb 29, from 6:30-9 pm at Riverton Community 
Center. 1600 Forest Ave. Portland. Sponsored by 
Portland Parks and Recreation Department. Free. 
874-8455. 
Maine Audubon Society Gilsland Farm, 118 U.S. 
Route 1, Falmouth. Feb 24: " Dothe Bigfoot Stomp!" 
snowshoeing at 2 pm. $4 ($3 members). Also, 
volunteers needed for the "Winter Walks' program, 
volunteer rally 2nd Thurs of each month from noon-l 
pm. 781·2330. 
Malne Outdoor AdVenture Club Meetings are the first 
Wed of every month at 7 pm at the Unitarian Church, 
524 Allen Ave, Portland. MOAC offers winter hiking, 
camping, X-country and downhill skiing, ice skating, 
snow-shoeing, ice climbing and other trips for people 
of all skill levels. 82fl.{)918. 
Maine Speed Skatinc Club holds weekly practices at 
the Bates College Ice Arena, Lewiston. Sundays Feb 
25, March 3,10,17, 24& 31 at4 pm. Cost: $10. Any 
skates will do. 829-5035. 
Ninth Annual Joy of Sklln& The American Lung 
Association and Sunday River Cross Coutry Ski Center 
host an event of skIIng and picniclng from 10 am-3 
pm. Designated dining locations on the cross-country 
ski trail offer skiers a progressive picnic on skis. Cost 
$6 (In addition to the normal trail fee). 824-2410. 
NorumbeCa Outflttera 58 Fore St, Bldg 11, Portland, 
offers a variety of paddling and snow shoeing 
opportunities for people of all skill levels. 773-0910.-
Portland Parka .,..t Recraatlon sponsors trips to 
several Maine ski areas through Feb. Call for details 
874-8791. 
So. Me. Sea Kayakln& Network People of aU skill 
levels are inVited to Join the network for some paddling. 
Call 874-2640 for updates and membership 
Information. 
Wlldern ... firat Aid Cou_ H20utfitters sponsorse 
16-hoUr Intensive backcountJy medical training course 
at Orr's Island. March 2 & 3. Recommended for 
outdoors enthusiast's and others who spend time In 
remote areas. Gaduates will be certified byWildemess 
Medical Associates. To register, call 1-800-7 42-2931. 
AIFS Foundation seeks host families for foreign 
exchange students. Ages 15-18, students have at 
least three years of English, and will stay for 5-10 
months. 1-800-322-4678. 
American Red Cro .. 524 Forest Ave, Portland offers 
workshops in CPR and Rrst Ald. They remind you to 
give blood. Donating hours: Tues-Thurs noon-7 pm, Fri 
9 am-4 pm, and every third SatS am-2 pm. 775-2367. 
Andover College seeks members of the business 
community to help bridge the gap between education 
and business. Join their Advisory Committee and help 
assess and develop current and future programs at 
the College. 774-8126. 
BI& Brother/BI&Slst8f seeks volunteers age 18 and 
up, to spend time as an adult friend to an at-risk child. 
Commitment Is for at least one year. 773-5437. 
Building Material. Bank A non-profit organization 
providing household fixtures and appliances for low-
income homeowners seeks donations of reusable 
materials. "Yard sales' are held every Saturdayofthe 
month - at 169 Lewiston Rd, Gray. 657-2957. 
Buy Pollution Pollution allowances are bought and 
sold on the Chicago Board ofTrade just like any other 
commodity. You can help buy and retire allowances to 
prevent businesses from further polluting. For more 
Info. write to: Acid Rain Retirement Fund, P.O. Box 
10272, Portland, Me 04104. 
Cedars Nur.lngCare Center seeks volunteers to read 
stories, play games. go on outings, share a pet and 
otherwise 8Jlrich the life quality of residents. 772-
5~56. 
Cholcea Program seeks women to be mentors for 
girls between the ages of 10-1B. The commitment 
involves one meeting per month plus IndiVidual time 
with a "mentee." 874-1183. 
Commu"'ty Health Servtces seeks volunteers to file, 
photocopy, type and do other jobs around their offices. 
775·7231. 
Creative Health Foundation, a non-proflt community 
mental health agency seeks volunteers in the Saco 
area to serve as positive role models for adults with 
psychiatric disabilities. Especially wanted: Computer 
skills, marketing consultants and people well· 
acuainted with community services. 283-2771. 
Cystic Flbrosl. Foundation is looking for volunteers 
to help sell raffle tickets forthe 1996 GMC Jimmy that 
will be raffled off on March 16 at Attitash Bear Peak 
Cranmore, Bartlett, NH. Formore info, call 1-800-757-
0203. 
DrlVin& Lessons Donate your time and knowledge to 
teach driving to refugees. Car is avail able . 773-9634. 
Emergency Food Pantry accepts do'nations of non-
perishable food items at various congregations In S. 
Portland and Cape Elizabeth. 799-3361. 
Face the World is currently seeking families to host 
foreign exchange students for the 1995-1996 
academic year. Students are age 16-18 and from 
countries such as Japan, Denmark and Brazil. 773-
0658. 
Family Opportunities Network Provides services, 
including parent support groups,I~e-skllls workshops 
and free childcare during meetings to homeless and 
at·risk families. 772-5394. 
Rae Disposal Used, torn or faded American flags that 
are out of service can be donated to the Libby-Mitchell 
Post #76 of the American Legion in Scarborough. 883-
7815. 
Free HIV /AIDS Presentations available for community 
groups through the American Red Cross. B74-1192. 
Friendo of the Maine Youth Center meets the 3rd 
Wed olthe month at 7 pm, at the Maine Youth Center, 
Westbrook st, S. Portland. 822'{)()50. 
Foster Grandparent Program seeks adults aged 60 
and over to offer support and guidance for young 
parents and children. Benefits including liability 
insurance, bl-weekly stipend and an annual physical 
are available for seniors who join. 773-0202. 
G .. _ Portland Landmarks seeks people to become 
"Portland's History Docents •• volunteers equipped to 
work at Maine Historical Society, Tate House, Victoria 
Society and Greater Portland landmarks. 774-5561. 
Guide Blind Sk .... Weekly and biweekly volunteers 
are needed to drive and/or guide blind and Visually 
Impaired skiers. Rewards of this service are free ski 
passes and some of the best times you've ever had 
skillng. Call Nancy Bennett at the Maine Center for the 
Blind and Visually Impaired. 774-6273. 
H.arts and Horsa. Th .. apeutlc Rldln& Center 
Broadtum Rd, Scarborough, a nOf>ilrofit rldlnil center 
dedicated to proViding a quality riding experience for 
the physically and mentally challenged, needs 
volunteers to lead and side walk. No experience 
necessary. 883-7102. 
Help Stop Racial VIoIenc. Anyone wishing to help the 
Sherrer family of Starks. Victims of a hate crime that 
destroyed their home, can send donations to: Friends 
Intematlonal, P.O. Box 8506, Portland, ME, 04104. 
77!H>547. 
HospIce '" Mal,.. volunteers provide non-rnedical 
assistance and support to the terminally ill and their 
families. 774-4417. 
Hospice of Mldc .... t Mal,.. seeks volunteers to help 
provide care to families coping with terminal Illness. 
grief and bereavement. Training will begin March 14 
and nun for 10 Thursdays. Call to register. 729-3602. 
The Internal Revenue Servtce seeks volunteers to 
help prepare basic and federal tax returns and answer 
questions for people with limited or moderate incomes, 
individuals with disabll~les, non-English speaking and 
elderly taxpayers. Write to: IRS, Stop 6601, 68 Sewall 
St, Augusta ME 04330. 622-8328. 
LHeracy Progr,m needs volunteers to work with 2-3 
toddlers In a multi-lingual preschool environment at 
least 2 hours a week. 874-8242. 
The Maine Audubon Society Is still seeking docents 
to volunteer at Gllsland Farm answering wildl~e 
questions, greeting and assisting sanctuary visitors 
and helping with program registration. Cheerful, 
outgoing people with a love of nature are needed. Call 
or stop by Maine Audubon headquarters for an 
application. 781-2330. 
Maine Irish Children's Program has a unique 
opportunity for families to host a 12·year-old from 
Belfast , Northern Ireland for 6 weeks this summer. If 
your family is interested, and you live within 45 
minutes of Portland. call MICP at 324-7267. 
Maine Polson Center Is a preventative informational 
resource for families. staffed 24 hours a day for 
assistance. To receive an informational packet. 
including phone stickers, or get answers to questions 
about drugs or medications. call: 1-800-442-6305. 
Medical Supplies Volunteer Needed at Community 
Health Services, 901 Washington Ave, Ste. 104, 
Portland. Do you have 3 or more spare hours a week. 
a willingness to assist in a fast-paced home health 
agency and an Interest in the medical field? Call 
Dolores Vail. at 775-7231. 
Medicare Cuts Seniors concerned about cuts In 
Medicare can call the Senior Coalition to get information 
about their options. 1-800-273-9009. 
Preble Street Resource Center Actlvltlea at 252 
Oxford St. Portland. include community meetings Fri 
at 10 am; writers ' group open to anyone Weds from 
11-1 pm and art groups open to anyone feeling the 
urge for creative expression Tues at 11 am. B74-
6560. 
Racial Justice Committee seeks to determine how it 
can be helpful in addressing justice issues In the 
community and find groups to collaborate with . 
Meetings are held the fourth Tuesday of each month 
at 5:30 pm, at YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. 781-
3898. 
Ralse'Guldlng Eye Do&slfyou love dogs and want to 
make a difference in someone's life, volunteer to 
raise and socialize a puppy in preparation for its 
formal training to become a guide dog. 1·716-549-
6258 or 1·716-652-795"1. 
RDD Seek. Volunteers Resources for the 
Developmentally Disabled, a supported training and 
employment program, seeks donations to meet their 
fundraislng goals. Send to: RDD, 66 Pearl St, Suite 
212. Portland, Maine, 04101. 7B0-9575. 
Salvation Army Coats For Kids Program Drop coats 
off at Shaws supermarkets. 774-6304. 
SalVation Army Camp seeks donations to meet their 
fundralslng goals. Send to: Salvation Almy, Camp 
Sebago, P.O. Box 3647, Portland, ME, 04104. 
Senior Companion Program Residents aged 60 and 
older in Cumberiand County can help other adults 
maximize their .iI;Idependence and get involved with 
people In unique and supportive ways. 780-4205. 
'SkI the Night For Sight" Join the Maine Center for 
the Blind and Visually Impaired March 9 at Shawnee 
Peak In Bridgton for the 7th Annual ski benefit. Pre-
register as a 4-person team or on an individual basis. 
then collect a minimum of $25 in pledges. Registration 
costs $10 per person. Prizes awarded to those who 
raise the most In pledges. To register, call Cindy Jarvis 
at 774-8273. 
Sofa Safart A unique fund raiser for Visiting Nurse 
Service's education fund - call for an invitation to an 
imaginary trip. 1-80Q-660-4867. 
SUrfrlder Foundation seeks ocean-lovers to create a 
Portland chapter devoted to preserving our shores. If 
you think you fit the bill call 761-0174. 
Swaetaer Children's Servlcea needs volunteers to 
work with children and adults with special needs In 
Brunswick, Portland and Saco. 2B4-5981. 
V.terans Support Servtces seek "Angels' to help 
keep up theirfree support of Maine veterans and their 
families. Donatefood, paper goods, money, or best of 
all, your time. 871-0911. 
Volunteers Needed New England Rehabilitation 
Hospital seeks volunteers to assist with recreational 
actiVities for patients - play games. show movies. 
make craft projects and share your time with people 
In need. 775-4000, x622 . 
Warm Up _ RSVP The Retired and Senior Vol unteer 
Program for people 55 and older offers meaningful 
volunteer opportunities to warm your heart. For more 
Info, call Priscilla at 775-6503. 
Youth Build Portland A community enrichment program 
designed to assist students obtain their G.E.D. and 
vocational training and proVide low~ncome housing. 
seeks volunteers. Experience not necessary. 879-
8710. 
youth Exc ...... seeks host families for CUltural 
exchange students, ages 15-18. for a semester or a 
year. 1-800848-2121. caw 
The End ot= Metal? 
Heavy metal is dead. Or at least, that's 
what all the music industry insiders are 
saying. Metal bands thatonce"had sales 
in the millions now can't get their vid-
eos played on MTV and have to tour 
clubs instead of arenas. Some major 
labels have eliminat.ed their metal de-
partments altogether. Even SPlNran a 
story recently detailing metal's de~line. 
It's not surprising that metal would 
eventually decline; the genre's popular-
ity has always been cyclical. Further- . 
more, the music industry has continu-
ally viewed metal with a fair amount of 
distaste. It took the industry 20 years to 
give metal its. own Grammy category, 
Local heroes Twlsted Roots then proceeded to award the first one to 
. Jethro Tull. MTV, which canceled the 
hlghly.pop~lar metal program "The Headbanger's Ball" just over a year ago, has also 
~een hlston:ally squeam!sh about cozying up to the boys with the big hair and Spandex; 
10 the early 80s It all but banned metal from its programming. . 
But metal still has its strongholds around the country - around the world for that 
matter - an~ Portlan~ is one of them. Why? The easy answer is that Portland ~ always 
behmd the times. While that's true, it doesn't exactly explain why metal has such a 
stranglehold on the southern Maine music scene. Nearly every other local band is a: metal 
band. While many alternative shows get crowds in the dozens, metal shows more often 
than not pack clubs . 
One also can't discount Portland's socio-political climate. Nationally, while liberals 
have e~ther go~e I~to exile or lost the use of their spines and conservatives have co-opted 
an antl-authontanan stance, middle-class, middle-aged liberals are in finn control of 
Portland. What mak~s this important is that they' re easy to rebel against, and heavy 
me~1 feed~ off of the Ideal of facile rebellion, if nothing else. It may come as a surprise 
that 10 the 90s the Simple act of hang 109 out at a chern-free club listening to loud music 
could be mterpreted as an act of rebellion, but for many metal fans in Portland it is. 
The local popularity of metal can be trac.ed to Twisted Roots .. They were, and still are 
the closest thing we've had to genuine rock stars. Their success and willingness to hel~ 
fellow ~usicians inspired many other metal bands, some talented, some not, to stick 
With their mUSIC. They also brought attention to their fellow metal bands and helped 
estabhsh a larger audience for the genre. And, predictably enough, while being ridicu-
lously popular locally, they can't make even the slightest dent on the national scene . 
No .doubt the local metal community will be straining its collective ann while trying 
to pat Itself on the back for buckmg the trend. But before any injuries occur, let me say 
that If the scene g~ts any more insular and homogenous, there'll be in essence just one 
band - call It TwISted Rotors II Tripe. Moreover, metal's decline nationally will make 
It harder for any band to break out nationally. And that pretty much kills any of that 
absurd, and pomtless, talk about Portland becoming the next Seattle. Which doesn't 
mean that we should be ashamed of Portland's metal bands - just the bad ones. But we 
should remind ourselves that, while bucking musical trends is nice, it's better to set them. 
One big t=unk 
You can't talk about what's popular in Portland without talking about Rustic 
Overtones. Since releasing their CD "Long Division" last December, they;ve gotten 
even bigger, thanks 10 part to WCYY's wise decision to add both "Simple Song" and 
"200 Years" (a collaboration with Tripe) to its playlist. The band's gig at New Year's 
Portland was the event's most popular show. Now they're set to play one of their biggest 
shows at U.SM's Sullivan Gym in Portland on March 1. 
If any Portland band can, and deserves to, pack the place, it's Rustic Overtones. 
"Long Division," with its long, supple groove, has rightly made Rustic Overtones one 
of Portland's biggest bands, if not the biggest. Opening will be Chucklehead, a Boston-
based funk band that packs them in when itl'lays at Granny's, and Fly Spinach Fly, a 
funk-ska-rock combo from Portsmouth. If you have even the tiniest amount of funk in 
you, you'll want to see this show. 
Rustic Overtones wlll play March 1 
at USM's Sullivan Gym, Fa/mouth St., 
at 8 p.m. Tlx: $10. 874-6598. 
• DAN SHORT 
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POTtl~nd;Mk 
,11pm • 7 Days a Week . ...... 
C.N.Brown Heating Oil 
92. ge gal .• * 
• LOW CASH PRICE 
• 30 DAYS TO PAY WITH APPROVED CREDIT 
• SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT 
• 24 HOUR BURNER SERVICE 
·Price subject to change without nolice. 
aIIC_1iIl Minimum delivery 100 gallons. 
Kerosene available 1.02." LOOK FOR OUR RED SHIELD HEAnNG OIL AND 
at this location ENJOY A WARMER WINTER. 
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• Family Atmosphere • Family Operated 
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• Electronic Darts • CD Jukebox 
• Snack Bar 
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First 15 word. - $9/wk., 
additional wds @ 254 ea. 
CBW & MIlne Times - U.:.oU"W' 
additional wds @ S501 ea. 
Buy 3 wks, cet the 4th free 
Wheels & Keels Dell- $25/ run 
it sells (15 words; vehicles and 
only) Call for details. 
Intemet CI ... _ - as low as 
$25/6 montl1s for 50 words! 
DlspilY Ad rot .. , Web.ortlsln, 
frequency discount info a,vailable 
upon request. 
get it to us 
DeMlllne: Mon. 3pm pre-paid 




P.O. Box 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
H .... : 561 Congress.5t 
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112 hour .how -'th live .",os. raobit. 
&. free magIc trlcKs.Call Vandini at 
854-1743 Or 1-/,00·826-6240. 








.45+ & Disabled 
Immediate Home Study 
$1200 
6 month average 
placement 
after home study 
(207) 586-5058 
tn compllanc:e Law Title 22 
Chapter 1 153 
ADOPTION- Let US help you find a loving. 
caring rome fO( your baby. ~ you croose 
you can meet and get to know the famity 
you select to adopt yOUf baby. WE ARE 
EA5YTOTALKTO. Please call FRIENDS IN 
ADOPTION. 1·!!Q0-982-3678. (A Vermont 
Ucensed Agency.) 
CHILDRENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES- 30 
rrinute .show w/live doves, rabbits, free 
magic tricks. Call Vandini, The Childrens 
Magician. 854·174311 -800-826·8240. 
help wanted 
Home Typists 
PC users needed. S45,OOO 
income potenlial 
Call 1·800·513·4343 Ext. B· 7002 
NOW HIRING 
National Corporalion Expondin, i~ Tour 
ArIa. Hiring 3 people. Musl be hon," & 
_, To cal on ,.,. ... 1 ,"slollllr & conlad 
poIofIlialntw occounts.lomin, poIInriai 
$2SO-$400/wk. while loam;',. 
871-8611 1.0.1. 
$1.000 WEEKLY STUFFING ENVELOPES 
AT HOME. Easy work. excellent pay. PT 1FT 
home workers needed now! Forfree details, 
send SASE: P.O. Box 5oo·KM. Uma. PA 
19037. 
$35.000lYA. INCOME potential. Reading 
books. Toll free 1-800-898-9778 ext. R· 
5496 for details. 
$40.000IYA.INCQME potential. Home Typ· 
isVPC users. Toll free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. 
T·5496 for Iist'ngs. 
, 
help wanted 
A GREAT EXPERIENCE 
Maine's 28.-year-old. highly.regarded weekly newspaper. Maine 
Times has an advertiSing sales position open . This position 
requires you. to think creatively and sell your ideas . We can 
provide training. open communication, and an independent 
work environment, as well as the opportunity to learn and 
understand advertising/marketing. No experience necessary. 
Reimbursement includes weekly guarantee. commissions. 
bonuses and vehicle allowance. You must have your own reliable 
transportation. 
Send cover letter and resume to: 
Director of Sales and Marketing 
MAINETIMES 
561 Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
or call (207)~28-5432 
Maine Times is an EOE. 
~ HURRICANE ISLAND 
~ OUTWARD BOUND SCHOOL 
The Hurricane Island Outward Bound School is 
seeking a six month seasonal Food Service Manager for 
the Maine Sea Program. Resp: manages kitchen 
facilities on remote island base site, hires and trains 
staff of six~o ten, manages provisioning of wilderness 
courses, provides nutrition education. Experience in 
kitchen management, food preparation, wilderness 
expedition food, whole or natural food essential. 
./ 
Salary starts at $I335/mo. plus room and board. 
TELEMARKETERSWANTED- Havefunset-
ting appointments. Call 871-8618. 
WARNING! OON'T LOSE TO HOME AS- , 
SEMBLY. ENVELOPE STUFFING. 0( other " 
home working scams. For real home jobs 
call toll free (24 hrs.) 1-800·684-8253 ext. 
8023. 
WILLING TO TAKE A CALCULATED CA-
REER RISK and expand YOIl comfort zone 
in ret1Jn for exceptional incentive selling 
compensation? Contact Maine 5eclXities 




CoNTACf (800) 341-1744 EXT. 364 FOR APPLICATION. 
~================~ body & soul 
THE AIDS PROJECT SEEKS DIRECTOR OF SUPPORT SERVICES 
Successful candidate to begin May 1. MSW preferred with three 
to five years of HIV and/or case management experience. 
Supervise all direct client services, including: case management, 
support groups, Ryan White budget, and intern program. 
Facilitate the development of support services by other agencies 
and advocale for clients in the community. Write and revise 
grants, conlracts, and reports . Benefits and salary are competitive. 
No telephone calls. Please send all resumes by March I to: 
Jane O'Rourke, LCSW 
The AIDS Project 
P.O. Box 5305 
Portland, Mane 04101 
ASTROLOGICAL PlAYS: A new 13 week 
group fDm1ing in March. Pie ... call Mary 
Alice Hayden FMI, 773-8524. 
BEGINNING TAROT· Torrweek introduc-
tory dass starts week of February 26tl1. 
$145.00. FMI: Jeanne fiorini. 799·8648. 
DANCE, SERPENTINE STYLE with YOIl 
body's_IMate intelligence. Middle Eastern 
dance with Josie Conte. 828·6571 . 
DURING LIFE'S MOST DIFFICULT CHAL· 
LENGES, having a choice can soom impos-
sible. You do have a choice. Creating 
Cl'oOices Counseling Setvices. Addictions, 
relationships, recovery issues. depression, 
self-esteem, men's & women's Issues. Bob 
DeMers, M.S .• L.C.P .C. insuranCe reirrburs-
able, sliding fee scale. By appointment. 
775-6774. 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT AND THERAPY 
GROUPS fO(. more positive identity. Slid· 
The AIDS Project IS an equal opponunity employer. All qualified applicants will jng fee. Phone 773-6658. 
receive consideration for employment Without regard to race, religious creed, 
oolor, nalional OOglO, sex, age, mental or physical disabilily, HIV stal~, marital UGHT OF THE MOON. with over 40,000 
stalus. or sexual orientation. book titles avallab(e, also has a largeselec-
L 
_________________________ .J tionofTarotcards,lJrIlquegifts,andtoolsto 
heal the body, mind and spirit. 324 Fore 51. 
828-1710. Open Daily. HEALTH AND WEALTH- Start taking care 
of yoursen and help others do the same. 
Help yourseH and others achieve financial 
independence. Call 761-9013. 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS, EARN UP TO $241 
HOURLY. Free food and more in yourspale 
time. Call 24 ..... 1-800-684·8253 ext. 3660 
or 1-800-677-1207 ext 1581. 
NEEDED: Female model fO( anatornydraw-
ings. For info. call 773·2226. 
POSITIONWANTED:ENEAGETICWOMAN 
SEEKS job caring fO( elder. Errands. light 
housecleaning, cooking. Part-time, flexible, 
references, 774-8889. 
SHEEPSCOT VALLEY CHILDREN'S 
HOUSE, a wonderful, Montessori-inspired 
school lages 2 112·9) is looking for a cre-
ativs, energetic, well-organized and fun-
loving head teacher for its earty elementary 
dassroom. Wrtte SVCH. P.O. Box 449. 
Wiscasset, Maine 04578. 
business 
opportunities 
Make Money Now 
Rapidly growing telecommunications co. 
seeks Reps in this area. Great financial 
opportunity to< lull and part time positions. 
Gatltoday! 
BAY CJTY CARGO IN BELFAST. MAINE. 
SUceessfU small. fIxI shop! Toys. gifts. jew-
elry & more. Great locations In town center. 
$75.000. Forparticul",s. call (207)338-0322. 
BAY CJTYCARGO. BELFAST MAINE- Suc-
cessful. small, fun shop! Toys. gifts.jewelry. 
etc. $75,000. Located intown. For particu-
lars, call 207·338-0322. 
WooDWORKlNGSHOPSPACEANDSTA-
TJONARY machine usetoshare w/ooe other 
person. Spray room available. $4751mo. 
includes utilities. Windham 892-0131 . 
WORK FROM HOME. Easy wor1<! Excellent 
pay. Assemble products from rome. 1-
800-247-4752 . 
child care 
ROOM AND BOARD IN EXCHANGE FOR 
CHILDCARE. Mustba loving. palient. play-
ful. Local refer"",es necessary. Call 878-
5196. Perlect for night student. 
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an Ita 0 res MA, LCPC 
EXPRESSIVE THERAPY 
AND EMOTIONAL CLEANSING 
MID LIFE TRANSITION GROUP. Do you leel 
like a transient in YOIl own I~e? Are you 
experiencing a change of heart. the need to 
downsize your goals, or restructure your 
values? 00 you find yourself being diverted 
from YOllonce comfortable direction? 11 so, 
you may be""perle ncing that g reatty feared 
state of MIDLIFE TRANSITION. Eight week 
therapy group forming, based on WiMiam 
Bridges's "Transitions·. Psychotherapy 
Center of Me., Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW, 871 -
9256. 
NO TIME TO RELAX. .. Intown for a few 
days ... Have a Certified Massage Therapist 
come to you! Jim Utrocapes, C_M.T. Office 
761·0125. 
REBUILDING GROUP- Whenyourrelation-
ship ends. Thursday evenings. WOMENS 
GROUP_ Tuesday evenings. For informa-
tion call: CARRIE PETERSON. 773·6912. 
SELF CARE IS THE FOUNDATtON OF 
PHYSICAL. emotional and spintual weilness. 
Phone IN TOUCH Professional Massage 
Associates. 774-6876. 
TIRED OF EVERYDAY HUMDRUM ... Feel . 
the need to slip away •.• Massage! AHHH. 
Ilona SRverman C.M.T. 871-1610. 
TO MY CLIENTS FROM the book store. I 
am now available for private Tarot readings 
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ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE 
Remember last week's marching orders to sweepyourcountertops 
clear? You'll recall the bad news is that you have to live without all 
the usual clutter close at hand and, this week, the worse news is that 
this is only the beginning of your assignment, should you choose to 
accept it. Frankly, if you want to sell your home, you should. 
Successful home owners learn, from their successful brokers, we 
hope, that they need to "stage" their home if they want it to show 
at its best and, in turn, sell for the highest price. 
Potential buyers envision their lives in your home as though it were a movie set, with 
their families and friends cast in the starring roles. What is this, Planet Hollywood? Not 
exactly. Still, you do need to look at your space with a different perspective. It's going 
to be shown, so make it show well. Here's how. 
After you eliminate the excess stuff from your counters, take at look at your furniture. 
How much do you have and where do you have it? Did you run out of drawer space in 
the bedroom and buy a second dresser, which you then shoved up against the old qne? 
In all honesty, this is probably not the most attractive room arrangement. It will certainly 
not live up to the buyer's fantasy of a spacious bedroom. Does your dining room double 
as your workout center, with stationary bike, sweatband and five pound weights keeping 
company with the mahogany table? Hardly the formal, elegant dining room the buyer 
was anticipating. 
Is your home light and bright? You should open all drapes, raise every shade, except 
to screen an ugly view. Yes, you should turn on lots of lights in every room, for every 
showing . Will this raise your electric bill a few dollars a month? It will but, that is small 
price to get your home sold quicker and for more money. 
Now, for ambience. You've heard that you should bake cookies, for the warm and 
homey aroma, turn on the stereo, light the fire, strew around some fresh flowers. Pretty 
much all good ideas. However, I am forced to offer a dissenting opinion on that stereo 
business. Muzak is no more attractive in your home than it is at the mall or the grocery 
store. Unless you're trying to remind potential buyers of the last time they were trapped 
in an elevator or the dentist's office, I would let your home make it's theater debut without 
a' soundtrack. 
(Susan Shea is a real estate broker in the Greater Portland area. She will be commenting 
weekly on matters relating to buying and selling homes in Maine. If you have real estate 
related questions or obseNations, write Susan at; Real Estate Marketplace, P.O. Bax 1238, 
Portland, ME 041 04.) 
roommates 
88 FOREST AVI;NUE. '3- Unfurnished PROFESSIONALMALESEEKSMIFtofindl 
room, female only. Perfect for student! share2BORapartment,lntownPortland.i'll 
Evening viewings. ring bell . Caroline . do the legwork! 761 -5609(eves_) 
BRIGHTON MED AREA · 1·2 MIF 
roommate(s) wanted to share 5BDR apart-
ment. Parking. $250/person/mo_ +utilities. 
871 -9822. 
DARTMOUTH STREET· Two roommates 
for 3BDR near Back Cove. WID, storage. 
fireplace. $2251mo . • utilities. 774·9379. 
EAST END· Charming house to share wi 
professlooal artist & 2 dogs. Spacious. 
sunny. quiet. yard. $360/mo. +112 utilities. 
Security. 773-4096. 
EAST END- Nice area! MlF. tilS. for large, 
sunny 2BDR. Paridng. WiO. $2881mo. HI 
HW included. 871-7038. 
SCARBOROUGH- 2 GWM seek3rdto com-
plete 3BDR house. Tired of city life? 10 
minutes to Old Port! Y81d, WID, garage, 
wooded area. N/S only. $325 includes utili -
ties. 885·5159. 
SCARBOROUGH· Charming. eountly set-
ting home. 2·3 bedrooms. 1112 baths.lots 
of privacy. $3OO1mo.+ 112 util~ies . 839-
8087. 
STATE STREET· 1 liborallopen-minded 
roommate wanted to share 2BDR apart-
ment. H",dwood ftoors. spacious. $2251 
mo. + 112 utl~ies . Deposit. tilpets. tilS. 
773-1098. 
WEST END- 2n1s:30+. to share spacious. 
SlfilY. 3BDA., ftreplace. washerldryer, deck. 
paridng. $250+. Available immediately. 828-
4654. 
EASTERN PROM· Beautiful 3BDR, 2(fuIQ-
bath house w/water views needs M/ F. 
Washer/dryer. dishwasher. $425/mo. in-
eOJdas al! S8Cllity/references. 828·3949. 
WEST END- MIF to share sL.my house. 2 
FINDAROOMMATEINTHECLASSIFIEOS- rooms. private bath, off-street. $3OO1mo. 
CalII207)775·1234 now and place your 15· Includes all. 772-8903. 
wOfd ad for as little as $6.751week. 
MIF ROOMMATE TO SHARE new 2BDA. 
house in HoUis- 20_min. to USM. Nicecoun-
try setting. $25O/mo. + 112 utils. 727-4473 
after6pm. 
MORNINGSTREET- GFw/catseeksroom· 
mates for sunny, 2-floor. 4BDR apartment. 
NIS. Nlmore pels. 10$4OO1mo., 2052501 
mo. +utilities. 772-2362. 
NORTH DEERING· Male roommate to share 
spacious house. LNge y",d. privacy, WiO, 
oft·street par1<jng w/plontyof storage. $3251 
mo. Includes everything. 878·8826. 
NORTH DEERING- Male roommaleto sh",e 
spacious house. Large yard, privacy. WID, 
off·streetpar1<ingw/plentyof storage. $3251 
mo. Includes evOl)'lhing. 878-8826. 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH· Quiet MIF. NIS, 
to share large, sunny condo very close to 
beach wltemale and really cool cat! $3251 
mo. includes all utilities. WID. Own phone. 
Call 934·7098. 
WEST ENO- SlXlny room with water view In 
qLiet 3BDA. Shared eat-in kitchen and study. 
No smoking Of pets. $205/mo. Utilities in-
cluded except 1/3 share oil heal.828-1466. 
WILLARD BEACH· 2 tilsmakers lor 4BDR 
houseshare. Garage, yard. Spacious, water 
views. Lease/seeuily required. 883·3891. 
WINDHAM· House to sh",e, wtite's Bridge 
Road. 3BDR, mUti-levei. Woodstove. yard. 
deck. $275/mo. inclusive. WiO. parking. 
207·893-1234. 
WOMAN AND CAT (both ch",acters') want 
to share their big West End rome. $2251mo. 
+1/3 utilities, 774-0298. 
YARMOUTH· tilS Female to share house. 
Private 2nd story wI2BDR. lui bath. $4001 
mo. +1/3 utiities. No pets. 846·0768. 
I TRY THE CBW PERSONALS I 
apts/rent 
AVAIlABLE NOW! INTOWNTOWNHOUSE 
style 2BDR. parking and heat included. No 
lease. $5951mo. + security. (207)772·9071 
(718)369·4146. 
BRACKen STREET. '280- Sunny 2BDR 
with open livWlgroomlkitchen, private roof 
deck, parking. laundry facilities, gas heat. 
$525/mo. +utilities. ISorry- no pets!) 
PHILLIPS MANAGEMENT. 772-5345. 
CONGRESS ST. - LNge 1 BR. high ceilings. 
hardwood ftoars_ Secure blildlng wl1aun-
dry! $500/mo. HlHW included. 828-80 14. 
EASTERN PROM- 1 st. ftoor. 6 spacious 
rooms, water view, new kitchen, parking. 
$7501mo. + utilities. AJso- 2nd. floor apart-
ment needs roommate. 774-3427 or 799 -
1623 evenings. 
FREEPORT- Sunny. warm 2BDR in Victo-
rian, WiO rook·up. parking. Security de-
posit. SSSO/mo. includes heal. 865-4142. 
TO RENT YOUR APARTMENT FAST. and 
to the highest caliber tenants, call 775-
1234. THE ClASSIFIED5. and roach ovo( 
100.000 people througtxlut Greato( Port-
land! 
condos/rent 
OLD PORT- lBDR wAoft in secured build· 
ing. exposed brick & beam. Iatnlry. $5251 
mo. +uti~ies 19as hea~. (Sorry- no pets! 
parking) PHILLIPS MANAGEMENT. 772· 
5345. 
SEASCAPE ON GRAND BEACH! Fabulous 
oceanfront condo on top floor for short· 
term rontal. $850/mo. +utilitios. Others from 
$650/mo. Call Nancy Z .• 934-3066. Vaca· 
tion rentals too! 
houses/rent 
EWATERBORO, ANTIQUE CAPE. 3BDA. 
mountain views, quiet road, fields & woods 
for g",denlng & skiing. Easy 351m1n. com-
mutete Portland. 21m~estolake. Yearlease. 
Non-smokers. Available April 1st. (flexibk!) 
$7501mo.247-4616 . 
seasonal rental 
AN EXCEPTIONALLY NICE. secluded, lakofron. 
log cabin in Princeton. Washington County. 
Beyond the usual. Loons. excellent flshing, 
swimming, privacy. 2BDAS, amenities. $3951 
week. (207) 434-6228. (Zone IV) 
BETHEL FARM HOUSE. INTOWN· (Sun· 
day River/ Mt. Abrams area). Sleeps-11. TVI 
VCR. WID . 5250/night. $1 .500/week. 
Debbie. 207-284-4829. 
SUNDAY RIVER· 510pesldecoodo. sleeps 
6. Available weeldy or weekends. Reason-
able rates. Cal 775-2484, 9·5 weekdays. 
(Zone VI) 
offices/rent 
OLD PORT AREA· Ught-filled office space 
w/easy parking. Congenial. convenient and 
cheap. Under 5150. Curious? Call Donna, 
774·4977. 
TREATMENT ROOM FOR BODYWORK 
PROFES510NALand wor1<shoplclassroom 
space available at Holistic Heatth Center '" 
Falmouth. Available daily, fully furnished. 
$20/day . 781 ·333O. 
condos lor sale 
Portland Harbor/ Waterfront 
40 Portland Pi.,. *3 (next to DiMillo's) 
Soulh-Facing, 3bdr,3bath 




OLD PORT- Classy 1 BDR widen w~h new 
carpel & vinyl. fresh paint. gas heat. lalM1dry 
& storage. $52.000. KATHYPHIWPS. BAY 
REALTY. 775·3838. 
land lor sale 
HISTORICAL ST. AUGUSnNE. FLORIDA- 3/4 
acre wooded lot. Prime lacation, 10/min. to 
beach. 72 degree climate, Only $38.500. 904-
692-1785. 
MA1NE- OUT IN niE COUNTR¥. 55 Beautiful 
wooded acres. 35 miles to Bangor. Power & 
telephone. $34,900 . , will finance with $500 
down. awn ... (207)942-0058. 
mobile homes 
CHAMPION. $48 week. $1.250 down. 70'. 
3BDR. vinyl skting. shingled roof. ($48 week = 
$196 10f 300 months) or 524,995(1996) 8.75% 
var. Daily 10t06, Sunday 10ta 5. LWHomes 
(1 mile from Tumpike) 1049 Washington Street, 
Rt. 202, Auburn, ME. 
FIVE (5) BEDROOMS- $48,995. 80' double 
wide, patio door, dishwasher, garden soaker 
tub. paddle fan, fireplac:e, siMI front door, 
island kitchen. dinilg room, utiity room,2 bathsl 
living room and den too. And we know how to 
get this easily financedl DaIty 9-6. Sunday lO-
S. 207-786-4016, LUV Homes (1 mile from 
Tumpike) 1049 Washington Street, At. 202, 
Aubum, ME. 
INVEST $899. then $171 for 180 mootlls and 
you own yourown hOl'nel tt ', a quality bui" (Syr. 
limited warranty) 14 wide. 3BDR. Ful price 
$17.995.APR8.75% var.Oai~S-<;, Sunday lO-
5.207-786-4016, LlN Homes (1 mile trom 
Turnpike) 1049 Wasington Street, At. 202, /W-
burn, ME. 
Try the Casco 
Bay Weekly 
Wheels Deal. 
For 825 we'll 





Immaculate 3BR home 
with hw firs, fireplace. new kit 
& bath, 2 car gar, sunny 
southwest exposure. 
Motivated seller - Make an offer! 
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Mulkerin Assoc. 772-2127 773 ... 1990 
Build the Home ... 
of Your Dreams 
Nice lot with views over preserve area. 
Beautiful community of fme distinctiye homes. 
Bring your own designer and builder, or owner is 
architect and builder, and will work 
with you to customize plans. Offered by Susan Shea 
(207) 77;>-2345 ext. 205 $42,900, __ _ 




On March 14th, Casco Bay Weekly's 
Best of Portland Issue will feature 
a Best of Real Estate section! 
BEST PROPERTIES 
in front of Greater Portland's 
Best & Most Qualified Prospects, 
call PAM at 775-1234 now! 
Deadline March 8th! 
Antique homes with character. 
We have qualified buyers. Call Unda and 
Andrew Grlffinl Specializing in Antique 
Homes for a free market analysis and con-
sultation. CentllY 21 First Realty. 892-8555. 
education 
30-32 VESPER STREET. off Easlem Prom. 
2-family, 2BDRS each unit. Great house! 
$109.000. Owner, 879·1634. 
BRIDGTON , ME & HUDSON, NH 
MASSAGE THERAPY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTITUTE FOR THERAPEUTIC ARTS 
Has been provl(hng profeSSional preparation In Natural Thcra~ufl(s SlnU: Il;lrB 
for health professionals seeking to expand their hurizons, career-minded 
individual) in other professions contemplating a transition into the 
health care Held, and most set:king personal growth and understanding uf 
natural health through our one,of-a-kind progra.m, 
ApplIcations are now being accep[td [Of our FaU J996 nllle-month Ma.H.Jgf Thfrap~ PWl!'am 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTITUTE FOR THERAPEUTIC ARTS 
39 Main SI., SroJgton, ME 04009 0 207·647·3794 
153 Lowell RJ., lIudson. Nil 03011 0 603·881·3022 
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Combining the oncienc technique 
ofShamanic healing with the 
relaxation of body work. 
GOLDEN SCHOOL OF 
• I 
TAl CHI CHUI\N 
T'AI CHI FORM SELF·DEFENSE 
~=aw~. 8Ie"'.: 
toning ""posing 
the body force in 
& caJming order to 
the mind. control it. 
STRESS REDUCTION • LONGEVllY 
HEALTH. INTERNAl ENERGY FLDW 
"A Syslem Promoting Balance 




Is your rekltionship out of lune. grinding 
your gcors dnd gCIIJng low milrdgel 
T dl<c d rood llip 10 your nedrby 
RElATIONSHIP TUNE·UP SPtclAlIST. 
Repair Ih05C lroubling "Trdnsmissioo· 
problems. lcom lhe mechdni<:s of 
how 10 be hedrd dnd how 10 115len. 
Inlrodudortj offer 
(Ihrough 2/29/96). 
lWO SESSIONS fOR THE PIlKE Of ON[ 
Donl SldY sluek. cdilloddy for deidils. 
Pschotheropy Center of Moine, 
Sdroh J. I!>ulley, LCSW 
• Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Reflexology 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 
Cherie Howard CMT, NTS 
Yarmouth Portland 
846-1482 775·5817 
~ AMlety, Depression, SubsUnc. Abu .. 
• RelAtionship Problems. $0:1/.11 
Dylfunctlon, Et~ 
~ CnatMty Blocks, lungion Dr<.." 
Interpretation 
eN« 2S yellS of ExpaieI'Kr 
AlI~e Pl.\ns Ac«pted 
Ewnlng Houn A_ - Sliding Sale 
Initial Consultation Fm 
Dr. Martin r.JI~.rnllllic: 
RoHinq'" 
Annie W. Wyman 
(207) 772-9812 
Certified RoUer" 
Movement Teacher ' 
WBEIIlWl WIlY FOl A 0EEPEl atAlIG£ ... 
Also offering instruction in 
Shamonic journey & drum making 
111 Con_rea $1. 3rd Floor. n2·9039 
.871-9256. » At risk of burnout? 
At home? Professionally? 
0".,. • ",,.J, txprrimct in 'M H"bh em F,,/J When You're in a Knot ... 
Stressed Out ... 
» Old ways of relationships not working? 
MEDITATIVE 
BEL LY DANCE 
# WEDNESDAYS 
630PM 
Knotts Alley Muscular Therapy & Reflexology 
'30/min-$20 '45/min-$30 '60/min-$35 
By appointment 774-0283 
A.sI< about '&ing • Friend' discount Open 6jdays·Ewnings Appoinlmenl 
10SI E CO N iE 828 ·6571 
1Jterapeutic JVt.assage 
Karen Austen, M.A, l.M.T. 
Licensed Massage Therapist 
7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
Same day appointments 
Gift Certificates available 
New Freeport Office 
By Appointment, .. 865-0672 . 
"Allil TA LAIliDlIIIO, AlCHEMIST & CHT • (207) 786-0831 -- " 
he-my\l!.I-ka-ml!\ n. 1; A powerful process of Irans· V' ,
ing something common in 10 somelhing special. 
a}-c 
form 
2;.8 UILDING FREEDOM AND STRENGTH WITHIN • 
L 
CREATIVE UNBLOCKI~G • RHA110~SHIP • li fE TRANSITION 
E;S;BI;AN~/~GA~v~Su;P~~~R~T_.~CA~RE~E~R~D~EC~I~S I~ON~S __ '~S~U_O_IN_G_S_CA_L_E ___ · ~ . 
~ Anne E.. Knights O. B T .. 0.. T 
7f.; ShiatJu / AcuprmuTt 
Help Maintain. Healthy Body, 
Mind and Spirit . 
111 St. John 5, 




~ Transform2tJo~al Breath"" WorK r 
J . RelIeve Stress ~ 
I • Increcse Energy I 
~ • Restore AYj & B.3lance r 
J . Group & ndlVtdual ~ 
I SessIons j ....•. 
Marriage ' Couple • Individual • Family Therapy 
~ Discover the magic of H.O.P.E. <{ 
~ Experience the power of 
changing attitudes. <{ 
~ Tools to take charge of your life. <{ 
North Deering Congrega-
tional Church, 
1364 Washington Ave, 
Portland. 
9 to 4:30 
March 15 & 16, 1996. 
$25 reserves your place. 
Instructors: Deb Hall and Ken Hamilton, 
Course, materials, and certificate only $95. 
H.C.P.E. - in - Action 
P.O. Box 276, South Paris, ME 04281 
207.743.9373 
CENTER FOR HEALING EDUCATION 
Shiatsu/Acupressure· Therapeutic Massage· Trager 
• Naturopathy/Homeopathy· Rubenfeld Synergy 
• Polarity · Holographic Repatterning 
• RolfinglRolnng Movement • Holistic Counseling· 
4 M llKSTREn 
PORTIANO. ME 04 101 
(207) 772-9812 
...? Trager@ Bodywork Talk & Demonstration 
~ On Balance, M onday M arch 4 • 7pm • Free 
..:J. wirh Michael C . Momson, M .S " Certifi ed Trager Practitioner 
instruction Learn the Healing 
Art of the Future 
professional servo items for sale 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR ' 
POLARITY THERAPY. Professional Lovel 
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• Cert ificat ion Programs 
oesigned for Busy People 
• 160· and 650·Hour Courses 
• Evening and Weekend Schedu les 
APTA AlcrtditU 




• General Photographic Services 
• Custom & Exhibition B/W Printing 
• Environmental Documentation 
Counseling (or BUlin ... Own.,. 
i Creative Problem Solving ! 
Chari .. Gould, MBA 
874.1901 
-'MEDICAl ENVIRONMENTS· Specializklg" 
the adaptation of home environments. Cal 
(207)929·3595 or (207)832·550610< a Iree .. • 
timate. If someone you love wants to come 
home from the hospital and has special needs, 
we can help.business services 
.... _ .. ••• .. • .. ·ICEDAMSREMOVED. 
David, 761 ·4571:'·····,·,······· , 
"FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you can 
trust to do quality wor1<. don't/orget to look 
in the BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
every week! 
A &A PROPERlY SERVICES. General con· 
tracting/maintenance. Reroodeling. bath· 
rooms, kitchens. finished basements, roof· 
ing. decks, additions, interior/exterior paint-
Ing. vinyl siding. cOO1p1ete mobile home 
sot·up & service. No lob too big or small. 
ProrT'4'! reliable service. Insured. 871 ·0093. 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. 
Efficient. reliable, reasonable rates. 12 years 
experience. References. Free estimates. 
774·6467. 
computers 
PERSONAUZE YOUR COMPUTER! 0001 
stare at brlckor marble wallpaper anymore. 
Personal Image software letsyouviawyour 
favorite pictures on YOlJ' computer, For a 
~ .. broGl" •• call (207)761 ·4654 Porte< 
Computer Services. 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
TAN AT HOME 
Buy DIRECT and SAVE! 
Commercial/Home Units From S 199 
low Mo't,ly Payments FREE Colo' Catalog 
Call TODAY u 1·800·842·1305 
ESTATE SALE· Antique vtc1orianfum~ure & 
ashes, desks. oak pedestal tabl • • airtight 
woodslolie & other household fumishflgs. 
Sat. 9·12, Sun 1·4. 267 Brackett Street, 
Portland. 773-8669. 
MONITOR HEATING SALE: M441·$1 ,229: 
M422·$995. CaR 725·4451. 
MOVING· ENTIRE APARTMENT CON· 
TENTS. IKEA shelving and ollice system, 2 
love seats, 8&0 stereo, new refrigerator, 
closet system and much """e. Call 874· 
7407. After 6pm. 
aUAUTY MASSAGE TABLES. available 
"'rough UGHT OF THE MOON. Th.se 
OakworXs tables are recognized as the fin-
est stationary and portabI. massage tables 
available. We shipanywher • . Call: (207)828· 
1710. 
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~f YOll are tllillkillg abollt sclf-il1lj1IVi. 'CI1I1:lIt, try lil ly vile of tltc 1.'l1riolls health pmctitiollcrs foll/u[ ill Casco Bay l Veekly's lVclllless DiltxtOlY 
If keepillg YOllr busillcss Itealtlty is your illtC/lt, tltell adl.'ertisc ill lite Weekly M'cllllcss DircctOl:I/. Cl1ll775-1234. 
March 22 & 23, 29 & 30 
Basic Shamanic Journeying 
An Experiental Intensive 
Facilitated by Mary Bailey & Rachel Desley 
6:30 - 9pm • $1001 for course 
Pre Registration Required 
JHoll -3ri 10-6, Sal 10-5, SUIl ~OOIl-S 
Books, Crystals, Tarot Cards and Much More! 
324 Fore Street· Portland, :Io1aine' 207·628·1710 • Open Daily 
Integrating Counseling & Bodywork 
Short Term Approach 
lnitial Consultation Free 
Anthony Jaccarino, M.A." 874·2938 
HERBS & HEALING 
APPRENTICESHIP 
8·monlh Hands·on Course for 
the Beginning & Intermediale 
Herb Sludenl or the Health 
Care Professional. Taughl by 
Herbalist Corinne Martin. Learn 
to idenlify and use Medical Plants 








THE FrllllESS PROGRAMS 
OF JACKI SORENSEN 
Dance {Step Classes 
on going 
For more information cali 
1-800-525-8696 
Psychotherapy 
Michelle Bolen L.C.S.W. 
• As.senivcneu 
• Anger Control 
• Childhood Ab~ 
·lnsuranGt Rtimbunable 




Dip!. C.G. Jung Inst. - Zurich 






c;....p. • I ... J; • .:J •• ( 
W~.~ 
~ c;...to.. ~ HU.C.P.C. 
w... C. H....,. HA (20?) i?1-Oi'16 
761-5655 
Portland 
I Open9am·lOpm * 
'- 7 <hys a week 
lntegrating Natural Health 
With Natural Beauty 
Merril Abramson, B.A. 
tictns~d 'Esthetician 
tnt'l Certified Arornathcrapist 
Ayurvedic Counselor 
items for sale 
T ·SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. $3.50 FROM 
FRUIT OF THE LOOM. Hats $2.75. mugs 
and more. FLlllineofernbroidOf)'. Freecolor 
catalog. 1·800·242·2374. Borg Enterprises. 
40. 
USEDLMNGRooMSET. Paid top dollarat 
Young's. Must sell. forced to move. Best 
offerl883·7006. 
Includes: For: 
• Clinical Skin Care • Acne 
• Ayurvedic Lifestyle • PMS/Menopause 
a Wellness Consultalions • Eczema 
• Detox Programs 
• Custom Designed Full Body 
a Facial Treatments 
• Gastro-lntestinal 
Imbalances 
• Stress Et Anxiety 
477 Congress Street, Portland, Maine • 775-5539 
music 
I Xa/ 1s Y/{us/caf 
1<.0n/erprises 
,;,1 /'rom.,., li., Mom fl, 
. ~ All OcrASiD1If 




18 a month $75 
34 hours a month $120 
storage unit · monthly $15 
LARGE ROOM 160-180 SQ,. FT. 
20 hours a month $125 
Calling A I Computer Geeks! 36 hours a month $185 Other p~ms, too! CaU us! 
j:TRAGER 
J 
Carla S . Keen e 
The ~tt ~~U;8~o~tland 
Michael C. MOnison 
On Balance , Portland 
781 · 3315 
Bodywork for We ll -B e ing 
Certified T rag .. , Prod/llone r !! 
~- Gay W~mel1's l 
I Therapy Groul' 
Tuesdays. 5:30p-7:30p 
$80 monthly 
Call 775-7927 : 
~~~~~~ 
GROUP THERAPY 
for Women over 35 
Mondays 11 :30·1:15 
$25 per session 
Lisa Bussey, LCPC 
Call 775-7927 
o.-~ cr.",,, & 1,,,,u A,,...._o 
1'acrirU! 'IIrD"", 173-5653 
'f",I~ 'Y.!!' [or 159''''' 
MARCH 8 
CLINIC 
Body Reading & 
Individualized 
Yoga Therapy 
I~ WHAT DO YOUR 
~ DR[A~ M[A~,? 
5 WHK WOIlKS~OP • lAo~DAYS 5:go. 7 
~ ARTI~G r[B. 12TH 
lilAIHD ~NROllll[~T 
r,u1ivldlllll ~1"tmVlt£ Anllllbia 







EUzabeth Berks . Patricia Bennett 
Members A.M.T.A. 774·6876 
Gift Certificate. Auailable 
..-. Carrie Peterson, MA. M.S. 
..,. LCPC / LMFr 
• • • • • 
23 WIlST ST. 
POR1IANO. ME 04102 
By ArPOINlMENT: 773·6912 
INDIV IDUALS - CoUI"LES • G ROU PS 
GREAT GIFT IDEA 
DOROTHY DIGGS, L.M.T. 
Nationlllly Certified MruJage Therap~t 
Portland • 775-7252 
Valentine's Day 
Gift Certificate 
(3 Find the Quiet W~tbin 
. Donna Todd, B.S.Ed. 
NatiDtWly Certified Massage Therapist 
• Deep Relaxation 
• Relief of Muscle Tension 
874-0810 




1 st Sunday of every month 
1 Oam-12 noon 




Amy LOIlise ValentIne 
Massage/Polarity Therapist 
Husson College Building. Rm. III St John St 
Portland 107·778·S S 14 
MAcROBIOTIC Ure;mE CoUNSEUNG 
Achieving Health &. Happiness 
through Diet &. way ofLlfe 
Ii 






Greater Portland Counseling Center 
fees Negotiable 781-4226 falmouth. ME 
-+-WholeHeart 
~ Yoga 
March 8 &: 9 
YOGA & WRITING RETREAT 






Hal Mermelstein, MS, LP.C., 
Portland & Windham 
892-9029 




Practice Since 1970 
InsurancelMedicaid Reimbursable 
Sliding Fee Seale Available 
Anxiety, Depression, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Stress, 
Recovery Issues 
Yoga - Hypnotherapy 
Massage - Meditation 
170 Rt I. F"lmouth, 781·3330 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
Orientation 
wheels 
DON'T PAY MORE THAN $25 to sell your 
vehicle! The Classlfieds will keep your car I 
truck, bus, RV, or motorcyle running until ~ 
sellsforonly $25! Call 775·1234 or Ff'X ~Io 
775·1615. VosaIMC accepted. 
BUICK LESABRE, 1993· 71.5K miles, v6 
engine, AlC, cn.ise, powerlockslseats/win-
dows, amIfm cassette player. $1 0,000. B39· 
2795 eves. 
CHEVMONTECARLO,1980- 116K. Excel· 
lent condition! $2,600. 865·1791 . Leave 
message. 
CORVffiE CONVERTIBLE. 1963· 400 
small block. 4·speed. oxcellent shape 27K. 
Blue with white top. $19.995. 783·33361 
783·3729. 
FORD BRONCO II. 1985· 4WD, high mile· HONDA ACCORD LX. 1990· 4·door. NC. 
age. New motor from Ford 40K ago. Excel· auto. low miloage. lovingly cared for! Ask· 
lentshape! Fog lights. CB. roof·rack. $3,3001 ing $9,150. 871·8964 . 
B.0. 774·1104. 
HONDA CIVIC Ox. 1994· Excellent condi· 
FORD CROWN VICTORIA, 1992· White, tion! 35K. Book liaiue $10.200. yours fo, 
loaded, dual airbags, $12,500. Call 934· $8.900(firm)! 207·725-1060. 
2906. 
FORD F150/ FLAREIXCAB. 1994· 37K, 
chairs/captain, air, rooflights, 5spd, rearslip 
axle, batterylHO, block heater, rear slider, 
tonneau, bedmat. Deale< invoic0(1996). 
$21 .500: Bluebook. $16.500; ASKING 
$15.500. 207·627·4099. 
FORD TAURUS. 1991 · Station Wagon. 75k 
mi.. 3rd seal. fully equipped. excellent con· 
dition, new tires. $6.900. 967·2324. 
HONDA CIVIC, 1991 - 5spd, air. 4·door, 
941<. New timng belt. Excellent condition! 
$5,799. 772·4867. 
JAGUAR XJ61987· Peari wtite, sadie inte-
,ior. All factory options. 80K, $9.995. 783-
33361783-3729. 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1980· Blue. gray leather. All 
options wlroof. low mlos. excellentcondi -
tlon. $9.995. 783·33361783·3729. 
• 
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is flOOR? co MPU LSIVE I CLEANI NG 
(Whar were you thinking?) 
vinyl- wood - til. 
Cleaned or Painted 
(Restored Don't repla~ 
Like new old floors . 
Especlaly those Tum them Into 
Remodeling, bathrooms, 
k~chens.finished basements; 
roofing. decks, additions, interior 
and exterior painting, vinyl 
siding. complete mobil home 
set·up and service, ' 
... aad other life support seNices 
ii you've evereleanea up 
for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, eleaned up 
after them ... 
You need me in your life. 
-No Wu- floors ART undet'foot No job too big or small. 
• Deep c~aned • Hand painted Prompt, reliable service, insured. Katherine Clark " 772-3784 
n'sidenlial" commercial by machine • OrIginal DesIgn 
• Sealed by hand Special finishey 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
Fm EmMAru CaD Jolm Pauidi" 879-2646 - ' 
LJ&C P~:f;~~i~;~~; Cl.·.·.·.~.: ~~~~g; 
:~: ..• , :':':::::;,;.~>?; 
"' 893-000.0 . " >.. 
Busine~s &. Re.sldent~1 ... '0 ,. 
EDWARD'S COMPLETE 
MAINTENANCE 




-Gutttr Cleaning '" 
-Snow Plowing 
-Sanding 1 Fully Insul'ed,F~E;t~;~ .... 
Floors Stripped, Seal~d.& Waxed 




Reasonable Rates - Insured 
Call us to see how you can get a Free months c1e..rung CAll RUSS EDWARDS 
773-8370 We'" alJo reiJUnl your returnable bottlu d calLI 
L _______ al no charge to you. --------' 
tty RE~~i:'~!~~ING Co. 








Certified Public Accountant 




~. RnaIIQ. a Tralflt: Ja_ "Og"O ..(1 . 
'1f~ len: kin' In! , 
I NOW OPEN . I 
~ ,C~ar/ 
___ car 1"',I,J,l},!I' 
I 
Sales & I DENON 
KEN\M)()() 883-6363 MBQUARTI I 
414 PAYNE ROAD, AT ROUNDWOOD h~ 
.~ (adjacent to New En&land Hi-Fi) (~~~ 
SCARBOROUGH, MAINE " •• /{!I" 
I,'.· a Jaz's 1 )IfI Cleaning I 
Service I 
I 
QUAUTY CLEANING IN I 
All. KINOS OF PLACES 
. EXCEl..l.E'T REFERF.NCES 
Sp<cializing jn 
Word Processing, 
Re5l1lll( Desjgn & 
DeskJop Publishing 
Jaspen Towle" 828-R092 J 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1986- Maroon, tan leather 
interior. All original, all options. One owner. 
$9,995. 783-3336n 83-3729. 
JAGUARXJS, 1988- V-12, Red, tan leather 
interior. All options, 44K original miles. 
$11 ,995. 783-33361783-3729. 
JAVEUN AMC-SST, 1972- Stored 1Oyr • . 
Body excellent. Ran when It went In. 120K. 
Make offer! Jack, 207-879-9152. 
UNCOLN MARK VII COUPE LSC, 199t -
NISSAN 'SENTRA XE, 1994- NC, cruise 
control, amlfm cassette, CD player, 30k 
mles. Asking $9.5SO. 642-2068. 
OLD CLrrLASS SUPREME, 1984- Solid 
transportation; FORD TEMPO, 1985- New 
brakes, exhaust. alternator I power steering 
pump, etc. 775-0544. 
OLDS TORINADO, 1984- 166K. Stickered 
10195. Good fixer-upper. Best offer! 207-
n4-7279, leave message. 
Biack,leather.Ioaded.Abeao.rty.Oneowner. SUBARUDI, 1987-StMdard,4WlDwagon. 
Asking $12,90018.0 .• 207-676-7676. Recent inspection, new battery. Asking 
$2,500.985-9139. 
M.G. MGB GT 1974- Completely ref ... -
bished, hard top. Very rare. $2,995. 783- SUBARU WAGON, 1990- 551<, NC, AMI 
33361783-3729. FMlCASS. New belts. Groat Winter car! 
$7,10018.0 . 207-780-9801. 
MERCEDES 300-E, 1989- l09K. Bronze, 
Charoois leather. Loaded, AC. ASS. Excel-
lent value! $14.000. 207-780-2415. 
MERCEDES BENZ 380, 1984- One owner, 
silver, blue cloth interior. All factory options. 
$7,995. 783-33361783-3729. 
TOYOTA TERCEL WAGON, 1987- 120K, 
standard, wtile. Bodylengine meticulously 
maintained. Asking $2,950. Very reliable! 
207-625-3561. 
VOLVO P18 1973- Sportawagon, 4 speed. 
w/O.D. 31 I<. $6,995. 783-33361783-3729. 
experienced "" insured 
david norris 
775-3695 
JON" SUE'LL PO IT! 
"SPIRITUAL WORKERS IN A PHYSICAL 'w'ORlD" 
· ROOF SHOVElING -<'~ 
· SNOW BLOWING ~ 
• PIT CARE 
· liGHT HAUliNG 
· ASSIST WITH MOVING « 




Miriam Olir AIkn 
14 Vrrnon PJ.:u 




c .... tte, NC, power locks & windows, ~It , 
cruise, running boards, extend-a-bed, TV/ 
VCR, w/headphonejacks. vacUIlTl, privacy 
shades. $16,000. 774-2554. 
DODGE CARAVAN LE., 1987- 90.000/mi .. 
7 -passenger. cloth mtefior, cruise, ai r I tinted 
winOOws, excellent shape. $4.30018.0 . 766-
5708. 
FORD BRONCO II XLT. 1988- Re-ruH en-
gino, 4WD. Excellent conditiorl! Forced to 
move, must sell. $3,800. 207-883-7006. 
FORD ECONOUNEVAN, 1990- 56K, auto-
matic, fUly loaded. captains chairs, car-
peled, new tires, exhaust. $9,00018.0. 761 -
9023. Ready for conversion or workhorse. 
Must see! 
FORD XL ISO. 1993- 391< mias, v6, 5spd. 
Good condition, $9400. Call after 6pm 846-
9455. 
ISUZUTROOPER. 1995-Loaded!2yr.lease. 
Take overpayments, $320/mo. Credit check 
necessary. 207-582-2881 . 
boats 
"SELL YOUR BOAT FOR ONLY $25!!" S ... e. 
it's worth much more than that! But. 101' only 
$25 The Classified. will advertise your boat 
until you sell~! Call (207)775-1234 ror more 
information. Vlsa/MC accepted. 
31 ' PACEMAKER, SPORTFISHERMAN, 
1966- Recent V8; 3rd ow.,.,.. $9,750. or 
trade. (207)748-0929. 
ERICSON SLOOP, 25'. Outfitted fo< com-
fortable cruising. Jib turiing, electronics, 
trailer. $9.80018.0 . 594-7886. 
KAWASAKI550CC JET SKIS. 1988 & 1989 
w/covers, new battery. Extra clean. $2,5001 
pair , $1,350/each, O.B.O. 207-693 -
3381 (eves.) 
SAlLBOAT- 26' Pearson. Compass, knot 
meter, depth tinder. Main, 120, 150, spinna-
ker. 1983 Mercury outboard, 9.8 HP. Excel-
lent cond~ion ! Call (207)539-2387. 
TROJAN, 1970- 30' fiberglass. 383-V8, lo-
ran radar fish finder. Tuna permit. Beautiful! 
$13,000 negotiable. 717-235-3890. 
MERCEDES BENZ 4SO-SL ROADSTER, 
1973- 1011<. foJways garaged, cream puff 
conditioo! $17 .5OOIB.0 . Mustsee! 207 -443-
4499(eves.) 
VW JrnA-GL, 1988- S1andard, well mal.,. . PLYMOLrrH VOYAGER SE, 1989- air, ste-
YAMAHAOLrrBOARD, 1990- 115hp. TNT. 
25" shaft, S5 prop, controls . Runs good, 
needs mechanic. $1 ,00018.0 . 207-693-
3381 (eve •. ) 
MONTE CARLO. 1979- Stickered 'liU June. 
RLrls good, starts every time! Make me an 
offer! 799·3688. 
tained. runs great'12Ok, sun roof, AMlFMI reo, good cond~ion. 106k miles, $4.250. 
Casso $2,500. 772-1404. can days: 775-618t. eve •. : 797-2928. 
PLEASE HELP SAVE A TREE. PASS THIS ON TO A FRIEND. 
animals 
In-home care for city kitties- NA PPS 
The professional care preferred by your pets. 
~u rban catsitters NAIIO NAI. A SSO,",T ION ~PROFESSIONAL (207) 761-9651 PET SITTERS 
DESPERATELY SEEKING PERMANENT & 
FOSTER HOMES for rescued cats so oth-
ers can come in from the rod. Call Friends 
of Feral Felines at 772-9663. 
dating services 
adult services 
HOT GROUP ACTION 
CALL AND JOIN IN 
OR JUST EAVESDROP 
serious about dating! . ' _ 900 -7115 -21176 
CaU to see when we will be in your 
area , or come to Freeport! 9-9 daily 
MEET NEW PEOPLE. Exciting slngles in 
YOII area want to meet you. call recorded 
message for details 1 -800-551 -8281. 
adult services 
5 STAR SPORTS PICKS! Scores. Spreads. 
Trivia. Finance. Stock Quotes. (900)776· 
0700 ext. 2597. $2.99 per minute. MUst be 
18 years. Touch tone phonereql,jred. SeN· 
U (619)645-6434. 
BISEXUAL GIRLS. 1-900-745-7075. 18+. 
$2.99/mn. 
BORED? JOIN THE PARTY! Uve party line 
Is happering now! Men & women w~h your 
same interest and desires. 1-900-369-0176, 
$2.99/mn. 18+. Future Fane Service, Inc. 
(619)540-2966. 
BORED? JOINTHE PARTY!Uve singles.,e 
waiting to meet you. 24hrs. Call 1 -BOO-720-
SOlS. 
CAN'T FIGURE OLrrWOMEN? Uve advice 
line (900)388-9898 Ext. 4462. $2.99 per 
minute. Mustbe 1 8 years. T ouchtone phone 
required. SeIV-U (619)645-8434. 
DATE-NET The hottest voice mail service 
that connects singles nationw~ by area 
code and lifestyle orientation. 1-900·772-
79t 8 (eX1.61) $2.951min. 18+. 
UVE FEMALE BODY BUILDERS $ WRES-
TLERS. Sexy. huge & pumped. Only $1 .951 
m,n. 1-900-454-HARD, N.Y.C.G. 1-800-
596-7270 Must be 18+. Web page: http:// 
www.femaJemuscle.com 
UVE PERSONAL PSYCHICS! Make deci-
sions with confidence. (900)255-0400 Ext. 
6472. $3.99 per rrinute. Must be 18 years. 
Touch tone phone required . Serv· U 
(61 9)645·8434. 
LOVE? ROMANCE? MONEY? SUCCESS? 
Uve psyct-lcs read your Tarot card tutt..-e. 
' PersonaI' 'Private' 'One-on-One' 1-900-
476-9700 ext.674. $2 .99/mn. Avg. call 12 
min. Avg. cost per call $36. Must be over 18 
"Touch Tone phone required. Cust. SeIV .. 
Strauss Corrrn, Carmel. CA(408)625-1 91 O. 
MEET NEW PEOPLE! CAll YOUR DATE 
NOW (900)378-2600 EXT. 7481 . $2.99 per 
minute. Must be 18 years. Touch tone phone 
required. SeIV-U (6t9)645-8434. 
N8N! N8N! N8N!N8N! DATEUNEFOR 
EVERYONE. S1raight. Gay, lesbian, Span-
Ish. Call 1-900-976-9997 ext. 611. $Vmn. 
18+. Ttona req'd. Avalon COOlm. (305)525-
0800. 
SWINGERS! BISEXUALS! Get Portland 
names & home phone m..,bars. Try ~. ~ 
wori<s! 1-900-420-0420 Ext. 161 . $2.951 
min. 18+ ZMC (702)593-0303. 
The XX 
Love Line! 
OU-U9-11'79S " lat1 Rate. 
1-1109-407-7009 - ne/MIN. 
1-80o-Z17-I.OVE " ••• "/MIN. 
Get off cheap! 
Live l-on-l 
011·239·8025' From 9ge/MIN. 
1·800-957·HOTT· $l.OO/MIN_ 
1-900·443·3636 - $2.00/MIN. 
,.Alk DIR,. 












18+ from $2.50/ min 
CHEATING 
HOUSEWIVES 
NEED 1HI@~ MEN!!! 
1-900-435-6263 
1-800-785-4676 
18+ as low as S2.50/min 
Calling All Computer Geeks! 
Computer Sales & Service, 
Internet Service Providers, 
Webpage Designers, 
New & Used Hardware, 
Computer Consultants 
COMING SOONTOTHE BACK PAGE 
adult services 
ACTUAL TRANSCRIBED ADS 
FROM PARADISE GIRLS DATELINE 
Uaa Bo1l4SSO "I'm aboul5'4" and 105 Ibs. I love 10 porly.l.eo,. me a message: 
Shir1e)' Boll ZJZ' 'Give ml some mail. I'll be the horniesl and Ihl !eliesl thing 
ever. Don'I mess up my mailbo., UII my muff: (I'm geNing hal in here!) 
• ... *Boll "U "Mlnm, Ooh Baby I peaksoon. I love big bonanas lhot I tan rub. 
I'U load your big pistols. llovela hove phalli ... wilh you. (I'm (ailing this one myseK!) 
Cau Apartments diredly wilh 
Direct Connect Dateline: 
900-745-2293/800·961-6462 V/M{ #5 
S2.99/min 18+ 
• Sizding Hoi. 
U~e J\.duh T alii: 
• • • • • • • • 
1-800-238-LlVE 
$1.69/mi n. 21 + 
There's lots 01 
Iish In the ocean. 
Don't miss your 
chance to catch 
the BIG ONE. 
See Pages 34-35 
TO CAST 
YOUR UNE. 


















Deals in that 
section of 
Hmm ... think 
I 'll check 
out that 
Employment 
Section .. . 
FEBRUARY 22, 1996 33 
011-239-1011 • F_ 994/11111(. 
1-IOO-35~1R£ • $1.99/IIUII. 
1·900-443-2929 • $2.DD/ ItUI(. 
LOVE MY LIPS!!! 
11-239-8675 INTL. RA 
1-809-407-7007 !NIT. CRED . 
1-800-470-LIPS $1 1M IN 
o 
o 
Till tfle_1I.11IIII WeIL_ by TOM TOMORROW 
USING 'filE HUB8LE. 'ELf-SCoPE, SCIENTIST!> ~A"E 
DISCo"ERED THAT TIIERE ARE. AI'PRO)(INlATEL'( 
'10 BILLION MoRE GALA~I E5 IN ,.I4E UNI-.ERSE 
T"AM PR!VIOUSL,( I E'JEl>. 
IT'S A NUMBER Too U~RGE To REALL'( (oM PRE-
~E.N\), SuT T"INK 01= rr TillS Y'4A,( : II' You 
(OULP SONle~ow TRA'JEL 10 A NEW GAlA)(,,(, 
E'JE.R-( DAY, IT WoULD STILL TAKE You 136 
JrlI.,,"'QN YEARS 'fo SEE 'fHEM ALL. .. 
34 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
A LONELY WOMAN- She i. looking to be 
with someone to keep herfrom being lonely 
anym<l(e . .. 7081(3/6) 
ABSURDLY INTElliGENT mid-forties art-
ist; refl9C1ive, resilient; adventurous, and 
Joving woman; enthusiastic dancer; ready 
to explore the mysteries of tove and com· 
mitment with a warm, intelligent. coura-
geous man ofinqtOring mind. steadfast heart. 
and loving spirit. whose Hfe has been rich in 
both sorrow and ioy. ,,7080 (3/6) 
AMATUER BODYBUILDER. 5'8" . with knee 
length aubl.m hair. 1 write. illustrate and live 
in the deep woods with my English Spring-
.... In winter. I drive a loud piped ChevY 
mud runner and a 486 that I customized 
myself. I'm a pOzeand r like what ldo.lwant 
a SOish Chllll, a passionate sportsman with 
tig deft hands and a hairy chest and who 
enjoys fishing and likes the deep woods 
too. Someone to swim, tour, read aloud, 
catch a movie, cook a good meal, talk, play 
cribbage, or have a carpet picnic. Perhaps 
we'd kitchen dance to the oldies, enjoy a 
glass of wine and a candlelit bath; for me, 
life is an action sport and it doesn't get any 
better than that . • 7299(3137) 
ARE THERE ANY NORMAL MEN? SWF. 
38,attractive,professionW, educated. flxlny 
woman. Men should have sense of hLmOr, 
be honest with themselves, have income, 
and know how to treatawoman. Pleases no 
addicts. mama's boys , extremists, or wife 
shoppers. I'm interested in dating and 
compaionship. ,,7160 (3113) 
AREYOUABLUECOLLARMAN?SWF.38. 
5'4· . medium wId. seeking man, 35+. who 
eIioys a non-drinking environment, quiet 
nights at home. and Harleys. Welcome blue 
collar grease monkeys. 11'7069 (3/6) 
ARE YOU AN AQUA VELVA MAN? MISS 
those Sunday drives, bean supper dates, 
someone to cook for. Uke the Equalizer, 
Lawrence Walk, theater, lazy days by the 
lake. I'm a nostalgic 50 something, trying to 
keep fit. learn the 'net, and am lonesome 
sometimes . • 7252(3120) 
ATHLETIC SWF SEEKS SWM. 25-35. to 
sharein biking, rmning, skiing, dinner, mov-
ies ... Me: 26, attractive, fun, honest_ New n 
town. seeking possibte relationship . • 7151 
(3/13) 
TAll ORDER TO FILl! Tall. slim. profes-
sional woman. NlS. NID. SOH. Crea~ve. 
down-l0·earth. long walk •• theater. art. 
open-minded, love to learn and share new 
adventu'es. ISO same. ,,7061 (3/6) 
ATHLETIC. AFFECTIONATE. adventurous 
Yor1<county40yoDWFseekstail. brigh~ NI 
S. spiritual manforcompanionshlpandfoo. 
Please enjoy kids. massages. healthy food. 
and Iffe. ,,7152(3/13) 
ATT: MID-COAST MAINE MALES- Young 
50 protessional woman who ls Rubenesq.Je. 
attractive. liberal and o~nionated - Inter-
ested in meeting a secll'e man with sense of 
humor and a desire to have fun - must erioy 
music, (rock, blues, lazz), arts, travel, 
commrnunicating, and have a sense of ad-
venture. ,,7248 (3120) 
ATTRACTIVE. CARING. BRUNETTE- DWF. 
43.5'6". 1501bs.looking omeerthatspecial 
man who Is romantic, lovable, and can be a 
friend to share time together. ,,7165 (3113) 
ATTRACTIVE. SUCCESSFUL. GROOVY. 
hip, 40 -something mom who looks and 
feets 30-something, intelligent but not an 
intellectual, classy but not a snob, }cads of 
fun but know when to be serious, sensual 
and sexy but, down to earth and practical. 
Finan~ially indepenedent. physically fil 
woman with integrity_ Passionate about 
music, loves life, has lots to offer, seeking 
man not threatened by the woman de-
scribed above. Must be equally well -
equipped. NlS, attractive, fit man who can 
put pen to paper or fingers to computer 
keys, please. No sappy phone messages. 
All responses will be answered. Personal 
Advertiser '728, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, 
ME (141(14 
BEDWARMER WANTEO- Late 30's to early 
40's model , by a Rubenesque blonde, 54, 
with a love for life and a need to share. 
.7068 (316) 
BLONDE AMBITION. SWF 25 ... Finally 
reached my goals, now ready for some fun 
wlthat special someone. SBM/SWM. 25-
35. Must have sanseof humor, motivation, 
and cherish free ~me to play. No head 
games. ,,7261 (3120) 
BLONDIE SEEKS ROCKET SCIENTIST for 
experimental meeting of minds. Are you 40-
55. SlDWM. NIS. professional wi1Il a great 
tig brain? Goody! I'm DWF. 5'7". 138100. 
shapely. healthy. and independent. Do you 
lice lOOS, aquariums, Zen, rock? Goody to 
the second power!! .7122 (316) 
TIRED OF HEAD GAMES? Portland area 
SWF. 35. 5'9". large Wid. erjoy. dining. 
dancing, sports, music, walks, movies, and 
quiet evenings. Desires SIOWM, 28-40, tor 
friendst-ip/relationship . • 7267 (3120) 
CREATlVE. SOULFUL WOMAN seeks hon· 
est, healthy, companaro who loves IT'USic, 
building. nature. books. films. healthy din-
ners, laughter, partnership, COLntry living. 
,,7153 (3113) 
CUDDLY. CARING. CURIOUSDWF search-
ing for NIS, N/D, special someone sincere, 
honest. spiritually oriented. SlDWM. 5'8" or 
taller. 40·52. to share thoughts and feel -
ings, flIl times, simple pleas .... es, movies, 
theatre, qlJiet evenings, new adventll8S, 
laughter, dancing, sk~ng, and more. Bal-
ance between sb'org independent a"ld vlJ-
nerable modest. FriendsI'Op first. .. 7199(31 
13) 
FASCINATlNG- Fabulous fire-bail. n~ foxy. 
foo loVing. SO. fantastic. friend. feminine. 5' . 
focused, tussy, feeling, faithful, foreverfan-
citul. free spirited. forget-me-not. ,,7305(31 
27) 
FUN. INTElliGENT. SINCERE. feminine 
spirit. 31. pe~te professional seeking 30· 
something. well-educated. NIS SM with 
discerning mind, compassionate eyes, and 
quiet but. playfii energy to ioln me in out-
door adventures, evenings of song, and 
sotifU conversations. ,,7123 (316) 
~ 
HARMON'S~~ BARTON'S 
1-800-SUN-LiL Y V'!JfJ~ 774-5946 
Personal 01 The week 
w ... m 
GEEK WANTED! Brilliant fat chick, 26, seeks kindred misfit, 
25-35, to collude in transcending cultural illusions. Looks 
unimportant. intellect, ethics, soul required. Quirky SOH a 
plus. Passions: books, music, movies, radical politics, the 
beach, yoga, animals, conversations over tea. Chem-free 
vegetarian or wannabe prelerred. !r7316 (3/27) 
WlIlflerJ 01 PERSONAL OF THE weEK feceive. gift certificate courtesy of Harmon's & Barton's Florist 
AM Meeting PIece ads are entered Send you! personal ad 10: C&SCXI Bey Woekty P.5OM!s. p 0 80_ 
1238, PortIMd. ME 04 104 
EllSWORTH AREA· Good companion. 
good cook. pleasant looking. modestly tal-
ented. Enjoy outdoors but, also LXbane In· 
t ... ests. DWF. SOish. 5'3".140100 . • 7064(31 
6) 
GEEKWANTEDlBriliantfatchick.26.seeks 
kindred misfit, 25-35, to collude in tran-
scending cultural inusions. Looks unimpor-
tant, intelect, ethk:s, soul reqlired. Quirky 
SOH a plus. Passions: books. music, mov-
ies. radical politics. the beach. yoga • .,.-
mals. conversations over tea. Chern-free 
vegetarian orwannabe pref8lTed ... 7316 (3/ 
27) 
GODDESS OF LAUGHTER- SWF. 26. full -
figlXed, artistic and earthy with a wild sense 
of Iuno< seeks kindred spirit to play role of 
both teacher and student in a magical and 
rrutually respectful friendst-ip/rela~onship. 
~ease be ~ritual, creative, passionate 
about nature. music. the M moon. and ifa. 
,,7114 (316) 
IN PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS· BRlBR fe-
male. 32. coIlege-edJca1ed. starting sec-
ond career, seeking adventurous compan-
Ion for t-ikes and oth., outdor and cLiturai 
activities . .. 7262 (3120) 
:;, CO~: $1 90, Ilun 
IN THE WIND- Attractive SWF with a pas-
sion for Harleys seeks a S/DWM, 32+, with 
some interest In serious relationship. No 
head games. please . • 7272 (3120) 
IS THERE REALLY A MAN. who honestly 
can. laugh. love. and talk a bunch? About 
t-imsell. has at least a hunch? Ukes wine. 
garlic, and relaxed kitchen time, appreci-
ates a woman comfortable in her prime? Is 
sure and secure and finds this ad a lure? 
.7323 (3127) 
IS THERE SUCH A GUY? Won't hold my 
breath but. hope for an inteiligenl. warm. 
funny, fit, virile, attractive professional, ex-
periencedllnterested in kids. Me: DWF, 35, 
smart, S8C.Jre, fit, fun, petite, attractive, 
great Mom; not shal~w but, preter clean-
cut with all hair Intact ,,7166 (3113) 
IT'S TlME FOR A CHANGE· Very young 
mid-4O's SWF Is now ready to break the old 
mold, make rew filends, possibly more. 
Me: 5'4". 1171bs. cute. UD. smoker OK. 
EniOYs dining. goif. movies. bowling. and 
travel. You be mentaRy secure, M, adven-
turous, no couch potatos . • 7145 (3113) 
KNOX COUNTY - Isyoll' micl-lWecrisisover? 
Do you have a positive attitude and know 
how to have tun? Busy DWPF. 44. with kids 
seeks someone to share interests- skiing 
(both kinds). sea kayaking. old houses. 
movies, dining out, Vermont, travel, friends. 
If you're busy. 100, but there's something 
missing , give me a calL .7082 (316) 
LARGE. LAUGfilNG LADY SEEKS large. 
laughing man. DWF. 49. 5'4" . NIS. UD. 
eniOYs movies, card games, walks, books. 
honesty and sense of hl.mOr appreciated. 
.7258 (3120) 
LOOKING FOR A SINGLE guy. 25·31. Must 
be honest. trustworthy. and wining to have 
foo! I'm 5'7" with blue eyes and need some-
one who can drive . .. 7085 (316) 
LOOKING FOR ADVENTURSOME soul -
seek .... Going 10 Mexico for a year to play 
artist Want to come? Looking to enjoy 00-
American, simpkllife; irrbibe the essential 
spirit of the people and land; open 10 flow-
ing creativity. A fellow Sotoumer would be 
nice . • 7203 (3113) 
SOMEONETOWATCH OVER ME- looking 
for that special friend to share my life with. 
Me: Forties. athletic. artistic. intelligent. You: 
Everything thars good in this wood .• 7063 
(3/6) 
LOOKING FOR MOVIE OATE- SWF. 18. 
looking forSWM. 18-25. who likes going to 
the mall, music, talking on the phone, and 
long walks .• 7293 (3127) 
lOOKS GREAT In jeans or evening dress. 
ThIs 5'8". petite. green·eyed beauty Is ath-
letic and finds the new, lXlexplored, and 
tJ'Iexpected energizing. Seeking a mean-
ingful relationship with a NlS SlDWM, 38-
48 .• 7292 (3/27) 
MOONLIGHT AT MIDNIGHT- Old enough 
to stay L4l as late as 1 want. young enough 
to realize a morning missed Isa day lost. I've 
travelled the WOOd. heard her music. sipped 
her wine and have much to share with a 40's 
vintage man not too farfrom home. (South-
em Maine) ... 7188 (3113) 
MY HAPPY. HEALTHY. special·needs son 
would love long term companionship of 
gentle. dependable man f'" WTes~ing. laugh­
Ing. hiking. singing. reacing. vegan meals. 
So wotOd I. (4G-60 NIS. NlD. Nldrinking; 
stars for meditators. feminls1s. cool<s). Per· 
sonaiAdvertiser'733. P.O. Box 1238. Port-
land. ME (141(14 
NEW TO WASHINGTON COUNTY· Edu-
cated professional, 51 , used to urban 
amenties but, loves nature and outdoors 
(hike. kayak. snowshoe). 5'5" . fit. attractive. 
thoughtful and loving. don't smoke or drink. 
seelc.SWM. NIS. with good mind and spirit. 
affectionate and physically alive , likes 
women as people . .. 71 15 (316) Pom>naI 
Advertiser '727. P.O. Box 1238. Portland. 
ME (141(14 
NON·TRADITIONALl YCULTURED. some-
what eccentric, musically inclined, profes-
sional SF. 40. (childrenl. Seeking humor-
ous, sincere, S/DM, 38+, w/tendency to be 
positive, open and caring; to share experi-
ences, escapades and occasional harmo-
nies_ No morbtd attactvnents to smoke, 
drink. tv. drugs. lI'1ruly facial hair. Portland 
... ea ,,7173 (3113) Personal Advertiser.730. 
P.O. Box 1238. Portland. ME (141(14 
ONLY THE LONELY know how I feel . If 
you·relonely.lef. be loneIylogether or get 
togethef and be happy. You: S.SDWM. 26-
35. Me: SWF. 36. Call to learn more abou 
me . .. 7269 (3120) 
TAKE THE A-TRAIN for adventll'e. with an 
affectionate. attractive, fit, fBfTllnine, sexy, 
flxI-loving, smart, secure companion. Call if 
you are a nice guy, 37-44, Bangor area. 
.7071 (316) 
GET 45 WORDS FREE ON FAX FREE THURSDAY (207) 775·1615 
How to place your FREE 
personal ad with Personal callt>: 
• Fill out the coupon and mail it to: Personals, P.O. Bo)( 1238, 
Portland, ME 04104; or FAX to 207-775-1615. (If faxing please 
photocopy first.) Please check appropriate category. Call 775-1234 
to place ad over the phone. 
• First 25 words are FREE with Personal Cal1~, (45 words if FAXED 
on Thursday). additional words are 50¢ each. Others, Companions, 
& Lost Souls are $251first 25 words for a two week ad. Ads without 
Personal CalI- are $1 per word plus $25 mail forwarding or P.O. Bo)( 
charges. 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receive your 
easy instructions. You may not retrieve responses without it! 
• Retrieve responses to your ad any time, 24 hours a day, through 
your own FREE 800#. It's safe, confidential, and FUNI 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
• Read the ads. Circle your favorites. 
• Call1-90D-370-2041 from a touch-tone phone. 
• Following the voice prompts. punch in the 4-digit or# of the ad 
you wish to respond to, or you may browse a specific category. The 
date following an ad is the last date you can reply to the ad. 
• Calls cost $1.99 per minute. You must be over 18 yrs. old. 
• Ads with a three-digit Personal Advertiser # can be contacted 
through the mail by writing to: Personal Advertiser # __ ~ P.O. Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
ZS-Cilarader Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
0000000000000000000000000 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Cal1® 
Guidelines: 
Free Personal ads are available for single 
people ... klng relationships. Oth ..... Compan-
ions and Lost Souls require prepayment. Ads 
seeking to buy or sell sexual services will be 
",fused. Nofullnames. slreet addresses or phone 
number. will be published. Ads conlalnlng ex-
pilon sexual or anatomical language will no1 be 
published. We 'oserIIe the righ110 edn. refuse or 
recategorize any ad. Advertisers rrust be oYef 18 
y"""ofage. 
category/RateS: 
FlEE t"WElI ADS $ZS/1Irst 25 IIIIds, 
o women .. men 2 -' Ids 
Omen .. women 0 others 
o women .. women 0 companions 
Omen .. men 0 lost souls 
Confidential Information: 
rNe cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: _______________ _ 
name: __________________ _ 
address: ________________ _ 
ci~: -----------------------------
state: _________ zip: _________ _ 
First 25 words & headline axil:: 
with Personal Cal1®: _---'[nu;:..==-__ _ 
add'l words@ 50¢ each: _________ _ 
Without Personal Call4/) 
all words @ $1 each: _________ _ 
CBW Bo)( or P.O. Box (add $20): _________ _ 
o 
o VISA 
Total: _____ __ 
YES, place mr fREE Per_II Ad 
In IhI Maine Tlma Il101 
OMC expo date: _________ _ 
#_-----------------------------
womenl&men meDl&women 
PERFECTLY IMPERFECT· Attractive. viva· 
cious, SWPF, early 40's, looking for a kind, 
gentle. good natured spirit with sense of 
humor to be my perlecUy imperect self with. 
Jeansltux, moming/night, those that prefer 
sleeping till noon or are attached to the 
remote control need not apply. Ute's too 
short. ,,7320 (3/27) 
Starting Over? 
Start here. 
PICTURE THIS ... you·re alone. wondering 
when you'll meet that special someone you 
can share you life with. A life fined with 
communication, Intimacy, truth. fun, 
laughter ... a sowmate. A partner. A friend. It 
always happens in the movies. Auditioning 
for same. 38·47 . .. 7170 (3/13) 
t£'Mi?7/ eI1iu!tey 
THE CONNECTl t FOR PROFESSIONAL SINGLES 
667 Ocean Ave. Portland. ME 04103 
207-773-7225 ., 800-853-4442 
PLAYFUL EARTH ·MOTHER- WWF. 53. 
smiling eyes, witty, charming, compassion-
ate, and spirited seeks like-minded coun-
terpart to walk on beach, discuss good 
books. and share passion for life, garden-
ing. and laughter. Interest in Russian cul -
ture, full-figured, NlS, kissable lips. No 
beards, please! 1r7076 (J/6) 
Call today for a personal interview and 
RESCUE ME! SWF. 36. condemned to 6 
moo ot low pay and intellectual incarcera-
tion. Bake me whole grain bread with sharp 
wit. Be over 35, reasonably fit, good SOH, 
active, wimng to try zomething different. 
.7191(3/13) 
SEASIDE WALKER- Walker in Blue Hill area 
woods. shore, and Katahdin. Good cook 
and good company_ Hoping to hear from 
ec1Jcated, loving man, over 50, fO( mutual 
enjoyment, respect and who knows what? 
,,7167 (3 /13) 
SEEKING MUSIC FANATIC· Am tired of 
friends asking, "You have tickets to who?" 
Shy, 32, lover of music, mountains, movies, 
the ocean, and writing_ Seeking friends to 
share lite's LP and downs. This is new to 
me. let's find the way- togetner.1I'7158 (31 
13) 
SENSE OF HUMOR. WARMTH and spe. 
cial, DWF,49, full figure, SID, N/S,likes itaU! 
You: 40-65, NIS, SID, want someone in 
yOlJ' life to share time and special moments 
with. ,,7273 (3120) 
SHEEP FARMER AT HEART. designer by 
trade. OWF, 5'S', silver-blonde, WPTH. 
seeks non-Whining man of many talents, 
45+, to pal arotJ'ld with. Prefer large animal 
veterinarian. Cowboy with PhD OK. Maybe 
you are. too . • 7139 (3/13) 
TRAVEL PARTNER WANTED- SWF. 35. 
seeking travel companion for adventUres 
near and tar. I entoy active pu-suits, includ-
ing x-countJy skiing, snow-shoeing, walk~ 
ing, and doing new and different things_ In 
between trips, I enjoy gardening, reading 
and movies. Ideal travel partner would be 
secure and comtortable with himself and 
travel light. Possessing a lest tor ~fe and 
stimulating mind would eam you frequent 
flier miles . • 7190 (3/13) 
VERY FIT. VERY ATTRACTIVE indepen-
dent SWF, 35, looking for handsome, tan, 
outgOing, athletic, professional SWM.llove 
the outdoors and stay til by cycling , 
rotlerblading, running. xc skiing, etc. Please 
respond only if you're honest, fun, active, 
and va"" family and friends. ,,7156 (3113) 
WINTERS ON A FORGOTTEN ISLAND? 
Fortyish, educated, articulate, attractive. 
slightl. yfUl-figured (25Ibs) risk·taker. mom. 
ISO bright, educated, fun, easygoing, male 
advent.xer who will uttimately dare to find a 
winter ~ace in the sun with me. US destina-
tion too boring ... Terre-de-Haut? Isla de 
Cache? Jost Van Oyke? You can do it! 
,,7163 (3/13) 
WOMAN OF HEART. MIND. & SPIRIT- Is-
land born romantic, traveler. book and mu-
sic lover, earth based star dreamer, mother , 
community volunteer, hopeful optimist. My 
hand is reaching tor YOllS to gentJy and 
strongly walk the path to the tree of life. 
Prefer NlS, N/D with heart. Laughing eyes 
and jolly spirit. ,,7172(3/13) 
mell@"women 
let us help you make a fresh start 
CUTE GUY NEEDS CUTE GIRL· Long haired 
rock n rol l type guy into most music, art, 
books, and good lookln' women. If you 
h~ve the same interests (then you' re a les-
bian, why are you calli~ me?) with the 
exceptioon of good lookin women, and are 
between the ages of 25 and 35, give me a 
ring. NIS preferred. ,,7244 (3120) 
DAD WANTS MOM-32.5'7". average good 
looks, seeks nurturing environment for our-
selves and our children, Sincere, secure 
homeowner, works evenings. Hoping for 
companionship/relationship . .. 7311(3127) 
DININGALONEAGAIN?Whileiugglingchild 
and career, we often plJt 0 .... so-called so-
ciaJlives on hold. This mid -coast DWM, late 
30's . deSires the sweet gentle touch and 
subtle beauty only foll'1d in a special rela· 
tionship. Are you also yearnllg to "sup" 
once again? ,,7324 (3127) 
DO YOU HAVE A GOOD SENSE OF HU-
MOR? This SWM, 41 . desires to meet a S/ 
DWF (without children) who enioys any-
thing from movies, dining out to x-country 
skiiing, hiking, and more. T Let's share 
interests ... and new ones. Let's have fun, 
,,7318 (31271 
DREAM CHASER. SMILE MAKER- Travel 
companion warned for roadtrip to Houston 
IAPriQ, other destinations later. Some crazi -
ness and lots ot good fun for an uninhibited 
lover ot life and people. I 'm a NIS, <tug-free 
resJX)nsible eccentric who prefers summer. 
Miles of . smiles ahead. Artistic roadside 
attractions aiso . • 7319 f3127) 
ENOANG~RED SPECIES? I'm toldtharsthe 
case. Bangor area DWM, 41 , active, edu-
cated, employed, happy, hunorous, fit. no 
addict ions, and willing to make a commit-
ment. Smart but, practical, good with tools. 
acceptable table mamers and kind to small 
animals. Ust8l'1 to the message for details. 
. 7303 (3127) 
FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT age 60 
5'10· SWM, have traveled acro~s countrY 
~nd back, l!ke NE museums, dancing, fish-
In?, camPIng, NlS. Looking for . serious 
minded lady, 40+, romantk: and lasting 
possibilrties. ,,7259 (3120) 
FRIENDSHIPS HAVE NO GENDER- Hop-
Ing to meet a mce woman who Is looking for 
a good man. In love with the ocean and 
value truth. WOrking hard to be strong, 
healthy. and have a simplelffe .• 7249(3120) 
GEMINI DAD. 42. WM. federal employee. 
6'. 200lbs. no facial hair. N/S. NID. pwn 
home. Enioys sports. C & Wmusic . seeking 
30+ single mom. ,,7296 (3127) 
GREAT PERSONALITY? HUMOR? Let's 
meet! SWM. 32. seeks NlS. SID. SlDWF. 
3~-35 . In~eres.ts.? How about cou"!ry mu-
SiC, dancing, ndlng horses, movies (VCR or 
theater). and dining out? ,,7265(3120) P ... _ 
sonal Advertiser'734. P.O. Box 1238. Port-
land. ME (141(14 
HARDWORKING. HONEST SWM. 29. very 
active and outgoing seeks trim, slim, fe-
male. 18-25. who's full ollffe and is spOnta· 
neous for friendship that can lead to rela-
tionship if right. Boxho{der P.O. Box 382, 
Topsham. ME 04086·0382 
I CAN FIX ANYTHING EXCEPT my broken 
heart. SWM. 25. 6'1". large wid. inteili. 
gent. good iob. NIS. NID. hemp ok. seeks 
SWF. 1 a-30. for dating/relationship. Meet 
In cyberspace first? Call . • 7326(3127) 
IMAGINE ... YOU·RE BROWSING at Border's 
Bookstore. ThJs month's outdoors maga-
zine has stories on your favorite outdoor 
fun-time activities. A professional guy, 42, 
fit! reaches for his copy, just as you do. You 
think you may recognize him ... the BayCtub? 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club? Acting 
class?You can·trecall.lnthe check out line, 
~ou both enjoy a relaxed, funny conversa-
tion, He shamelessly flirts with you because 
he's psyched ,to have a chance meeting 
with a professional , college-educated 
woman. blessed with a sense of hlJ'Tlor 
who arjoys the outdoors. As you place you; 
magazln8 and new book lIlderyolX arm, he 
asksifyou'dliketograba~ofcoffee. You 
pause and no,L. ..6925 (3/28) Personal 
Advartiser '715. P.O. Box 1238. Portland 
ME (141(14 • 
LASTlNG EXOTIC LOVE- Relocating DWM 
44, 6 ' . husky" average looks, educated: 
balanced, dominant nature seeks articulate 
companion, friend. lover, tor adVenturous 
binding commitment with few limits, count-
less facets . • 7301 (3127) 
MID·COAST MAN with right attributes and 
attitude looking for a positive, warm, intelli-
gent. fuMY, sexy lady. 25, who knows how 
to let her hair down. I'm 39. DI'jPM. tal. 
healthy, active, with ideas galore. tt7250 (3/ 
20) 
NATURE AND MUSIC- SWM. forties. 6'1 '. 
1 ~9Ibs. BUBL; lik~ sea kayaking , running, 
hiking . nature, classlcailfolk music the arts 
books; seeking very trim and fit SWF. 29' 
40, IIberaI, drotl, cat-person, for friendship 
adventlXe$, commitment . 11'7310 {3/27} , 
NEW TO THE AREA and erjoy outdoor 
acti~ies, cultural events and dancing. At-
~ractlve SWM, 33, seeking active, fun -lov-
Ing woman fO( friendship and possible rela-
tionship. ,,7276 (3120) 
PERSONABLE GENTLEMAN attractive 6' 
1651bs, desires lady, 23-33, to goon dri~es: 
movies, outdoor activities, and good times 
in Southam Maine area . .. 7315(3127) 
SEEKING A SPECIAL FRIEND: WM. 40. 
very nice person, secure, open mind, okay 
looks BRlBL, 5'8". fit. 1rim. healthy. well 
equipped romamtic seeks 25-35. attrac-
tive. peti~e, WaR-built, kind woman, sweet 
personality to build special friendship and 
more. Call, let's meet .7275 (3120) 
SENSUAL LEO- 6'2" SWM. 50. good 1001<· 
I~g~ N;'S: educated, desires SWF, 35-55, 
5 6 -5 8 • 125-175Ibs. for companionship. 
E'lOydandng, mo'olies, and romance. Please 
call. ,,7329 (3127) 
SINGLE GUY SEARCHING for a lady who 
e~oys hiking, fTlJsic, and long stJn'VTler 
evening dr~es. long black hair, 26, blue 
eyes. shooting for LTR. Kids okay. WPTH. 
,,7257 (3120) 
TRULY YOURS IN YARMOUTH- SWCM 
professional seeks lady of t-is heart (30·s). 
I'm 42. look YOlllgo(. athletic. with a kind 
nature and romantic heart. I'm spiritual; 
love l aug~ter; rTK?vies, af!d music. Seeking 
lady f", friendship; possibly marriage and 
fam!ty. Warm heart; traditional values; kind 
splnt and playful atitude important . • 7302 
(3/27) 
WALK? BESIDE? ME? MY? FRIEND? DWM. 
25. sleek. eccentric. poet. philosopher. night 
clubs. shows, meditation, mental explora-
tion, social drinker, social smoker. Seeks 
SWF, 18-21, sleek, literate and likes to 
dance. ,,7325 (3127) • 
womel1l@'women 
A LIFETIME OF DISCO is. high price to pay 
tor ones sexual preference. Rather this 
creative, irreverent, intelligent, ind~dent 
feminist enjoys live music, surreal hlmO(, 
outdoor activities, animals,. motorcycles, 
wood-stoves and most forms of art and 
cliture. Seek open-minded, adventurous, 
liberal, vegetarian woman with passion and 
vision. Age, race, butch, fem irrelevant; 
owning a socket set a plus. ,,7159 (3/13) 
DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH SEEKSiewelerl 
geologist with non-abrasive nature to share 
thoughts, feelings, life's up and downs, as 
friends or more; early fifties, passionate 
about music, learning, justice, the ocean, 
altematives, animals, nature, life in general. 
No games, fakes, or lies, please . • 7168 (3/ 
13) 
DO YOU THINK A PRE-SPRING FLING 
would lead to anything? Lovely, matlXe, 
feminine female ready to take that chance. 
Personable, warm. varied interests. To learn 
more. call me. 7322(3127) 
HIGH-HANDED. HIGH MAINTENANCE 
high temme, 30, seeks sharp gro-wn-up 
butch strong enough to get my attElrltion 
and sweet enough to keep n. ,,7264 (3120) 
HOPELESS ROMANTIC- GF. fern. profes· 
sional, smart, is very attractive. and looking 
for a tvPE! of person who likes to cuddle, 
have dinner, have conversation, and likes 
romance. ,,7268 (3/20) 
LOOKING FOR AN HONEST WOMAN? If 
you're tired of dyke drama and are search~ 
ing for a woman to have qLjet times with 
then read on .. .1 enjoy the outdoors, week-
end getaways, and candlight dinners_ My 
favorite season is summer. Call now and we 
could be sunning our butts in P-town by 
June . .. 7241 (3120) 
LUV LIFE ooA? I'M CPR CERTIFIED· 32 
fem, free spirit, great SOH, into life surfing: 
music , nature, animals, kids, cozy spaces. 
Want someone special to share emotions 
smiles, hugs, and passions with. tt71 96 (ai 1. . 
NEEDED: FRIEND AND LOVER- Me: 19. 
5'6", 1301bs, feminine, clean, very attrac-
tive, and lonely. Seeking straight-acting 
same, 18-25. 1 en;oy he"l', night clubs, and 
a passionate kiss. You won't be asap-
pointed . .. 7256(3120) 
SENSE OF HUMOR. ROMANTIC· GWF. 
55, seeks GF, 40-50, for special relation-
ship. You: open. Moo NlS. SID. full figured 
BRlBR, fun to be with_ Uke dancing, mov-




ADVEl'fI'URE TRAVEL, ·INC" 
(207) 885-5060 
ACTlVELY SEEKING A PARTY buddy. If 
you like to have a good t ime and like to 
experience new things, if you like to have a 
few beers and cut loose, then this is the ad 
you should answer. I'm an active male, 34, 
1801bs. 5'11" . Let'S get together and see 
what happens. ,,7270 (31201 
meh1nen 
BEAR SEEKS CUB- Attractive SM. 5'9". 
BRlBLbear seekscub.21 ·JO. Clean shaven 
smooth. Hefp this bear out ot hibemation: 
.. 7308(3127) • 
BEARDED PROFESSIONAL. bi-male. 40. 
central Maine area, medium build. honest, 
health~, open-minded, understanding, 
would ~ke to meet another bVgay man for 
discreet, mo.n~amous friendship_ I enjoy 
outdoor acttvitles, massages, sauna/hot 
tubs. great conversation, rTlJs;Ic, andasense 
of hll'11Or ... 7260 (3/20) 
BI? MALE- ME: WM. smok ... ·toker. 30. 
5'11·, 2151bs, muscular, average. everyday 
person. Single, wants to explore . You: 18-
32, discreet, not weird, height/weight well , 
you know ... ,,7072 (3/6) 
CARIBBEAN EXPERIENCE- New Hamp· 
shire seacoast, hispanic M, 33, 5'8·, 1681bs 
inteIested in meeting straight, clean-cut 
man, 20-28, who is open minded and likes 
to lay back. ehjoy movies, long conversa-
tions. ,,7312(3/27) 
CLEAN. LEAN. NOT A QUEEN- GWM. 28. 
6' 1", 200lbs, attractive, healthy. Looking to 
make a friend, possible relationship for the 
right person. Black or mlJ'atto a plus.1r 7313 
(3127) 
CLEAN-CUT GUY. 24. 5'9". 1601bs. BRI 
BR,looklng to meet another clean-cut guy, 
18-27, to hang out with. I'm straight-acting 
and looking. you be the same. ,,7200 (3/13) 
COUNTRY BOY. 37.5·11".200lbs. BRiBR. 
seeks other h~peless romantic who enjoys 
music, shOPPing, snowmobiling, and qual-
ity time for long term relationship. Serious 
oniy. ,,7149 (3 /13) 
EASYG~NG. FUNLOVING GWM. 49. 6'. 
1651bs, fit, wolJd like to meet friends for 
down to earth good times. Enjoy outdoor 
sports , movies, the arts. Call for a talk. 
,,7247(3/20) 
FRIENDLY AND FUN BiWM. 25. 5'9". 
1251bs, BUBl, seeks other slim, 25 or 
younger GlBiWM for coffee, massage, Inti-
macy. passion, fun, and friensdhip. Please 
be safe. ,,7070 (3/6) 
GOOD COMPANION- GWM. 30 . 5'7'. 
1401bs_ Enjoys music, sports, mother na-
ture, lifs. looking for friend to share com· 
mon interests, companionship . • 7150 (3/ 
13) 
GOOD LOOKING. MUSCULAR GWM. 40. 
5'9', 1801bs, Southern Maine area. Into 
outdoor activities, physical fitness, seeking 
similar, 20 -45 fO( friends. let's talk. .7242 
13/20) 
GWM SEEKING MEANINGFUL. quality. 
friendsl'lpl relationship. I am 33, 6 ', 21 OIbs, 
outgOing yet, eniOY quiet times. Interests 
Include travel, ~ining out, movies, sports, 
and more. Seeking same, 26 -43. 1r7317 (31 
27) 
HEALTHY. FlTWM.40. WHO enioys leather 
and the unusual, outdoors, reading, and 
good tOC?d seeks companion for sensation, 
expioration, and conversa1ion. tt7294 (31 
27) 
HUNTING MALE PlAYMATE- Let's play 
around and fun with eachother a few times 
a week .t.his winter. Four -wheeling, 
snowmobiling. BRlBl marco. Hairy men, 
please . • 7240 (3120) 
HUSKY. HAIRY. HEALTHY. HIV+ mascu-
line. 5'10". BRlHZ. 36. grOUnded: honest. 
thoughtful, romantic_ Seek same in mascu-
line. fit, dark haired man, 30-40, for friend-
ship/ relationship . Endless possibilities. 
,,707313/6 ) 
FEBRUARY 22, 1996 35 
MOUNTAIN WALKER. healthy SO' • • seeks 
close friend to( year-round outings , indoor 
joumeys. Quality onty, Any 'race. age. Per-
sonal Advertlser.732. P.O. Box 1238. Port· 
land. ME (141(14 
NEW TO SCENE. BI-MALE. 33. WM. 5'11". 
170lbs, NID. clean. aV9fage guy. Looking 
for BI male, 28-35, for friendship and more. 
US clean, discreet, honest, open-mnded, 
and straight acting. No druggies or heavy 
drinkers. ,,7263 (3/20) 
SEEKING ASIAN OR BLACK MALE- GWM. 
40, seeks asian or bfack male, BVGM. 18-
40, for long term love. Clean, straight-act-
ing. discreet. waiting for you. Please call. 
,,7246 (3120) 
SEEKING GOOD FRIEND- GM. 30·s. look· 
ing tor a close friendship with other male. I 
have many interests. looking for someone 
who loves to laugh and have a gOOd time. 
Please call soon so we can start laughing 
and enjoying eachother. 11'7162 (3/ 13) 
SINGLE BLONDE TOP. 27. looking for at -
tractive male 20-30. Body builder <t. plus. 
Me: caring. honest, down to earth . You; 
open, caring, monogamous. lookrng for 
relationship, not one nighter. All answered. 
,,7066(3/61 
STRONG WITH ARMS AND sense of humor 
sipping absinthe wi1Il Rimbaud and the Iguy) 
from lpanema While gyring with Iggy and 
Grace Jones. 1r7239 (3/20) 
TESTING THE WATERS· SWM. 34. 5'11". 
175Ibs. good looking. dean· cut. outgoing. 
creative, intelligent, trustworthy. Ski, bike, 
rt.n, historic~ re-enactments. Seeking ac: 
t ive guy with similar qualities. Have only 
recently come to terms with reality and 
would like to find someone who is in a similar 
place. ,,71171316) 
WANTED: COOL DUDE who appreCiates 
rock and roll to Pavoratti, out/indoors, ski-
ing, exploring, affectionate, but not boring. 
well put together in Levj's. a blazer. or a 
night shirt , 40 -60, by a mid 50's dude with a 
beard, 200lbs, discreet. Reward guaran-
leed. ,,7277 (31201 
WANTED: One average height, weight. in-
tel ligence male who has a fullUfe and de 
sires to explore the other side of his sexual 
ity in a monogamous, clean, discreet rela-
tionship. NS/SD.40-60, no experience nec-
essary. Me: 5'6", 175Ibs, likes camping, 
fist-ing . boating. massage. You? .. 7245 (31 
20) 
WANTED: ONE FRIEND/ MENTOR· S.ek· 
ing an older, taUer, sophisticated, not too 
mature man to be my friend and mentor . 
Available : One cute, smart, fun loving , BRI 
BR. 5'1 t" . 3Oyo traveler . .. 7321 (3127) 
WHERE ARE YOU? Attractive, spontane-
ous, professional GWM. 6'2·, 1951bs seek-
ing an all arOUld nice guy who enjoys fit -
ness, travel , movies. outdoor activities, as 
well as iodOOl' pleasures_ Interested? Let·s 
talk and see what happens. ,,7202 13/ t 3) 
WM. 42. SEEKS COMPANIONSHIP. com. 
pany of older man. un, smokers OK. Must 
be physically fit. able to travel to me. I'm 
worth the trip. ,,7079(3/6) 
YOUNG. SUBMISSIVE. SMALL. thin guy 
wanted by dominant 29yo blonde guy. 5'1 0' . 
1751bs. You must be open and willing 10 give 
105% . .. 7327(3/27) 
I'M CUTE. FRIENDLY. FUN. giving. hairy. 
honest, huggable, kinky, monogamous, sin-
Cilre, witty, or so my friends say. call if we 
have anything in common. 11'7116 f3/6) others 
ADVENTUROUS GWM. 28. 5·B". 1501bs. 
~RlBR, straight acting, attractive, fit, and 
Intense seeks guy with similar qualities for 
friendst-ip. ,,7314 (3127) 
lEAP YEAR- U know what that means! If 
you're.late.50's , interested in a loving rela-
tionshiP, WIth no heavy baggage, give me a 
call. .. 7111 (3/6) 
GROUP THING- Young , 1jt, attractive GWM, 
looking to form a small discreet group of 
adventurous guys for occasional meetings 
with stimulating activities. Clean and safe. 
Photos appreciated. Personal Advertiser 
'731. P.O. Box 1238. Portland. ME (141(14 
ALLERGIC TO TOP 40 DISCO- This cute 
GWM, 23, seeks similar youthful , fit, mas-
ctline GWM, 18-26, who also likes hard-
edged 90's rock rrusic. Maturity, personal-
ity. and short hair (or shaved head) a must. 
Dancing gueens and WaMa-be types need 
not apply. ,,7187 (3/13) 
LEW·AUBURN AREA- SM. 35. 5' 11'. 
175Ibs, discreet professional. Good look-
ing, looking for same, 26-36, very straight, 
clean shaven. Let's have a beer and talk. 
,,7298 (3127) 
MPWC, fit. clean, seeks GlBiF for parties 
and pampering. Must be 21-30, discreet, 
drinking/drug free. enjoy dancing, dinner, 
and fun times. tt7295 (3!27) 
ARE YOU TIRED OF HEAD GAMES? Me. 
too. SWM. age 46. 5'6" . 1601bs. BRlBl, 
lookingforSlDWF.28·45. 100-145Ibs.5·3"-
s'r. Must ~ke to wear mini skirts and have 
fun .• 7271(3/20) Personal Advertiser #735. 
P.O. Box 1238. Portiand. ME 04104 
COUNTRY BOY NEEDS TAMING! SWM. 
24, 6 '2", 170lbs seeking attractive SWF, 
21-26, who enjoys country music, long 
driv~ ~ affectionate men. Fnends first, 
poSSibility for more after first date. 1r7255 
(3120) 
I VALUE AND ENJOY UFE and wish to 
share my ablJ"ldant success with a woman 
who .wants to be appreciated, accepted as 
she IS, and listened to. I hope you like to 
hav~ fun, lead a carefree life, and e~oy 
tee ling secure. Please be serious and tell 
me about yourself in your first letter . SerkxJs 
leners will be answered. Personal Adver-
tiser #738. P.O. Box 1238. Portland ME 
YOUNGER WOMAN WANTED! AQe is a 
s.tate of mind. This 50 going on 35 SM is 
tired of women who think the are old Fit 
edJcated, sensuous. You are 30's ~elf~ 
confident, attractive SF, appreciative of a 
man who is open, honest, fun! Quality and 
chemistry is important. Call today. 1r7309 
(3/27) 
ARE THERE ANY GOOD MEN LEFT? My 
only true friends are lesbians, and I feel like 
I'm becoming one of them. Please save me! 
I need a huge dose of testosterone. It you 
are 22-32, have a sense of humor, and are 
attractive, thencallme .. _I'malloftheabove. 
,,7254 (3120) 
LOOKING FOR A FRIEND for 10ng·tBml 
relationship. Should be well -built, 45-6Dyo. 
Mustloveclassical music, mollies arts and 
have passion for lite! 1r7118 (3/6 )' , 
LOOKING FOR ONE GOOD MAN· GWM 
39. 5'11'. 175100. BRIBL. Enjoys beaCh: 
s~rts" camping, movies, dining out, or a 
qUiet night at home with someone special. 
Seeking someone 2a-45, who's honest, 
down to earth, ~ecure, compassionate, and 
most of all not Into head games. 11'7266 (3/ 
20) 
SEX-N·DRUGS-N·ROCK·N·ROLl.not nec-
essarilyinthat order. MWM, 35, seeks young, 
wild and chick for occasional hot fun. Good 
smoke. boer. dance. pool. putts. kink . Open. 
honest, sincere. 1r7300 (3/27) 
TALL. DARK. AND HANDSOME- SWM 
seeks two females BVstraight for fantasy 
fulfillment. Clean. Discreet . • 7307 (3/27) 
DAMSEL, NOT IN DISTRESS sought by 
multi-faceted, romantic , southern Maine 
DWM, 60. Be creative. fit. flexible, feminine 
wrth toie de vlYre fO( lifelong, monogamous, 
negotiable. quality relationship . Let's talk. 
,,7274 (3120) 
~1(14 • 
I WANT TO BEU EVE that there is someone 
for everyone. Tall SM, 25, athlet ic X~Phile 
seeks caring, energetic, outspok~, spon_ 
taneous SF for sci fi movie date. 11'7189 (31 
13) 
I'M lOOKING for one romant ic attractive 
fit. caring SWF. 25-39.I·m39. SWM. enjoY 
~ports, danctng, dining, funny movies. Hop-
Ing for LTR. Photos exchanged. 11'7306 (3/ 
27) 
YOUR CHART WINS MY HEART- Pisces 
sun conjunct Mars in 12th house. Aquarius 
Mercury trine Uranus, and Cancer moon 
trine Venus . Prepare yourself for a 
paranonnal meeting of souls. I am ahealthy 
6'1" , DWPM, 46, with blue eyes and some 
brown hair. ,,7253 (3120) 
I Try the CBW Pars_Is! I 
ARE YOU DARK AND HAIRY? I'm not. 
Closeted 35yo wants new frien~s , You 
should be 18-40 and laid back- I am. Port-
land area. ,,7297 (3127) 
ATTENTION PORTLAND AND Lew/Aub. 
GWM, 27, 5'10· , 150lbs, discreet profes-
sional seeks SM. 18·30. physically fit for 
companionship. If you enjoy adVenture and 
quiet times. call. .. 7142(3/13) 
LOVERIFRIENDWANTED NOW· GWM.31 . 
trucker. wants top male as friend when 
coming homefromthe dustyroact Prefer NI 
S. NlD who wants life together- let'S talk 
today. all It takes is a call. .. 7026(2128) 
lost souls 
STONE COAST BREW COMPANY 2/8/96.1 
was weanng a Pepe-Ie-pew T-shirt Our 
eyes met as you leftwithtriends. Please call. 
,,7304 (3/27) 
-
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FINE INTERIOR PAINTING 




MORE THAN $25 
to sell your vehiclel The Sure Sell Classifieds 
will keep your car, truck, bus, RV, or motorcyle . 
running until it sells for only $251 
Call 775-1234 or FAX it to 775-1615. 
VisalMC accepted. 
GIFTED PSYCHICS 
WANT TO HELP YOU! 
Let them tell you about your future! 






Hospitality House, Inc., P.O. Box 62, 
Hinckley, ME 04944. 207·453·2986 for info. 
INTERNET MAINE 
PPP $35 Shell $25 
780-0416 
"SELL YOUR BOAT 
FOR ONLY $25** 
Sure, it's worth much more than that! 
But, for only $25 The Sure Sell will 
advertise your boat until you sell it! 
Call 775-1234 
for more information. Visa/MC accepted. 
SUCK,SUCK,SUCK,YOUR 
TROUBLE AWAY 
with a slightly used vacuum, $50, beat 'em up 
with a set of bongos, $20, display them on an 
end table, $10, keep them hidden in a dressing 
table, $25, or stash them under a mighty nice 
set of chairs, $30. 772-4008. 
THE FITNESS PASSPORT 
Work Out 24 Weeks-$24.95 
10-14 Day "Trial Memberships' at 
12 Fitness Centers. 828·6272. 
The Original 
"BALOON LADY" is Back 
For a Musical FRAN·A·GRAM 
to brighten your day 
Call Fran At 1-900-476-4878 
$.99/min. 18yrs. old 
For as little as $2. 
let me chase away your blues. 
of the 
775-1234 
FAX ITI775-1615, THE SURE 
SELL CLASSIFIEDS! 
WANTED: 
Antique homes with character. 
We hav&qualified buyers. 
Call Unda and Andrew Griffin 
Specializing in Antique homes for a 
free market analysis and consultation. 
Century 21 First Realty, 892-8555 
PROF. CHILD CARE GIVER 
Opens for weekend 
overnight positions. 
20 years experience, impeccable references. 
Wicked fun person. Go away without the guilt. 
Your children will thank you! 
Call Pamela at 871-8655. 
Advance Reservations Necessary. 
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING 
TO SHOW THE WORLD? 




SERVICE OR ART 
TO THE WORLD 
THROUGH THE INTERNET! 
We'll design your website 
and put it on the internet! 






Sign up today! 
J'''<-,>~ is offering a Call the admissions 
office at Andover 
College: 
Special 1-Day Seminar: 
INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERNET 
Date: Friday, March 29, 1996 
Time: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
All of your friends have been talking about 
surfing the Internet; now y ou can learn what 
it ' s all about . Don ' t miss this special 
seminar that's perfect for beginners. 
774-6126 or 
1-800-639-3110 
$75 per person 
Group discounts available 
These ads appear on 
THE INTERNET 
at no extra charge. 
URBAN CATSITTERS 
In-home care for city kitties while 
you're away. 
Insured, Member National Association of 
Professional Pet Sitters 
Call 761-9651 for brochure 
e-mail: vnuz56a@prodigy.com 
* CHECK OUT CBW ONLINE!!! http://www.maine.com/cbw 
GET PAID TO SHOP! 
Make $347 weekly ••• 
as "Mystery Shopper" for local stores. 
Apply, send SASE: 
Shoppers, 9852 W. Katella, 
Dept. 168-417E, Anaheim, CA 92804 
SICK OF RECYCLING? 
Help individuals with disabilities work 
successfully in the community. 
Donate your 5¢ bottles and receive a 
recycling service at your home or office. 
F.M.I. 761-2960 
FOUND 
Southeast comer of 
Mellen and Deering St. 
One women's gold ring. 
size 7 call to identify 
761-1900 
MEDICAL ENVIRONMENTS 
SpeCializing in the adapt ion 
of home environments 
call: (207)828-0115 
Do you need a ramp built, special 
shower stall installed or anything done 
to your home to make it easier for you 
or a loved one to get around? 
WE CAN HELP!!! 
FREE ESTIMATES 
FULLY INSURED 
SUBARU WAGON, 1990 
55k, AlC, AMIFM/CASS. 
New belts. Great winter carl 
$7,100/B.0. 
207-780-9801 
NO TIME TO RELAX 
Intown for a few days ... Have a CertIfied 
Massage Therapist corne to youl 
Jim Utrocapes, C.M.T. Office. 761·0125 
Pick your type size: 
Larp $8 per line 
MedIum $7 per line 
Small $8 per line 
Pick a dlngbat: $8 
a). b). c) * d). 
Spot Color: $20 
Three Une Minimum. FNquency 
DIacounts Available • DeadlIne 
Fridays at Noon • All AU Prepaid 
Your Plasma Donation 
Helps Make the Difference! 
"Our Son's alive 
because of you" 
Plasma is an essential fluid of life and is used to make 
medicines to treat people witb life.threatening diseases. 
A national Plasmapberesis company is currently seeking 
suitable, bealthy people to participate in a quality plasma 
drive in our community. You can earn $130 a month, and 
couples up to $260 a month by donating life-saving plasma. 
$20 New Donors on your 1st 
donation with coupon. expire' 2/29/96 
PORTLAND BIOLOGICALS 685 Congress St. • Portland • 772-5715 
Hours M W F 8-3 • T Th 10:30-5:30 • Sat 9-12 
